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SUMMARY

Utility of an earth-circling space vehicle as a reconnaissance device is considered
here in detail. A satellite (initially placed on its orbit by rocket power) which televises
ground scenes and weather information to surface receiving stations is investigated.
Particular attention is given to the television, communication, and electrical-power-supply
problems, since these ae the major determining factors in payload utility of a recon-
naissance satellite. Some important corollary aspects, namely attitude control and equip-
ment reliability, are also discussed.

In order to round out the study, performance and weight estimates of the rocket
vehicle required to carry a television payload are included.

The general conclusion of the report is that television satellites are feasible and that
they would be useful if built and operated. Various essential lines of research in tele-
vision, auxiliary power, and reliability are indicated.

Two other publications, one on weather reconnaissance"' and the other on political
and psychological aspects," 2' have been prepared and are being distributed concurrently.

For reierences, see page 135.
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SYMBOLS

:.diameter of the effective aperture of the camera, in.
B = scene brightness, ft-L
C = scene contrast, percent

C, = drag coefficient
d = satellite's antenna (transmitting) dish size, ft

D = width of viewed surface area, mi; ground station's antenna (receiving)

dish size, ft
E = power supplied to transmitter, watts: incident illumination, ft-c
f = f number of the optical system, or (F/a) ratio of focal length to effective

aperture
F = focal length of TV camera, in.
g = acceleration of gravity = 32.2 ft/sec2

h, = altitude, mi

I = information content

Ij = moment of inertia of unit, /4

k = Boltzmann constant, joules/OK; threshold signal-to-noise ratio

L = angle of obliquity between the orbital plane and the earth's equator, degrees
M = Mach number
M = control momentum applied to the vehicle
n = resolution of pickup tube, TV lines/in.

n' = resolution of pickup tube, TV lines/frame
ri = over-all system resolution, TV lines/frame
N = frame frequency/sec

•'= toa number of satellite revolutions about the earth
p = probability of successful operation

P = transmitted power, watts
P = angular momentum of vehicle with respect to an inertial reference system

P, = orbital regression period relative to the sunny side of earth, days
P, = received power, watts
P, = orbital regression period relative to celestial space, days

q = probability of failure
r = distance from the satellite to the center of the earth, mi

R = transmission range, meters (or mi)

RE = radius of earth = 4000 mi
S/N = high-light signpi-to-noise ratio

I = exposure time, sec
T = s. .' duration time, days

V = velocity, ft/ sec
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INTRODUCTION

The basic teasibiliry of satellites from the point of view of rocket performance was
considered in a previous group of RAND reports, Refs. 3 through 14. That investi-
gation pointed to several important conclusions. First, the engineering of a rocket
vehicle of adequate performance for use as a satellite would require but minor develop-
ment beyond -the then-existing technology. Secondly, the payload would have to be
small (not more than 2000 Ib) to keep the gross weight within reason; hence destruc-
tive payloads are not likely to be economically worth while for many years to come.
Thirdly. returning the vehicle to earth intact would be difficult and should not be
attempted in the early versions.

The above factors indiated that the payload would be restricted to instrumentation
and tommunitation equipment and prompted the RDB (Technical Evaluation Group)
and the Air Force to request that further attention be given to the question of utility.
RAND.s effort since 1947 on the satellite study has been closely tied to the payload-
itb des~ription and military usefulness. Most attention has been directed toward recon-
n.ijss.,n,e. since that is a field in which a satellite may very well show advantages over
other types of vehicles.

It now appears fortunate that reconnaissance w'as selected for the first payload
investigation. As will be seen later in the report, pioneer reconnaissance (general loca-
tion and determination of appropriate targets) and weather reconnaissance are suitable
with the resolving power presently available to a satellite television system. These rwo
classes of reconnaissance have also been growing in importance to the Air Force. because
of the vastness of Russia and the difficulty of gaining information by conventional means.

To explore further the possibility of reconnaissance by means of a satellite, it is
netessary to investigate the various constraints imposed in conducting such an observation
from a remote, unattended vehicle.

The first step in such an analysis logically considers the movement of the satellite
as a .vth(cle with respect to the targets to be viewed. Consideration must be given to
the degrees of freedom at our disposal in the type and position of orbits and to the
frequency of the satellite within the orbit. This approach, from a macroscopic stand-
point, gives rise to information on how often and under what conditions the satellite
can be placed over a given target. This is discussed in Section 1. "'Satellite Orbits and
Ground Coverage."

Naturally following this step is the microscopic inquiry into the feasibility of view-
ing a target from the satellite. Telev~sion has been selected as the only practical way
known at present for transmitting back to earth that which can be seen from the
vehicle. Thus an evaluat-- i televisinn-camera-equipment capabilities, along with a
discussion of associated problems 0f transmission of the pictures, is presented in Section
II, "Reconnaissante by Television."



I. SATELLITE ORBITS AND GROUND COVERAGE

This section presents a general discussion of the pertinent facts about orbits which

are essential to the utility of a satellite as a reconnaissance vehicle aiv°*4 the problems
concerning the establishment of a rocket-vehicle satellite on an approximately circular
oblique orbit relative to the earth. Since the primary utility aspect considered is recon-.
naissance, the effect of orbits on scanning (i.e., viewing) angles, as well as some dis-
cussion of the limitations imposed by optical and radio transmission requirements,
are included.

ORBITS GENERALLY

A satellite is defined as an attendant body revolving about a larger one; a moon
and a man-made object revolving about the earth are thus satellites. The earth itself
is a satellite of the sun. The shape of a satellite orbit, which can be either circular or

elliptical, is dependent principally on the initial conditions of velocity, position, and
direction of motion.

A circular orbit is of course the most desirable for an artificial satellite. Any, marked
deviations or eccentricity would cause some portion of the flight path to pass through
more dense atmosphere and thus decrease the endurance of the satellite (for the likely
range of orbital altitudes).

In order to remain on an orbit, the velocity of a satellite must be such that its cen-

trifugal force is sufficient to overcome the earth's gravitational forces upon the satellite
at the orbital altitude. Initial trajectory control is required to be such that the velocity
is at least that necessary for a circular orbit* at the design altitude, and the path angle
is within ½2O." These limits are attainable with present control equipment.

RAND's previous studies were devoted primarily to equatorial orbits, which are still

of prime interest for preliminary, experimental satellite flights. However, it is obvious
that a reconnaissance satellite must be placed on an oblique orbirt to view targets of
military interest most efficiently.

o Vejocities less than that required for a circular orbit obviously prevent the vehicle from
establishing the prescribed orbit; hence the satellite will either fall to earth or assume an elliptical
orbit which will cause marked altitude variations. Velocities greater than required yield less dis-
astrous, but also undesirable, elliptical paths.

t In this report an orbit will be designated by the d,.. of an angl- between it and the
equator. An alternative but equivalent description is the maximum la.itude to which the orbit is
tangent. Thus a 0* orbit is equatorial, a 90" orbit is polar, and a 56' orbit is ,6" oblique to the
equator and tangent at 56" latitude.
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perturbation, namely, a significant regres- ,o"

sion of the nodes* when the satellite orbit ,. "WOW

is oblique. This regression is similar to the ,,o -- .. .

precession of a gyroscope caused by exter-

nally applied torques. ,60 - . 0 -1

Further, the regression periodt of the
satellite orbit will vary, depending on the 20

orbital altitude and obliquity. After the .I/

method of Ref. 14, the orbital regression /

periods relative to the sunny side of the
earth and to celestial space are plotted as ,0 "

functions of altitude and orbital angle in
Fig. 3. For useful reconnaissance orbits, 450 30 I i
to 600 obliquity and 350 to 500 mi altitude,

the change in period relative to the earth is ,.

not great.
For llustrative purposes only, a 56c Fig. 3-Satellite's orbital regression

oblique orbit, approximately the latitude of period for various orbital
Moscow, will be studied for most of the angles and altitudes

balance of this discussion. Figure 4 depicts

the nodal regression for a vehicle on such a

path. It may be seen in this illustration that ___-_

the position of the orbit relative to the sunny -',. .
side of the earth changes not with the earth's A/

seasons, but much more rapidly; for this par- . '--,,> .

ticular orbit, the period relative to the earth ." .. -

is 70 days rather than a year.

Under these conditions, the satellite can

see a given target in the daytime only dur. '.-
ing alternate 35-day intervals regardless of
whether the satellite circles the earth once

Fig. 4-Schematic illustration of
a day or a thousand times, Fig. 5 amplifies nodal regression.--satellite orbit
this point. Thus a single satellite cannot

Regression of the nodes may be visualized as a westerly rotation of the line of intersection
(nodal line) between the satellites orbital plant and the earth's equatorial pla-e (see Figs. 1. 4,
and 3).

t Regression period, as used here, is the time required for the intersection lin, (see footnote
above) to make one complete revolution relative either to the sunny side of the earth or to ceIestial
space, as applicable (see Fig. 4).
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W. - .1 * . mE -M a.. .* ,, * give a continuous record of daytime viewing

of a particular target, but only during alter-

r,.:e 35-day periods. If continuous chrono-
logical daytime coverage is desired for

longer periods, a minimum of two vehicles
would be required. Further, if contrast re-

. . quirements exclude twilight intervals, then
....... .. three satellites operating on 8-hr shifts, with

...... paths as shown in Fig. 6, are necessary.

Fig. 5--llustration of effect of satel-
lite's orbital regression on viewing a

point-target in daylight

Orbits of wo iso lteflitir ProW nq Orbits o thngt sonllqites op.aoin

Fig. 6-Multiple satellite orbits

ALTITUDE, VELOCITY, AND DURATION

So far, discussion has been centered on the path of the satellite in its orbit. Its
speed and altitude will now be considered. Figure 7 gives a plot of the required satellite
velocity as a function of altitude above the earth for a nearly circular orbit. Since this
velocity is independent of the earth's rotation, a satellite launched eastward gains
by the component of the earth's peripheral speed in that direction. Figure 7 also shows
the number of satellite revolutions per day as ;-i'ected by orbital altitude.

The duration of an orbiting vehicle depends or the ..nount of atmosphere tending
to slow it down. This in turn means that the higher the altitude, the longer the satellite

6
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Fig. 7-Satellite velocity and orbiting D I I I ! !I

frequency vs altitude ,* 4o0

can stay up. Figure 8, taken from Ref. 3,
gives anticipated duration as a function of Fig. 8--Duration time and total num-

altitude. At a 100-mi altitude the vehicle ber of satellite revolutions vs altitude

will be pulled to earth in less than one revo- initially

lution because of the atmospheric drag. At 350 mi the duration is about 2 years. At 500
mi the satellite will stay up around 50 years; at 600 mi, several centuries. From this

standpoint alone, it is desirable to use as high an altitude as possible. Also, the range
of line-of-sight' radio transmission increases with altitude. Counterbalancing these
factors is the greater size of the satellite required to put a given payload on an orbit
at higher altitudes (e.g., 10 to 20 per cent higher gross weight is required to increase
altitude from 350 to 500 mi; see Fig. 40, page 77). Another deterrent factor is the
increased size and weight of camera equipment necessary to scan the earth from higher
altitudes, which requires higher resolving power for an equivalent picture. Therefore,
the desirable altitude will represent a compromise between these opposing features but
will probably lie between 350 and 500 mi. For purposes of consistency, a 350-mi alti-
tude will be used in the remainder of this report, except where altitude is considered

as a variable.

EFFECT OF ORBITAL ALTITUDE ON GROUND COVERAGE AND
RELATED PROBLEMS

At orbital altitudes of 350 to 500 mi, the satellite circles the earth fifteen to fourteen
times a day (see Fig. 7), The satellite tracks cross the equator at intervals of 240 to

0 Only line-of-sight transmission can be used because high-frequency waves are necessary for
trlevision equipment. Also, long radio wavelengths will be adversely affected by the ionosph--
fur instance, reflection by the Heaviside layer will prevent such wavelengths from reaching the
earth rather than to increase their range.

7



250 longitude or, roughly, dwere are 1700 mi (measured cast-west at the str b-
tween tracks for the 350-mi altitude.

At 560 latitude, for example, this interval is about 800 mi; near the tangent latitude
the tracics recross each other several times. Figure 9 indicates the tracks for a satellite
at An orbital altitude of 350 mi and at an orbital angle of 560. Also shown is the
avftage daytime coverage during the daylight -season" with a 400-mi optical scan
to either side of the satellite (800-mi optical -scanning band); the light-green area shows
targets covered once a day, medium green, those covered twice; and dark green, those
covered three or more times. White a~reas (below the tangent latitude) are those viewed
less than once a day: as indicated in the figure, for the assumed satellite orbit, coveraze in
any one day is not complete be-low 300 N. latitude.

___Area not scanned

=2Area Covered once a Coy

___Area covered tiwce a day

- - ~ * ~ Area Covered mate than twigs a day

90 350-,ni arb~f!altOijtude

30' latitude, maInour,MM latitude of whicn
nwot all targets are Covered in one day

Optical scanning band (width 8 800 M,

Fig. 9-Satellite orbit showing flight-path traces on earth
The 800-mi optical -scanning band at 350 mi altitude represents approximately a

940 included scanning angle, i.e., a 470 scan to either side of the vertical. The included
angle of the horizon is 1350. but the value of pictures taken beyond 450 on either
side of vertical is questionable. This point is shown schematically in Fig. 10, which also
gives a plot of horizon angle as -a function of altitude. A discussion of the effects of
scanning angle. as well as those of the orbital inclination, upon the minimum resolvable
surface dimension is presented in Appendix 1.

Proper initial selection of the orbital altitude would enable the satellite in -- '.e an
integral number of revolutions for one revolution of the earth relative to the orbitil
plane (not necessarily per 24-hr day, since the orbital plane regressess) - Integral num-

The period for a 350-mi alitiude, 56* orbit is 24.31 hr, which is termed a day throughout
the 'remainder of this discussion.
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o90

InCludled horizonl angle. 19

L-Incluavd Scanning angle- 2 )r

0
0 200 400 600 Boo

Altitude I(miles

Fig. 10-Horizon angle, 0), as a function of altitude

bers of satellite revolutions every other (24.3-hr) day, every third day, etc., are also
possible. Such orbital conditions, however, cannot be made accurately enough with
present control equipment to afford the same trace on the earths5 surface day after day.
Thus a drift can be expected so that the satellite will come within a few miles of its
track on the previous day (or the previous alternate day, etc.). The significant fact is
that by adjusting an orbital period so that it is nearly integral on altern at e days, one
can obtain, the following day, a picture in the center of the camera scan of a target
which was on the periphery the day before (see Fig. 9), except, of course, near the
tangent latitude, in which region still greater amounts of overlap are obtained.

As mentioned earlier, one factor indicating the desirability of a 500-mi altitude is
the need to receive the satellite's television broadcasts by stations sited either in friendly
territories or on ships. Figure 11 shows the area of reconnaissance interest which would
be covered by transmission ranges of 1396 and 1743 mi with 5 stations and 2000 mi

9



with 4 stations (see Fig. 22, page 30, for range as a function of altitude and elevation
angle). Transmission must be "line-of-sight" because of the required radiation frequen-
cies. It is estimated that the maximum range for acceptable transmission* from a 350-mi
altitude is about 1400 mi. At this range, 5 stations would be required to pick up A'..t±'c

observations, but about 15 per cent of the USSR, a significant portion near 105 0 E.

longitude, would be left out. Increasing the satellite's altitude to 500 mi affords (on

the same basis) a range of approximately 1750 mi. With this range and the same 5

stations, the unobserved area is reduced to a small amount.

C-1 POMIM Of USSR no, rMC.,nedSe~t 5 eeh~l.1396- In.

S e19=1 Port:on :nof ob porfon nIn

- ¢•etM-4 -th 5, Stotona, but

e,0-th -onq* *.nded to

Portion Of USSR not VOCtnfdS• -11, 4 -e -b,, e ...........

2000-r oA 09

iSln,,o.7 A, C, 0 on.

Fig. 1 I-Asiatic observation at two radio ranges

With a 2000-mi range (not shown), the unobserved area would be eliminated. How-
ever, by accepting a small unobserved area near 950 E. longitude, 4 sea-borne stations
could be employed. At this latter range, the orbital altitude required for equivalent
clarity of the transmission exceeds 600 mi (see Fig. 22, page 30); it may be possible
to attain a 2000-mi range from a 500-mi altitude, although some uncertainty and signal

distortion would occur in the 100- to 250-mi extremity.
The possibility of eliminating so-called unobservable areas by using delayed broad.

casting becomes apparent., It is well to note, however, that the number of frames to
be filed would cause the transmitting device to be so bulky and complex that this method
does not appear to warrant further investigation at the present time.

"0 It is assumed that & minimum elevation angle (above the horizon) of 5" be employed for
completely acceptable signal reception.''
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The effect of different altitudes upon target viewing, as well as upon television
camera resolution and contrast, is discussed further in the next section.

SUMMARY

To summarize briefly, the orbiting characteristics are critically dependent on the
altitude; a substantially circular orbit is most desirable. Although equatorial orbits are
desirable for test purposes, oblique orbits are necessary for meaningful reconnaissance.
For example, a 350-mi altitude, 560 orbit, in combination with an 87-day regression
period of the orbital plane relative to celestial space and to the seasonal motion of the

earth around the sun, will afford daylight views of a specific target during alternate
approximately 35-day intervals (one-half the 70-day regression period relative to the
earth). Complete target-system coverage, from the eastern to western limits of Russian-

controlled territory, will reduce the unproductive interval by about one-half.

11



II. RECONNAISSANCE BY TELEVISION

In the first section, the macroscopic aspects of satellite reconnaissance have been dis-
cussed, namely, the placement of the vehicle in appropriate orbits for bringing targets
of military significance under scrutiny. The means for viewing and transmitting these
scenes to ground stations will now be weighed. At the present time, it is felt desirable
to consider only remote transmission of picture information by high-frequency radio
waves. Other possible alternatives, such as using a conventional aerial photographic
camera and returning the satellite to earth on command, appear to involve difficulties
that would make early versions of the satellite impractical.

Two systems, television and photographic facsimile transmission, are available for
consideration for photographing and sending on reconnaissance data. The latter system
uses camera film to record temporarily scene information; this film is then scanned
electronically and the impulses transmitted as in the standard "wirephoto" system. A
re-usable film must be employed because, otherwise, roughly 3/4 ton of camera film
would be required per month's operation. Since we know of no re-usable film (or other
less bulky storage strip) under development, the photographic facsimile system will
be ruled out for the present; future requirements, such as those for delayed picture
transmission, may cause reconsideration of this system.

The use of television emerges, then, as of prime import in viewing and sending to
ground stations reconnaissance information for recording and for evaluation. The
ability of such a system to accommodate reconnaissance requisites will be considered in
detail, both for viewing weather and for observing ground targets. Each of these latter
types of reconnaissance has its own peculiar needs, which will be discussed first in
this section.

The effect of reconnaissance requirements on camera equipment is considered next.
It will be demonstrated that daytime viewing is possible, but nighttime light levels are
too low for practical televising. The discussion of daytime viewing is then expanded to
include specific numbers of the minimum resolvable ground dimensions as functions
of scene contrast, frame speed, and the number of lines per inch resolution of the camera.
A correlation between the ground area to be covered and the frame speed, and the need
for an optical-scanning system, are determined. The above investigation is of a general
nature and would apply to any "canera," whether it uses film, is a television tube, or
is the human-eye.

Logically following the above discussion, the television camera tubes are examined
in relation to the foregoing optical parameters. The commercial Image Orthicon and
the Vidicon tubes are shown to be within the realm of possibility for satellite viewing.

A discussion is then presented of the television camera system in context with the
reconnaissance requirements and of the various combinations of characteristics that could
be employed to produce an over-all optical-scanning system for use in both weather

12



and terrestrial reconnaissance. Also included are actual photographs of a simulated

ground scene by a commercial Image Orthicon camera. It is shown that even by present
commercial television standards, useful scene information can be obtained.

The transmission of the televised scenes, the necessary television mechanisms, the

effects of signal wavelength, the position of the satellite relative to ground stations, and
the possibility of enemy interception and jamming are included in the next subsection.
Following this is an analysis of the reception and presentation of the televised signal
as would be done by the ground monitoring stations.

Weight estimates and power requirements for the satellite television camera-trans-

mitter system are then presented. For a more complete analysis of the television system's

design considerations, see Appendix II.

RECONNAISSANCE REQUIREMENTS

To obtain any useful information from altitudes of 350 to 500 mi appears at. the

outset to be an extremely difficult operation. It is the purpose here to examine the con-
straints imposed on the television system in conducting reconnaissance of a worthwhile
nature. Two types of observation w-ill be considered: weather and terrestrial.

Weather Reconnaissance

Reference 1 offers a far more complete analysis of the requirements for weather
reconnaissance than can be given here. However, in this report it is desirable to discuss

briefly these requisites for the purpose of continuity. Information in Ref. I reveals
that details of cloud structure as small as several hundred feet in dimension may possess
meteorological significance. For weather observations, resolutions as poor as 500 to 1000
ft can be utilized, although a better minimum resolvable dimension would be 200 ft.

This latter resolution is ample to determine a major portion of the characteristics neces-
sarn to predict weather. At this resolution, orientation and structure of clouds, direction
of winds, and presence of fronts can be seen.

To explore deeply into the problem, the prevailing contrasts of weather scenes must

be examined. For weather reconnaissance, the contrast is a function of the albedos" of
various types of clouds and of the background. An albedo of 0.8, commonly given for
average cloud formations (see Fig. 49. page 94). is used with the albedos of the various
surface backgrounds to determine the degree of contrast available. Figure 12 shows

graphically that contrasts of 50 per cent or more are produced by virtually all ground-
surface background conditions except that of fresh snow; also shown in Fig. 12 is a
similar graph for smooth sea surfaces and various solar elevations.

An additional feature of weather reconnaissance is the need to encompass the entire

area in question with a daily observational coverage.

At the risk of being premature in describing the television system, a few illustrative
remarks will be made here. An optical-scanning system viewing a band on the earth's

surface of 800 mi width and taking frames, or pictures, at the rate of ten per second

a Albedo is the ratio of the amount of light reflected from a perfectly diffuse surface to the
total light falling upon it.
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will be assumed. A standard Image Orthicon television camera with appropriate optics

at the 10 frame/sec speed and for the pertinent contrasts prevailing in weather scenes
oiliresoe a dimension of 200 ft. Therefore the conclusion is that such a system could
be completely adequate and useful for meteorological observational purposes.

Terrestrial Reconnaissance

The requirements for viewing targets-eeof military signi ificance-ron the ground are
now considered. Taking the cue from the above discussion, it is apparent that a 200-ft
resolution can be easily attained at prevailing weather contrast levels (which are nearly
all at 'contrasts abov'e 20 per cent) and that a complete daily area coverage can be
expected with this system. 1-lowever, that contrasts of less than 20 per cent do exist
on military targets and that a 200.ft resolution will not be completely adeqjuate will be
discussed subsequently.

Figure 13 depicts contrasts that may be expected from various military targets against
representative backgrounds. Year-round observation from the satellite will yield a number
of picrures of a given target during the different seasons, possibly with informative
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results. For example, an asphalt airstrip and its adjacent ground cover may have no
albedo difference, hence no contrast, during the spring-to-fall period; during early
winter, however, a thin laver of snow on the adjacent ground cove:, but melted or
removed from the airstrip, may result in contrasts as high as 85 per cent. Furthermore,

continued observations throughout seasonal ground-cover variations will tend to reduce
the effectiveness of camouflage. It is readily apparent that the conditions for taking
such pictures are dependent on the number of clear days during the period the satellite
passes over a specified military target. However, if a continuous chronological record
is broadcast from the satellite for a year, it is reasonable to expect that each target will
be seen at some time on a clear day.

The second criterion for terrestrial reconnaissance is, of course, the allowable minimum
resolvable surface dimension. The ultimate choice of the figure for this dimension will
remain with intelligence personnel skilled at interpreting information. The 200-ft reso-
lution is probably adequate for ferreting out major airfields and for noting the presence

of large highwa, or railroad right-of-ways (even though lateral dimensions may be
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considerably less than 200 ft). Large factory buildings will be seen, although their

exact shape may be indeterminable. Square buildings of 200 ft on a side will tend to

be confused with round fuel-storage tanks of similar size.
A 50-ft resolvable dimension will afford considerable improvement in detailed infor-

mation. The structure of urban areas can be determined. Large aircraft can be identified,
as can gun emplacements, revetments, etc.

Assessment of bomb damage will probably require even better resolving power
(perhaps as low as 10 ft) and may well be beyond the.scopeof the satellio.system.

From the above discussion, it is seen ý$ -pr;viohsly assumed camera and scannink
system is, on the basis of minimum re- o•a "•-•si'rftace dimension, useful and adequate
for pioneer terrestrial reconnaissance. However, such a system is inadequate for recon-
naissance concerned with detailed target identification. The ways in which detailed
reconnaissance can be achieved are discussed later in this section, but it can be stated
briefly that either a fundamental improvement in the television camera tube or a reduc-
tion of the observable area on the ground-so that complete coverage is not made every
day but every 10 days or so-must be made.

Summary of Reconnaissance Requirements for the Television System

It has been shown that minimum resolvable dimensions of 50 to 500 ft are accept-
able, depending on the type of observations made. Thus the television camera must be
capable of resolving dimensions on the ground--or near the ground for weather--of
the same order of magnitude measured in feet as ',, to I times that of the optical range
measured in miles. This resolving power. 0.001c to 0.01c, implies a small angle of
view, as will be demonstrated later.

Optzlal scanning over a reasonably wide swath on the earth's surface will require
(in coniunction with the small field of view) a large number of frames in-a given time
inrerval---of the order of 10 to 30 frames/sec.

Contrast levels of 20 per cent or higher will normally be needed.

Nighttime and Color Television

So far. discussion has been predicated on the conditions that would prevail in taking
blaik-and-white pILtture. in the daytime. For black-and-white shots at night, the same
scene contrasts would be expected, bul the oter-all scene brighlne.., would bt
con,,derab/) red-uced.

The use of television for transmitting scenes viewed by a satellite at night, while
physically possible (see Appendix II), is considered impractical. A camera system
suffi(iently flexible to accommodate both daytime and nighttime viewing not only would
be complex, but also would required an f/0.6 optical system, which in turn would
require a 30-in. aperture for a 20,-in. focal length (as compared with a 2-in. aperture for
davime viewing). The total size and weight of such a device as presently conceived
would be prohibitive.

Although color television has lower resolution than black-and-white video, the use
of color television might result in more effective photo interpretation. For example, a
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black airstrip surrounded by green grass can readily be identified in color even though
its black-and-white contrast may be zero. It is doubtful, however, that color television
could counteract camouflage because the TV camera does not see more of the infrared
spectrum than does the human eye. Size, weight, and complexity of such a system do not
warrar' ',- 'ur-ther investigation at this time.

Hence the remainder of the section will be devoted to black-and-white television,
with viewing done only in daylight.

OPTICAL SYSTEM

Resolving Power and Contrast

Resolvable detail in photographs made by satellite television (or any other type of
camera) is dependent on brightness, scene contrast, exposure time, and geometrical
factors. It is also a function of the inherent resolution of the camera itself. A television
camera is characterized by the number of television lines per inch (equal to rough]y
twice the number of optical lines per inch) and this parameter is a'n index of the
tube's resolution.*

In Table 12, on page 102, may be found an enumeration of the minimum surface
dimensions, S, resolvable by day for various contrasts, TV lines per inch camera resolu-
tion, and frame frequencies and for the various required optical parameters of focal
length and aperture size. Along with S, the relative power, P. required for picture
transmission is also listed.

A digest of Table 12 is given in Table 1, below, which shows what can be accom-

Table 1

MINIMUM RESOLVABLE SURFACE DIMENSION (8) BY DAY AS A FUNCTION

OF CONTRAST AND TV LINES PER INCH FOR A GIVEN
OPTICAL SYSTEM

(f/l0 Lens. 2-In. Camera Aperture. 20-In. Focal Leneth Camera: 10 Frames/Sec Frequency)

Minimum Resolvable Surface Dimension. 3, (ft)

Camera Resolution
Contrast

( l ) 500 TV lines/in. 1000 TV line/in. 1500 TV lines/in.

>25 370 185 125

20 370 195 165
15 370 295 295
10 660 660 660

plished with an f/1O, 2-in. camera aperture, 20-in. focal length camera, operating at a
frequency of 1 o (.ames/sec.

*Resolution by a photographic camera is commonly defined by the minimum spacing of lines
that can just be discerned in a photograph by the camera. in television the inde= is based on the
distance from one of the lines to the center of the intervening space between the lines (this distance
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It is expected that the Image Orthicon camera tube (see page 20) will give resolu-

tions of the order of 1000 TV lines/in., which means that with the above optical

system, a 200-ft minimum resolvable surface dimension can be anticipated for contrasts

-ow as 20 per cent.
By changing the camera optics to restrict the field of view and by increasing frame

frequency, it may be noted from Table 12, page 102, that considerable improvement in

S can be wrought. Values as low as S = 40 ft (at 25 per cent contrast) are obtained

with the same TV tube resolution of 1000 TV lines/in.

The Optical-scanning System

The f/10, 20-in. focal length optical system will view, in a single frame, a ground-
projected square area of 17.5 mi on a side directly under the satellite. (Figure 15,
page 22, shows an equivalent southwest sector of Los Angeles which would be taken
by one frame.) A 470 viewing angle will cover a ground-surface width of 800 mi from
an altitude of 350 mi. Because of the curvature and obliquity of the surface of the

earth, as shown in Fig. 10, page 9, the ground area seen by the optical system at 470
(the angle measured from the vertical) is nearly doubled, the transverse ground dimen-
sion being about 35 mi. Consequently, 39 to 40 frames are needed to view the 800-mi
band in one transverse sweep.

During this same time, the satellite is moving forward 17.5 mi at a speed of approxi-
mately 5 mi/sec, which allows about 3.5 sec/transverse sweep and, for 39 to 40 frames,

checks generally with the previously assumed 10 frames/sec.
The motion of the optical scan must be such that the area under observation is

"stopped- relative to the photocathode, which requires indexing between successive
frames in the transverse sweep, and to the fore-and-aft motion to compensate for the
satellite's for'ard motion.

Transverse and longitudinal camera positions relative to the satellite structure are
shown in Fig. 14 as functions of time per frame. Also shown is a proposed scanning
system. It may be possible to synthesize this complex motion by an appropriately de-

signed, continuously rotating prism (not shown).
Satellite attitude control of yaw, pitch, and roll, relative to "stopping" the picture,

is discussed in Section III. Further discussions of the scanning angle, of the orbital
inclination, of the.frame frequency, and of the resolvable surface dimensions are pre-
sented in Appendixes I and 11.

THE TELEVISION CAMERA

The task of televising a ground 'scene from a satellite differs from the ordinary
video pickup problem in three principle ways: (1) as just indicated, a high-resolution,
sea,,,1- optical system is required, (2) the equipment must operate over a relatively

being called one television "line"). Thus one optical line is equivalent, approximately, to two
television lines. It should be noted that a single index of this type is inadequate to describe fully
the quality of a camera, and it is assumed in this report that the television cameras have good
characteristics with respect to sensitivity as a function of the various sizes of the objects viewed.
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Limiting Resolution of Pickup Tubes

The basic elements of modem television camera tubes are (1) a photosensitive
target, upon which the viewed --ene is projected and reproduced as a pattern of static
electric charges, and (2) an electron beam which scans the charge pattern on the target,
reading and erasing it and transforming it into a time-varying electrical signal. The
scanning beam is usually made to cover the target in a series of horizontal lines or in
two interlaced series of lines, and the beam moves at such speed that the entire picture,
or frame, is scanned in a small fraction of a second. Present commercial television prac-
tice employs 525 scanning lines/frames at a rate of 30 frames/sec, and the pickup-tube
resolution is therefore limited to 525 TV lines/frame (or slightly more than 250
optical lines). A more fundamental limitation on the resolution of a pickup tube than
the number of scanning lines is the finite size of the cross section of the scanning beam
or the finite size of the elements composing the target, whichever is larger. It is of
interest to note that the scanning-beam sizes in electron microscopes is an order of
magnitude smaller (10- mrin spot size).

The resolution of the best available photoemissive pickup tubes (Image Orthicons)
is limited by target structure. This tube uses a thin two-sided target, upon one side of
which the charge pattern representing the scene televised is deposited by secondary
emission. Photoelectrons from the primary cathode, or photocathode, of the tube
focus upon the target and impinge upon it under conditions which result in a high
secondary emission ratio; each incident photoelectron ejects several secondary electrons
from the target face, the charge pattern on the target being correspondingly more intense
than that on the photocathode. These secondary electrons are collected by a grid of very
fine wire mounted close to the target on the photocathode side. The grid effectively
breaks up the otherwise continuous target surface into a mosaic of elements of size
corresponding to its mesh spacing. In. commercial Image Orthicons, the grid contains
slightly more than 500 mesh spacings/linear in., and the limiting resolution is there-
fore about 500 optical lines/in., or 1000 TV lines, of target surface. Experimental
Image Orthicons have been made with finer grid meshes, corresponding to limiting
resolutions better than 1500 TV lines/in.

Resolving power of present photoconductive pickup tubes (Vidicons) is limited by
the cross-sectional size of the scanning beam. The photoconductive process is inherently
more sensitive than photoemission and no preliminary amplification of the target charge
pattern by secondary emission is required; no collecting grid is involved and the Vidicon
target is essentially continuous. The smallest resolvable target element is therefore deter-
mined approximately by the half-power width of the scanning beam (at the target).
In a recently developed Vidicon, this beamwidth is about 0.O0125 inclusive, correspond-
ing to a limiting tube resolution ofabout 1600 TV lines to an inch. However, this does
not mean that the present Vidicons, have a higher resolution than do Image Orthicons.
On the contrary, the present target size of the Vidicon is considerably less than I in.,
and the number of TV lines to a fra ;e is less than in the Image Orthicon. Major diffi-
culty would be experienced in attcmpting to ..acrease the Vidicon target sizes to about
an inch (as in the Image Orthicon) because of the increasing electrical capacitance of
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the target. Nevertheless, this does not preclude the possibility of using several Vidicons
to replace one Image Orthicon, with the attendant reduction of reliability.

The possibility of a. really significan* improvement in the limiting resolution of an
Image-Orthicon-type pickup tube is regarded as remote, because of the great difficulties
inherent in constructing and mounting collecting screens composed of conductors much
smaller than about one-thousandth of an inch in diameter. Significant improvement
seems more likely in the case of photoconductive tubes, since much narrower scanning
beams are theoretically possible by improvement of the optical design of the electron
gun and of the focusing and scanning fields. But a limit will soon be reached at which
further reduction in beam spot size results in no further improvement in resolution
and at which resolution will be limited by the finite conductivity of the target. This
follows from the fact that the thickness and conductivity of the target must be such as
to allow for dissipation of the charge pattern by conduction through the target in a
period not much greater than the frame time; if the conductivity is such that it permits
this desired charge motion, it will also (assuming isotropic target material) allow
charges to move laterally over the target face so that even an initial point charge will
be spread over a circle of diffusion, the diameter of which will ultimately determine
the limiting resolution regardless of the spot size of the scanning beam.

It appears probable therefore that 1500 TV line/in, is a reasonable maximum value
for the limiting resolution of pickup tubes for some time to come, and that a practical
value for unattended operation of present tubes in a satellite vehicle might well be

considerably less than this, say about 1000 TV lines/in.

OPTICAL TECHNIQUES FOR IMPROVING THE RESOLVABLE
SURFACE DIMENSION

Considerable improvement in the minimum resolvable surface dimension can be
accomplished by changing the optical system so that an enlargement of the scene is
effected. Increasing the camera aperture from 2 in. to 5V2 in. and the focal length from
20 in. to 55 in. would yield nearly a 3:1 picture enlargement; and a minimum resolv-
able dimension of 185 ft would be reduced to 70 ft. An illustration of the improvement
in detail may be found by observing the following figures.

Figure 15 is a high-resolution photograph of a portion of the city of Los Angeles.
Figures 16, 17, and 18 are pictures of the same area as viewed by a standard commercial
Image Orthicon television tube. Figure 16 is a duplicate of the area seen in Fig. 15;
the long dimension represents 17V2 mi, or that distance on the earth's surface contained
in a single frame of the continuous-coverage satellite television system (800-mi scanning
width). It should be noted that objects of approximately 200-ft dimensions are dis-
cernible, but a tank farm having 100-ft-diameter tanks appears as a blur.

Figure 17 shows part of the same area enlarged three tinmes (3:1) before it passes
through the video system. Here the 100-ft tanks may :eadily be recognized. The long
dimension of this picture (6 mi) represents the atca viewed !y a satellite having an
80-mi scanning-band width and is thus indicative of the detail resolvable with the
55-in. focal length lens.
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"Figure 18 shows an 8:1 enlargement of a portion of the original scene (F.;. 15).
All three pictures were made at the KNBH studio of NBC with the assistance of NBC
and RCA personnel. Figure 19 depicts the television camera and the "si,,b.t' (Fig.
15), a highly accurate photographic mosaic of Los Angeles prepared by Fairchild Aerial
Surveys, Inc. In Fig. 20 are shown the monitoring scopes and the photographic camera
recording the pictures on the scope.

These examples are an indication of what can be seen by the assumed satellite tele-
vision system on a clear, sunlit day.

Of course, as noted previously, scene enlargement can be accomplished only at a
sacrifice of scanning bandwidth (keeping the same frame speed limitation). This de-
crease in scanning width is proportional to the square of the enlargement, so the
scanned width with the 5V,-in. lens would be about 80 mi instead of 800 mi.

It is believed that a 70-ft minimum resolvable surface dimension would result in a
considerable improvement in detail target identification. Large aircraft could be dis-
cerned on an airfield, as could revetments, etc.

To incorporate such an optical system in the satellite requires a little thought. An
over-all, day-to-day look at USSR and its environs is highly desirable from a weather
standpoint, and this can be done only with the 800-mi scanning width (i.e., the 20-in.
focal length lens). The possibility of using two separate lens and scanning systems
becomes immediately apparent. The second (512-in. aperture. 55-in. focal length)
system could be added with little increase in weight and power requirements and with
small decrease in reliability of the over-all system. Thus. effectively., a lens turret would
result so that either the 800-mi or the 80-mi system could be cut in on receipt of an
appropriate switching signal from the ground monitoring station.

Use of this more flexible television device requires modification of the way, in
which reconnaissance would be conducted.

Consider first the selection of a proper orbit for the vehicle. If the satellite is placed
at 425 mi altitude, the satellite will nearly retrace its path over the earth's surface ever-

other day; this is a desirable condition for the 800-mi scanning system (as pointed out
in the disLussion on orbits in Section 1). If the satellite followed such a trace exact!).

then a 320-mi gap would exist between the scanning traces when using the 80-mi lens
system. In other words, only targets in 80-mi strips. 400 mi apart. could be seen with

the higher-resolution system.
Fortunately. except for a queer quirk of fate. the above exact satellite trace (the

number of satellite revolutions integral with two revolutions of the earth with respect
to the satellites orbital plane) coul d not be attained with present control equipment in
placing the satellite in its orbit. A drift, depending on the error in attaining the appro-
priate altitude and zero orbit eccentricity, would mean that other targets would event -

all)y be scanned by the 80-mi system. To ensure a greater drift, it is probLIe Mnat
planning to place the satellite at either 400 mi or 450 mi altitude would result in a
suitable variation in earth traces. The choice of one of these altitudes over the other

would, of course, depend on other factors mentioned at various places in the report
(transmission range, vehicle size, etc.).
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Fic. 1; Photograph of KNSH studio of NBC, with master mosaic of
Los Ancreies harbor on easel

.5e

Pi;. 2C-Photogroph of monitoring control room of KNBK-NBC television station,
showinp scope& and photographic camera set up to record scenes
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Thus, should the 80-mi system be turned on continuously, eventually (probably
within a month) all important targets in Russia could be seen at the 70-ft resolution level.

To recapitulate, two optical-scanning systems are now considered, one having an
800-mi width and the other an 80-mi width. The 800-mi system could be turned on
until all targets were coverea on the 185-ft resolution level. Subsequent operation would
then be either with the 185-ft resolution or the 70-ft resolution system, depending on
the choice between weather and targets. There need not be any conflict in this latter
decision. Weather observations require considerable clouds (otherwise the weather is
fairly well established-fair). Clouds would obscure the targets. On the days that
there are no clouds, the targets can be seen and weather observations are meaningless.

Switching on the 80-mi scanning system when the satellite is approaching targets of
interest on clear days will eventually result in more or less complete coverage of these
pertinent targets owing to the random nature of weather.

Should it be desirable to increase further the scene enlargement, this can be done.
Figure 18 illustrates the benefit of an 8:1 enlarging lens. Each frame viewed at this
enlargement would represent less than 2 mi on a side, and problems in synchronizing
a scanning system to obtain pictures of a useful target are considerable. It is felt that
a more fruitful line of endeavor would be directed along the lines of improving the
inherent resolution of the television camera tube, or toward another alternative dis-
cussed in the following paragraph.

It is pertinent to note that keeping the scanning width constant, but increasing the
frame speed from 10 to 30 frames/sec, results in an improvement of resolution at the
expense of a more complex optical-scanning system and a large focal length camera.
The improvement is significant in both the 800-mi and the 80-mi scanning systems.
In the 800-mi system, the minimum resolvable surface dimension is reduced from 185 ft
to 105 ft; in the 80-mi system, from 70 ft to 40 ft.

It is not presently known how much time is required to place an entirely different
charge distribution on the target of the TV tube. The frame frequency of 30 frames/sec
is the same as that used in commercial television. However, in commercial television the
charge distribution, i.e., the picture, drifts slowly (in comparison to the frame speed)
across the tube target as objects in the viewed scene are moved. In the Falelliie's television
system, a completely different picture, and thus charge distribution, is experienced with
each frame. Thus a frame speed of as high as 30/sec will have to be investigated
further, although a 10/sec frequency is believed to be acceptable to the television tube.
In fact, the Columbia Broadcasting System's sequential color system places a completely
different picture on the tube target at the rate of 144/sec, which would imply that the
analysis presented is notably conservative.

TRANSMISSION OF THE TELEVISION PICTURES

On the basis that the satellite's television camera system can collect valuable infor-
mation, it is necessary to transmit the pictures from the satellite to surface receiving
stations and to record and portray the pictures in useful form. The range at which
satellite signals can be received by ground stations will be discussed first, since this
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range affects the disposition of the stations and uJtimately determines the completeness
of coverage of enemy. territory by direct broadcast to receiving points in friendly terri-
tory. Possible locations .of receiving stations was discussed in Section I.

Next, consideration will be given to the tracking system and to the effects of switch-
ing the television broadcast reception from one station to the succeeding one. The
following subsection is devoted to the antenna gain and to the power required, since
these are intimately related to the system employed to track the satellite. Logically
following this there is a discussion of the proper choice of wavelength. Finally, the
possibilities of interception and jamming of the television signal will be considered.

Before continuing further, however, it is felt desirable at this point to outline the
over-all television system. Figure 21 is a block diagram of the proposed system. Com-
ponent parts will be (and have been) described as they appear in the discussion.

SatGolnd station

Fag. 2-.Blac diagrm of V trnmsso n atna-rcigVytm

Iange liffi Tra nmissiSOrthicon m odulator ir ,nne I \

Theecan~ute odrasosfrntatmtn otrako Someunite wt h

etantheh n

Line of T " signal '

tigh fiiiili KUMiJAC) -

TV Traicihn "

.o nnect fion .

S~Ground station

Fig. 21--Block diagram of TV transmission and antenna-tracking systems

Range of Transmission

There are, quite good reasons for not at'tempting to track or communicate with the
satellite from surface stations when its angular elevation above the horizon is less than
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50.110) Consequently, this value of the elevation angle has been considered as determining

the maximum range over which completely acceptable television transmission should be

required. Because of geographic limitations, however, it may be both desirable and

necessary to transmit at'.ranges greater than those indicated by the 50 limitation. An

immediately apparent expedient is to consider the use of some portion of the additional

range potentially available by transmitting and receiving when the satellite is at an

.angular elevation of less than 50. Figure 22 shows maximum radio ranges as functions

of altitude at angular elevations of 00. 20, and 50.
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Fig. 22-Maximum line-of-sight radio range as a function of altitude
and minimum angular elevation above the horizon
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Reliable transmission of radio waves several centimeters long can be expected at a

5o..levation angle; at angles of 10 or 20, some dispersion will be prevalent. ""' The

principal effect will be loss in resolution, but even this may be desirable in place of

no picture at all.

The Tracking System

It is evident that if power requirements are considered, it is necessary for the tele-

vision transmitter to have a directional antenna which can be oriented toward the

receiving station. On the basis of orbital computations, a receiving station will know

the approximate location of the satellite at any given time.

A station with an appropriately sized receiving antenna will be able to track a 350-mi-

altitude satellite for about 3000 mi. The vehicle traverses the distance in approximately

11 mren at an average angular tracking rate of 15 0/min (the rate is faster at the zenith,

being of the order of 34 0/min, or 0.6 0/sec). This implies that the tricking system

must be carefully keyed in with the satellite's system and, further (within the limits

of reasonable satellite power consumption), that the ground station's antenna should be

as small as possible. The diameters of the satellite's antenna and of the ground station's

receiving antenna are assumed to be 1 ft and 16 ft, respectively. Thus the size of the

ground station's antenna would be small enough to be amenable to reasonable engi-
neering in mounting, etc.

It is proposed that, for reasons of stability as well as of reliability, the satellite's

television camera and transmitter system be turned on, warmed up, and adjusted at the

start of the flight, and that it be left on continuously thereafter. The satellite will there-
fore always be ready to televise on demand of the appropriate ground station.

Of the many possible methods by which antenna-tracking could be accomplished,

the optimum would be that which minimizes the complexity, weight, and power

requirements of the space-borne equipment. On this basis, the most attractive system

yet considered is one in which a tricking receiver in the satellite operates on the

continuous-wave signal of a ground beacon to direct the satellite antenna toward the
ground station, and--once the space-borne tracking is accomplished-the ground station's

receiving antenna is directed to follow the satellite by means of an auxiliary tracking
receiver operating on the television signal. The space-borne tracker would operate on

a microwave frequency different from and considerably lower than that used for tele-

vision transmission, but would work through the satellite's television transmitting

antenna. The ground beacon would work into a directional antenna separate from that

used for television reception, but would be slaved to the latter so as to follow the

satellite when the ground tracker takes over. The general nature of the operations of

the tracking system is described in the following paragraphs.
The 1-ft-diameter satellite antenna is mounted in gimbals in such a manner that it is

free to rotate about a vertical axis and so that the antenna axis can assume any angle

with the downward vertical up' to a maximum of about 600 (the direction of a ray
from the satellite in a 350-mi orbit to a ground station at which it subtends to a mini-
mum angle of 110; see Fig. 23). The dish-shaped antenna is provided with two feeds:
one is fiied on the axis for television transmission at about 10,000 Mc; and the other
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this anglt with ray tram satellite

Fig. 23--Schematic diagram of satellite-acking transmission angles

is offset from the axis and nutates about the axis so that a conical scan is provided for

the tracking receiver at some suitable lower frequency, say 3000 Mc. In the search
phase, the axis of the dish is maintained at 600 from the downward vertical, the antenna

assembly rotates about the vertical axis at a rate of the order of 3, rps, and the nutating
feed simultaneously executes a conical scan at a raae of the order of 30 rps. When the

ground station appears above the horizon with respect to the satellite, the signals from

the ground stationGs beacon will be received by the conically scanning tracking receiver,

which will then operate to disengage the slow search rotation and to maintain the

antenna axis in the direction of the beacon, using the conventional servo technique.

When the satellite reaches the opposite side of its transit with respect to the ground

station, the ground beacon shuts off and the tracker ceases to operate. The satellite's

antenna is then rotated about its axis once at the same angle with the vertical as was

used in transmitting to the last receiving station. If the next station tracker is not en-

gaged, then the antenna is returned to the primary angle of 600 by stages (prob-

ably a'o revolutions).
This procedure is illustrated in Fig. 24. In the extreme case (provided the next

stanion is not over the horizon), a loss of less than 1 sec in reception may be antici-
pated. Usually this interval will be about i sec and will not cause difficulty in con-
tinuity of picture-area coverage since successive disengagements from one station to

the next (on alternate days, for example) can be made at different points in the orbit.
The 3000-Me tracking frequency was chosen, since an included angle (A4) of 271/00

will illuminate the satellite from a wide range of succeeding ground stations.
Because of the high, and •continuously varying, radial velocity of the satellite with

respect to the ground station, the 3000-Mc signal of the ground beacon may suffer a
Doppler shift of as much as r 50 kc when it is received at the satellite. The satellites
tracking receiver must therefore have an effective bandwidth in excess of 300 kc if
the complexities of automatic-frequency search-and-control circuitry are to be avoided.
This wide bandwidth implies that a directional beacon antenna of rather high gain
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The design of the ground stations tracker is virtually unrestricted by considerations

of circuit complexity and power consumption and could take any of several forms.
It could, for example, include a conically scanning tracking receiver similar to that
used in the satellite. Such a tracker could use the television transmitter in the satellite
as a beacon. The ground station's 16-ft-diameter receiving antenna would have a single

feed connected through a power divider to two receivers: one of about 3-Me bandwidth
for television reception and the other of about 400-kc bandwidth for tracking. Both
receivers would operate on a television frequency oi 10,000 Mc. The feed would be
offset from the dish so that a conical scan at a rate of the order of 30 cps would be
provided. The search phase would consist in aiming the axis of the dish in the direction
ue the satellites scheduled appearance and in oscillating the conically scanning feed
back and forth through the axis of the dish in such a manner that the axis of the scan
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would describe an arc, parallel to and above the horizon, centered on the direction of

the satellite. This oscillatory search scan would occur at a rate much slower than the

conical scan, say of the order of 3 cps. When the satellite appears, the satellite's tracker

first will contact the g.'ound station's beacon, thus aligning the satellite's transmitting

antenna with the groiind station. The oscillatory search motion of the ground station

would then be stopped and, with the axis of the conical scan fixed with respect to the

antenna's axis, the entire antenna assembly would be driven by the usual servo system

to follow the satellite.

Antenna Gain and Power Required

Appendix II develops the relation of antenna sizes (d for the satellite and D for

the ground station), transmitted power, P, transmission wavelength, X, and all the

other factors constraining the signal transmission (signal-to-noise ratio, range, etc.).

If these latter factors are considered as constant, K, then the following relation may

be stated:

P K A2  125Ak
2

P = K -• 2 d 'D

where P is in watts, Ak is in centimeters, and d and D are in feet.

The power supplied to the transmitter, E, is not directly proportional to the output
power, P; although it is desirable to reduce E to an absolute minimum, not much can

be gained by reducing P below 4 watts. Using 4.4 watts for P and an assumed wave-
length of 3 cm (v = 10,000 Mc) yields d 2D" = 256. Choosing d = 1 ft yields D = 16

ft. These figures are purely arbitrary; they are based on engineering judgment and
may be considerably different from those used in the ultimate system. Wavelength, k,
is discussed later..

It is assumed in the above formula that the two antennas are highly directional, with

half-power beamwidths of 0.800 and 130 for the ground and the satellite' antennas,
respectively. Should less directional antennas be employed, considerably greater trans-

mitter power would be required.
Since the antenna beamwidths are small compared with the total of the solid angles

over which communication will be required, means must be provided for aligning the
axes of the two antennas shortly after the satellite appears above the horizon at a given

ground station and for maintaining that alignment as the satellite passes by in its orbit.
This has been described previously.

Choice of Transmission Wavelength

While the optimum frequency for television transmission between the satellite and
the surface receiving stations will undoubtedly lie in the centimeter wavelength band,

its precise value will be determined as a compromise of many factors. One prime con-

sideration, -however, is that of minimizing the required power output of the satellite
transmitter, which, other things being equal, may be accomplished by maximizing the

product of the satellite's transmitting antenna gain and the transmission efficiency of

the circuit. A steerable aperture antenna (such as a conventional paraboloid) is required
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for transmission from a satellite in an oblique orbit, and its gain, for a given aperra
area, will be inversely 'proportional to the square of the transmission wavelength, so
that, from this point of view, the frequency should be as high as possible. The trans-
mission efficiency at "-c-' high frequencies will be largely determined by atmospheric
absorption (water vapor and oxygen) and by losses caused by scattering due to con-
densed cloud and rain droplets, the total atmospheric losses increasing rapidly with the
decrease in wavelength in the high microwave region. (See, for example, Fig. 50,
page 109. The optimum wavelength will depend on the maximum antenna size, on the
minimum satellite elevation angle at which transmission is required, and on the least
favorable meteorological condition, which is likely to be encountered at the ground
station. For example, with a 1-ft-diameter transmitting antenna on the satellite, the

optimum frequency for transmission at a minimum elevation angle of 50 to a ground
station located in a region in which moderate rain is falling at the rate of 15 mm/hr
may be shown to be about 15,000 Mc (2-cm wavelength); the optimum wavelength

for transmission under the same conditions, but through a tropical downpour, would
be about 5000 Mc (6-cm wavelength). Many other considerations enter into the choice
of frequency, among which are system losses, ground-receiving, antenna-tracking accu-

racy, efficiency and reliability of transmitting tubes, etc., the ultimate optimum probably
being greater than 5000 Mc and less than 15,000 Mc (10,000 Mc has, of course,
been employed in this study).

Transmission of the picture from the satellite to a surface receiving station, as well
as the method of presentation or assembly of individual scenes into a meaningful whole,
presents problems regarding deterioration of the clarity of the televised picture, which
are discussed more fully in subsequent parts of this section. Transmission should be done
with a large enough frequency bandwidth so that this part of the over-all system is
equivalent to a considerably higher resolution than that component limiting the resolv-
ing power, namely, the TV tube.

Enemy Interception and Jamming

Detection and Tracking by Radar. The microwave-radar cross section of the satellite
is estimated as averaging less than about 1 Mi. Detection of so small a target in rapid
motion and at slant ranges, which vary from a maximum of about 1700 mi on the

horizon to a minimum of 350 mi at the zenith, can be shown to be well beyond the
capabilities of the most powerful American radars, either now existent, under develop-
ment, or being proposed.

It is conceivable that the satellite might be detected and tracked by a radar designed
expressly for the purpose, one that employs narrow-band techniques at low vhf
frequencies at which relatively high average power is available and at which the satellite
might behave as a resonant scn, rer of a much higher radar cross section. But the
frequencies in question (20 to 40 Mc) ate subject to severe ionospheric attenuation
and refraction effects. The antenna of such a radar would be enormous, with an aper-
ture area measured in thousands of square meters. The difficulties involved in searching
for and following a rapidly moving object with such equipment are obvious. Further,
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even if the system could be made to work, its accuracy and information rate would
probably be too low to be useful.

Detection and Tracking by Passive Techniques. The power density of the tele-
vision signal transmitted from the satellite will be from 10-n to 10-'° watts/M 2 at
points on the eAzth's surface illuminated by the main beam of the satellite's transmitting
antenna and will be of *the order of 10-1s to 10-la watts/mr at surface points out-
side the "---

There is little doubt that an enemy equipped with suitable interceptor receivers
could detect and track the satellite by means of its television signal and from a site
su/ficienily close to a friendly ground station's receiving station (within about 40 to
200 mi) to be illuminated by the main beam of the satellite's transmitting antenna. The
equipment required would be relatively conventional, based on any of a variety of
direction-finders and passive radar techniques. The tracking would be in direction only,
with crude range information supplied by triangulation from the data obtained at two
or more sites. As a primary difficulty would lie in the first acquisition of the satellite's
signal, the enemy, unaided by intelligence information, would have to search through
a wide band of frequencies and a solid angle of nearly 21 for a source of radiation
which would be above the horizon at a given site for a period of only a few minutes
per day.

Detection of the satellite's signal by the enemy from sites not illuminated by the
main beam from the satellite would be very difficult. While it could be done, so doing
would require the use of narrow-band search receivers worked into very large an-
tennas. The probability of making an interception under these conditions would be of
the order of 1000 times less than the already low value applied to the more favorable
case previously discussed.

Interception of the Satellite's Transmission (Monitoring). Television transmission
from satellite to surface would require high-gain tracking antennas at both ends of the
circuit. The enemy could receive the message from the satellite only if he had com-
parable tracking equipment* and then only if he managed, to acquire the satellite's
tracker before a friendly receiving station did. Successful interception would require
that the enemy know almost every detail of the system and its operation.

Interference and Other Countermeasures. The television link can be relatively
easily jammed by an enemy who knows the approximate locations of the ground receiv-
ing station and the frequency of transmission and who is able to get a jammer within
line-of-sight range of a ground station. Even though the ground station's receiving
antenna is highly directional (peak gain probably in excess of 20,000) and tracks the
satellite, so that the jamming signal will be discriminated against by a factor ranging
from a minimum of 1000 (for 30 db peak-side lobes) to an average of more than
20,000. the jammer can take tremendous advantage of the pulse transmission. For ex-
ample, an air-borne pulse jamrmer of 10- to I00-kw peak output worked into an antenna

It would not be necessarn for the enemy actually to receive the signal so long as he was able
to acquire the satellite'c antenna by sending in the 300-Mc tracking signal. However, this type of
nterception (ir "' jamming) could be overcome by requiring a pulsed tracking signal, similar

to an IFF system.
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of modest gain (100 to 10) carried by an aircraft at 20,000 ft to within -200 mi of the

receiving station could prevent reception of a usable picture. Such'jammer powers (peak

pulse, at a duty cycle of about 1 per cent) and antenna sizes are comparable with, or

modest compared with, .those of ordinary air-borne radars, and spot-frequency jamming

is therefore quite feasible.
If the enemy can be denied access to within line-of-sight range of the ground stations,

the television system will be relatively invulnerable to interference by the enemy.

Countermeasures applied at the satellite-end of the circuit presume possession by the

enemy of adequate search and tracking facilities (the difficulties of which were previ-

ously discussed) and can be directed only against the satellite's tracking receiver.

RECEPTION AND PRESENTATION OF THE TELEVISION SIGNAL

Reception

A description has already been given of the ground station's receiving antenna and
tracking system. Consideration is now devoted to the assimilation of the TV pictures

after they have arrived at ground level.
Concurrently to read and interpret information on a single television screen at the

rate of 10 completely different frames per second is obviously impossible. Furthermore,

each ground station receives only a piece of the target system under scrutiny. Thus it
appears necessary to record the transmitted data with as little loss in resolution as pos-
sible and to forward it to a central evaluation center.

At a first glance, it would seem that a prodigious amount of film would be required
to record all the pertinent television frames transmitted. However, analysis reveals that
2.9 hr/day, at most, are spent over USSR and her satellites, China included (see Fig.

25). At 10 frames/sec, 2.9 hr are equivalent to 1.0 X 10W frames/day. It has been
shown previously that one satellite will observe a given area only on alternate 35-day
periods in daylight. Thus, for the first 35 days' operation, 3.5 X 104 frames would be
recorded. This is 265,000 ft of 35 mm camera film, or about that used in filming
several feature-length movies.

It is believed that during the first 30 to 40 days* operation a fairly comprehensive
picture of the USSR would be obtained, and subsequent operations would be concentrated

on specific target systems or areas, perhaps with the narrow-scanning-width lens system

previously described.
The equipment required at any forward receiving station is not complex. The

receiving antenna has already been discussed. An ordinary television receiver will prob-
ably suffice for monitoring purposes (to see if the picture quality is satisfactory). Its

viewing scope, however, must have a high-persistence screen which will project about

one frame out of a hundred.'
For recording, a second television receiver is needed. Its scope must be as large as

possible and its electric beam spot size gn,. be reduced to a minimum; in short, the
whole set must be tailored to the criterion of rutting the image on the screen with as

little loss in resolution as possible.
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Fig. 25-Segments of satellite's traces used in viewing targets of military interest

The image will then be reduced by camera-optics to the appropriate film size; 35 mm
may be adequate, but if a significant amount of detail is lost, then 70 mm can be
employed. The film does not have to be very "fast," but should be of a fine-grain variety.*
The camera will be similar to a movie camera but will operate at about one-half
the frequency.

Each forward station will be furnished with a time schedule for operating the
cameras computed on the basis of the satellite's orbit. Such a schedule will vary from
day to day, as mentioned in the discussion on orbits. Some sort of time coding will be
included with each frame; a feed-back from the tracking-antenna control will also
be fed into this coding, but this is only a crude location device to show up any gross
errors in evaluation.

Presentation

The central evaluation sation will receive the composite films from the forward
stations and assemble the story into an integrated whole. Standard photogrammetric
techniques call for synchronizing one or more sets of films, together with overlays, etc.,

Such expedients as, foi example, using blue sensitive film with a blue cathode-ray screen can
be used to bring out certain details in the viewed scene.
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to aid in interpretation of results. In such a device, the frames are projected in a mosaic

form and compose as the scenes appear on the earth. Also projected could be a

master overlay made up of geographical coordinates and, later, after a number of films

are taken, of that area of the ground already filmed. The over-all area can be enlarged

to any extent necessary for rapid determination of the worth of the films being evalu-

ated. For instance, if a large area is covered by clouds, then just those frames having

glimpses of the ground could be separated for subsequent addition to the master

mosaic of the USSR.
The cloud pictures would be placed on a larger-scaled photomap so that daily weather

maps could be made and preserved.

The entire presentation system should be simple, rapid, reliable, and amenable to

standard evaluation techniques.

SUMMARY

To summarize, a 350-mi alitude satellite, having an f/10, 2-in. aperture, 20-in.
focal length, Image Orthicon TV camera of 1000 TV lines/in, with a speed of 10

frames/sec, would be capable of resolving scenes of contrast greater than 20 per cent
to about 200 ft. Transmitting and receiving antennas for the described system will

require careful analysis and design, but their accomplishment does not present any serious
research problems. Presentation of the viewed scenes by photographic and photogram-
metric methods appears within the limits of known, practiced techniques.

Such a system, employing presently available equipment, is considered satisfactory

for both weather and pioneer terrestrial reconnaissance. However, in order to obtain
acceptably detailed target evaluation or bomb-damage assessment, the minimum resolv-
able surface dimension will have to be improved; several possible methods are suggested.

For example, by keeping the frame speed constant but optically reducing the field
of vievw and thereby reducing the scanned bandwidth on the ground, acceptable values

for most terrestrial reconnaissance can be attained with present television tubes. This
results in not having a daily coverage of the entire target area.

Other means of improvement of the resolvable surface dimensions are an increase
in the inherent tube resolution (an increase of about 50 per cent is visualized at this
time) and an increase in the frame frequency to 30/sec (about 45 per cent improvement
of resolvable surface dimension).

The estimated over-all power, weight, and space requirements of the electronic trans-
mitting system are 350 watts, 300 lb, and 2.25 ft3, respectively. A breakdown of the
weight and power data is given in Table 2, page 46: the components are discussed

further in Appendix I1.
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III. ORBITAL ATTITUDE MEASUREMENT AND CONTROL

The discussion in this section will be confined almost entirely to the problems con-
cerned with the measurement and control %-.":,- vehicle's position orientation relative

to its flight path and to the earth after the satellite is established in its orbit. However,
for the purpose of completeness and continuity, the take-off trajectory to the orbital alti-
tude and the vehicle's guidance and control during this phase will be mentioned briefly.

PREORBITAL ASCENT

The complete preorbital trajectory for a 1000-lb-payload, 350-mi-orbital-altitude,
two-stage, satellite vehicle consists of about 2 min of booster-powered ascent, then
approximately 21/2 mrn of the second stage of powered ascent, followed by a 20-mitt
coasting period to the orbital altitude, at which point power is applied momentarily to
provide a final boost, or "kick," into the proper orbit.

It is expected that trajectory (preorbital) guidance and control of the satellite will be
substantially similar to that used for long-range guided missiles, with the obvious
exception of positioning the vehicle in the orbit.

The two most critical points in the trajectory are at the end of the coasting before
the final boost into the orbit and at the end of this boost before the orbital-attitude-
control system starts working. At the end of the coasting period, the angle of attack
of the vehicle should be less than 20 in order that the final thrust will put the
satellite on its orbit within the required accuracy of -V.ý, from the horizontal.
At the latter point, the condition of zero angular velocity around all three axes
is much more important than any reasonable angular attitude error. Four small control
motors are used during this portion of the ascent; as their force is tapered off, control
becomes increasingly fine until the virtually simultaneous shutoff of the rocket-powered
booster control and inception of the orbital attitude control. It is thought that such a
vernier-type control will be adequate not only to establish the satellite in its orbit as a
point mass, but also to orient the vchicle itself relative to both the earth and the orbit.

The guidance system used during the trajectory-essentially that developed for the
V-2 and described in Ref. 7-is unchanged, and it appears even more promising as the
accuracy attainable by accelerometers and free gyros improves. In the case of free gyros,
a drift of 0.1 0 /hr seems to be presently possible, whereas the required accuracy at the
moment of orbital boost is 0.830 in 20 mrin."

The required accuracy of the accelerometers is more nearly marginal. The allowable
error in velocity is 66 ft/sec;'31 by assuming that this is the result of a purely percent-
age error in the accelerometer output (i.e., no zero point error), it can be shown that
the fraction of the indicated reading by which the accelerom-.ter is in error is, for this

case, equal to 0.0028; further, the allowable zero poi-t error, assuming no percentage
error, is 0.0017g. Inasmuch as sensitivities and L,*_, .f one-tenth these values have been
reported,'"• preorbital guidance problems appear amenAble to solution.
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ORBITAL ATTITUDE REQUIREMENTS

Once the satellite is in its orbit, the problem of attitude control-maintenance of
roll, pitch, and yaw axes .in relatively fixed positions to a reference frame (in this
case, the earth)-is important for the following reasons. First, the auxiliary powerplant
(see Section IV) requires constant conditions, e.g., a -cold" side for the purpose of
radiant waste heat. Secondly, useful television scanning demands that the mid-point

of the television scan always point toward the center of the earth. Thirdly, antenna-
positioning requires a relatively stable vehicle attitude relative to the earth.

The accuracy required for television scanning is not too restrictive; one or two
degrees" variation in any direction, which will cause picture misalignment of less than
one frame, is acceptable. It is desirable, however, that the rate of corrective change be
slow, of the order of several seconds or more, so that the register o/f frames in any
single camera sweep will not be affected. Although basic misalignment can be rectified
at the evaluation center by means of geodetic check points, large variations between
successive frames are highly undesirable because the distances between such check points
are great: moreover, excessive evaluation time would be wasted if the position of each
frame had to be rectified. Thus rate control of both first and second orders will prob-
ably be required. The requisite conditions for either antenna-positioning or heat-dissi-
pation systems appear to be less stringent than those for the television system and
therefore will not be considered further.

Within the limits stated above, then. the orbital control system must be able to keep
the vehicle heading essentially tangent to and in the plane of the orbit (pitch and yaw,
respectively); the roll angle and rate must be substantially zero.

The basic rotation in pitch, instantaneously tangent to the orbit so that the bottom
of the vehicle always faces the earth, requires that the satellite make one complete
revolution about its pitch axis for each revolution of the satellite around the earth.

Hemne the vehicle continually noses down. But this orientation must be a controlled
one since this vehicle position is basically unstable (in the stable-vehicle position, its
nose tends to point toward the center of the earth).

Finally. since the power available during the orbital period is limited. the attitude
control system's power requirements should be held to a minimum.

Attitude Sensing

As stated in RAND's earlier study of satellite stability and control.'' it is impossible
to consider any system for a preset orbital control which programs the heading of the
vehicle as a function of time, because an extremely small error in the time scale of such

-a program results in a cumulative error in the heading of the vehicle in the orbit. Thus
any attitude control of the vehicle must be based on measurements made within the
vehicle itself at the time the corrections are necessary.

Orbital attitude references in pitch and yaw are as previously reported,"' whereir
pitch and yaw angles relative to the direction of motion can be sensed by using orifices
and measuring pressures with ionization gauges, as shown by an order-of-magnitude

calculation in Appendix III. The static and dynamic pressures appear to be within the
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range of feasibility; however, detailed studies have not been made. Pressure requirements

for the instruments may be a compromising factor in the choice of orbital altitude.
A previously proposed system which made use of the earth's magnetic field for roll

reference may still be adequate for the relatively coarse attitude control necessary for
nontelevising, experimental. vehicles placed on equatorial orbits. For television trans-
mission from equatorial, polar, or oblique orbits, however, such a roll-sensing system

is inadequate not only because of the more stringent requirer-rts imposed by the tele-
vision transmitter half-power beamwidth, but also because of the changing magnetic

fields in either polar or oblique orbits. A star-tracking system, using a satellite's orbital
zenith star, is applicable to any orbit whose inclination to either the earth's equator or

axis is small. For practical oblique orbits, however, some other means for roll stabiliza-
tion is required.

One system, suggested for application to long-range surface-to-surface missiles,"'"

proposes guiding on the horizon by means of. the heat radiated from the surface of the

earth. By treating the earth as a black body at 2460K, the radiant energy emitted is

0.021 watts/cm2 . It is shown in Appendix III that if an image of the horizon is formed
by an optical system, the power incident on 1 cm2 in the image plane equals 0.021/8(f

number) 2 watts for the earth's portion of the image and practically zero for the "sky"
(interstellar space). Infrared detecting devices having the required sensitivity and re-
sponse time are currently available."'"

Two detecting units which maintain the horizon centrally in the field of view will
be required, one on each side of the vehicle; a comparison of the two instruments yields

a measure of the roll angle. It might be possible to maintain adequate roll control with
only one such device, depending on the orbital altitude variation. For example, if the

eccentricity of the orbit causes the altitude to vary t50 mi from a nominal 350-mi
value, a single unit would allow a roll angle of 30, which is the corresponding change

in the dip of the horizon. This amount of roll might be intolerable because the half-

power beamwidth of the television transmitter might be of the order of 20, hence two
infrared horizon-seekers would be required for this case.

Attitude Control

As stated earlier in this section, as well as in the previously reported studies,•'" the
power required for attirude control should be as little as possible. With this in mind,

two methods of effecting the necessary degree of control appear worthy of detailed

consideration: (1) control by means of a system of three flywheels with mutually per-
pendicular axes(-- and (2) control by means of precession of gyroscope."18 In either

of these schemes, control is achieved by transferring momentum between the flywheels,
or the gyros, and the vehicle.

FLYWHEEL SYSTEM

The flywheel system, described in RAND's previous satellite studies, controls the
vehicle by changing the angular momentum of the flywheel system. wb, eby the vehicle's

angular velocities are reduced to their steady-state values in accordance wit) the p.'inciple
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of conservation of angular momentum. If changes in yaw, pitch, or roll am considered

separately, or are small,* the basic equations governing the flywheel control are

(,od .. ••,.= (,.Dti).w.e-

(a4I1)vhicI. = '

S. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . ,(2)

where Ij and j, are the moment of inertia and angular speed, respectively, about a
principal axis, and where the flywheel axes nearly coincide with the principal axes

of the vehicle.
For complex motion, or for large changes in direction, the above equations do not

hold, because cross-product terms would also have to be considered. This, of course,
means that the motion of each of the flywheels has to be compensated for the motion
of the other two. For example, it is obvious that a 900 roll, though intolerable, reverses
the roll of the pitch and yaw flywheels in a manner similar to reversals in aircraft
rudder and elevator controls, the difference in the analogy being that a change in the
satellite's attitude does not cause its flight path to change.

If the condition of zero attitude angular velocity (around all three axes) of the
vehicle with respect to inertial space exists at the start of the orbital attitude control,
then, regardless of the magnitude of any subsequent attitude error, the flywheels will
be at rest after the error has been corrected if they were at rest before the correction
was made.

The equations of motion which the flywheel control computer must solve have been
resolved for small values of the variables-i.e., by the method of perturbations--and are
presented in Appendix IV.

GYRO SYSTEM

The gyro precessional system for the satellite's orbital attitude c6ntrol, first presented
by the Glenn L. Martin Company, is described fully in their report,'"" hence no more
than a brief summary of the proposed system is given here. In this case, the correcting
moments required for proper orientation of the vehicle relative to its orbit are supplied
by means of three groups of reactional gyros with four gyros in each group. For summary
purposes here, each group may be considered as a single gyro: their effective spin axes
are mutually perpendicular and coincide substantially with the principal axes of the
vehicle. The additional gyros in each group are necessary to compensate for the cross-
product terms which arise even in the first-order terms of the gyro equations of motion.

The attitude-sensing or measuring means previously described are applicable to the
gyro as well as to the flywheel system.

The reactional gyro is essentially a rotor turning at constant velocity about its spin

If the flywheels attain any appreciable speed, precessional forces enter in, even for small
attitude changes, e.g., the pitch moment acting on the rotating yaw flywheel will cause the vehicle
to roll, and the simplified equations are not applicable. This effect, a gyroscopic interaction be-
tween flywheels, is precisely that used to exert control forces in the gyro system to be described
below.
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axis; when the spin axis is rotated with respect to the vehicle, the gyro produces a reac-

tional moment upon its support. In other
ax, is words, and as shown in Fig.. 26, if the axis

of a gyroscope is displaced by a disturbing
f 2 •itch axis torque, a precessive torque about a third axis
".ZL results. The axis of the resultant torque is

mutually perpendicular both to the original

"gyro's spin axis and to the axis of the dis-

turbing torque.

"I-. nto sai As with the flywheel system, and as im-
I -roll axis plied previously, small chang,.s involve only

[- L les-lloflt 10ron uld in cci. . principal 'termns in the control- Motion equ~a-
o v. ..... ,t alen "i ,eudo

tions. More complex changes in either system

Fig. 26-Gyro precession require the use of a computer of the type

associated with auto-pilots. Such a mechanism
should not be difficult to develop but may require extension of the contemporary art
so that it will operate with a high degree of reliability, at a low power, and under the

conditions of no appreciable atmosphere or gravity.

SUPPLEMENTARY ORBITAL ATTITUDE CONTROLS

In the event that disturbing perturbations of the satellite cause large deviations from

the desired attitude, it may be necessary to provide coarse attitude control by means
supplementary to the flywheel or the gyro systems. Small solid rockets of various thrust
values might be used to effect such attitude corrections. An alternative scheme might

employ a pressure bottle and several series of valves.
Furthermore, in the course of a year, the satellite will make more than 5000 revolu-

tions about the earth. Although the amount of drag per revolution is small, an eccentricity
of presented frontal area---drag--relative to the center of the mass will require con-

siderable energy expenditure into the attitude control system during the year. Therefore,
some form of drag-trim tabs should be provided; for example, a simple tab whose area

is several times the estimated area of eccentricity could be inserted into the slipstream
when the flywheel speed or gyro torque exceeds a specified limit and withdrawn when

the speed or torque drops below a lower limit.

POWER AND WEIGHT REQUIREMENTS

The power requirement of the orbital control equipment is very difficult to estimate
within a reasonable degree of. accuracy because of the absence of any appreciable gravi-

tational effect at the proposed orbital altitudes. Furthermore, the frequency of occurrence

of disturbances as well as of the response time required for their correction is not readily

determinable because there should'be few, if any, disturbances (see Appendix IV).

However, it can easily be shown that an orbital attitude control is necessary because, as
previously stated, the satellite's nose-first attitude is inherently unstable in the earth's

gravitational field. Moreover, it is reasonable to assume that the power required for
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attitude control will be small compared with that required for the television camera-
transmitter system. Accofdingly, it is estimated that the power required by the orbital
attitude control system is 130 watts; the system weight is estimated at 280 lb. A break-
down of these estimates is given in Table 2, page 46.

SUMMARY

To summarize briefly the foregoing, current developments in long-range missile
guidance and control systems indicate that the accur-.cy required during the trajectory
(or preorbital) phase of the satellite is well within the realm of possibility. Attitude
sensing and control during the orbital phase will require somewhat more extensive
development, particularly with regard to the special reliability and environmental re-
quirements. However, it appears that the proposed methods for establishing the
necessary attitude references, as well as the subsequent sensing and control, are also
amenable to reasonable solutions.
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IV. AUXILIARY POWERPLANT

"The reconnaissance satellite requires a continuous supply of electrical energy for

the operation of the televisipn camera-transmitter and attitude control systems, as well

as of miscellaneous equipments, while the vehicle is in its orbit. It is estimated (see

Table 2) that 500 watts will be sequired continuously for either the 40-day period,

which corresponds to the initial useful period of the 560 orbit, or the 1-year period,

and, further, that this power should be supplied by a system whose total weight is about

250 lb for the 1000-lb payload.

Table 2

ESTIMATED POWER AND WEIGHT REQUIREMENTS FOR THE

1000-LB-PAYLOAD RECONNAISSANCE SATELLITE

Payload
Weight Power

Components (Ib) (watts)

Teic-vision Equipment:
Camera tube. optical-scanning system, circuitry 145 230*

Transmitter and modulator 20 50

Tracking receiver and antenna control circuitry 10 30

Antenna and servo motors 10 20

Power divider 15 20

.Hou.sings, mountings, and climatizing
equpment 100 ...

Subtotal 300 -350
Artitude Controls:

Flywherls 150 ...

Motor, drives, and servo circuitry 90 70

Piranni gauge 10 20

Infrared sensing 30 40

Subtotal 280 -130

Auxiliary, Powerplant:
Regulator 20 20

Powerplant 250 -" 500

Subtotal 270 +480
Miscellanevus Weight Allowance: 150 ..

TOTALS 1000 0

* Present Image Orthicons have a 300-watt power requirement but are not

designed for the express purpose of saving power.

Since electricity is transitory in nature and cannot be stored in a practical way,' some

I A battery stores chemical potential energy, not electricity.
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other form of energy must be provided (or acquired, in the case of solar energy) for
subsequent conversion in the satellite.

Conventional means of.'producing the required amount of electricity are completely
unsuitable to a satellite for periods of more than a few days. To illustrate this, consider
the previously reported,"" typical auxiliary powerplant using a chemical fuel, hydrogen
peroxide; the fuel alone required for a year's production of 500 watts would weigh
approximately 30 tons. Consequently, either nuclear or solar energy, both of which
were considered in the earlier works,"""t1 ' must be employed.

In addition to a relatively long duration of continuous operation, there are other more
or less stringent requisites of the satellite's auxiliary powerplant:

1. It must survive initial accelerations of the order of log while the satellite is
being placed on the orbit.

2. It must operate unattended for the duration of the useful satellite's life.
3. It must operate in a vacuum. There is no air for combustion purposes and there

are no convenient convection currents to carry away excess heat. Lubricating oils
will tend to vaporize and electrical properties of conductors will be affected.

4. Excess heat must be dissipated by radiation from the satellite's skin; this is a
severely limiting factor for heat engines.

5. No gravitational field exists, and thus liquids and vapors must be forcibly
separated. Convection currents must be built into heat-transfer devices.

6. The powerplant must be amenable to handling on the ground during the launch-
ing phase of the vchicle.

7. As stated, it is desirable to have an over-all powerplant weight of no more than
250 lb. although weights as high as 1250 lb may be acceptable (by the expedi-
ent of going to a larger satellite with a 2000-lb allowable payload instead of
the assumed 1000 lb).

In view of the above-noted constraints on the satellite's auxiliary powerplant, two
heat-engine systems emerge as promising solutions to the problem. The systems are
similar in that each employs a radioisotope beta emitter of the appropriate half life as
the heat source, each has a reciprocating power conversion device, although of differing
types, and each drives a conventional electric generator to produce electricity. The first
to be discussed operates on a closed vapor cycle, like a steam engine, and is an extension
of the system proposed in Ref. 10; the second to be considered is a closed-cycle
gas engine.

As is well known, any heat engine must have a cyclic operation and must include a
heat source and a heat sink, or cooler, in addition to a converter for changing available
heat energy into more useful mechanical energy. Differences between the various engines
arise through the ways in which the working fluid is used. If the working fluid changes
phase during the cycle (i.e., is liquid during one stage and gaseous at another), the
process is termed a vapor cycle or vapor engine. If the working fluid remains in the
gaseous phase throughout the entire cycle, it is designated as a gas engine. Basic differ-
ences also exist in the'-way that the cycle operates, depending not only on the phase of
the working fluid, but also on the temperature and pressure levels employed.
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The two systems, and their more important components, will be discussed separately,
and a brief comparison of the two will be presented in the summary at the end of this
section. Other possible fuels, including solar energy as well as additional types of energy
conversion devices, are described in Appendix V.

THE VAPOR ENGINE SYSTEM

The basic cycle of the vapor engine system is essentially the same as that used in
steam generating plants for many years. Notable differences, such as the type of heat
source as well as reliability, gravitation, unattended duration, and weight problems, have
already been mentioned. Nevertheless, a complete description of the system will be
made, even though some duplication of previous effort may result; for example, a
vapor cycle using mercury as the working fluid, as will this one, was proposed in a
previous satellite report."°'

A schematic diagram of the complete vapor-cycle system is shown in Fig. 27. The
essential elements of the system are: a radioactive heat source and regulator, which pro-
vide heat for the phase change of the working fluid from liquid to vapor; a reciprocat-
ing power converter and electric generator, whereby the heat energy is changed to
electricity; a heat sink, or condenser, to accomplish the phase change of the fluid back
to a liquid; and the attendant heat exchangers to convey waste heat to the satellite's
skin for dissipation by radiation.

A temperature-entropy diagram of the cycle is given in Fig. 28. The liquid mercury
is pumped into the boiler under 100 psia pressure (point A). It is heated in the boiler
to a temperature of 907 0 F (point B), which corresponds to the boiling point of mercury
at 100 psia pressure. It is further heated under these latter conditions until all the
mercury is in the vapor state (point C). The fluid is then expanded through the power
converter (as represented by the dashed line C-D). Heat energy equivalent to the differ-
ence in enthalpies between points C and D is changed first into mechanical energy and
subsequently into electricity by a conventional 300-volt d-c generator. The fluid at point
D is largely gaseous (2 psia and 505 0 F) and must be returned to the liquid state at A'
by means of the condenser; the heat extracted in the cooler is radiated to outer space by
the sarellite's skin. Upon reaching point A', the mercury is liquid at 2 psia and must be
pumped to 100 psi pressure corresponding to point A. Since the fluid is liquid at A,
the pressure increase requires only about 2 watts of energy, or 0.4 per cent of the engine
output, thus indicating a highly efficient process.* (Later, in discussing the gas engine,
it will be noted that its top-cycle pressure requires compression of a gas, which requires
a considerably greater percentage of the powerplant output and therefore yields an in-

herently lower engine efficiency.)

The Heat Source

As stated in the introduction to this section, the heat source proposed for the satellite's

'It maybe noted that the resultant ideal thermal eficiency=-(1366"R-964*R)/1366°R=29.45,
which is a rather low figure. This is more than offset by the vapor engine efficiency of 51 per
cent, which results in an over-all powerpMlnt efficiency of 15 per cent.
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Fig. 27--Schematic diagram of vapor-cycle auxiliary powerplant
for the satellite

auxiliary powerplant is a beta-emitting radioisotope. The reasons for such a choice will
be discussed both here, where the selection of a beta emitter rather than an alpha or
garicna emitter will be considered qualitatively, and in Appendix IV, where the prob-
lems which would arise from some fuel source other thin a radioisotope are examined.
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Alpha, Beta, and Gamma Rays. Most
of the radioactive particles to be anticipated

from a radioisotope consist of electrons and

positrons,* alpha particles (helium ions),
9c and gamma rays (high-energy X-rays).

Gamma rays are highly penetrating com-

pared with alpha and beta particles. To

obtain an adequate amount of heat energy by

stopping gamma rays would require a large
thickness of heavy material. Moreover, it is

doubtful whether a high-enough temperature
could be obtained for suitable operation of a

c. .... a heat engine of the satellite t'pe, even if

Fig. 28-Schematic diagram of tern- the attendant large shielding weight were

perature-entropy of mercury acceptable. In fact, it is desirable that the

vapor cycle particular isotope to be chosen for the satel-
lite have a minimum of gamma-ray activity,

since gamma rays are highly toxic and are also detrimental to various materials and to
the operation of electronic equipment.

Alpha particles are also toxic but are quite heavy in comparison to gamma and beta
rays and can be stopped by a few centimeters of air. The main deterrent to the use of
alpha particles is the lack of an adequate supply of a suitable alpha emitter""' of the
appropriate half life- which would also have a low gamma-ray activity. One such poten-
tial source is polonium 210, whose half life of 140 days indicates its possible suitability
to the 40-day satellite period, but whose scarcity indicates a low probability of its being
assigned to the satellite program.

The beta particles thus emerge as the most likely source of nuclear heat energy for the
satellite. The beta rays themselves are not particularly toxic, but a secondary radiation,
equi-aienrt to gamma rays, arises from the deceleration of intense beta particles in the heat-
producing shield. This effect, known as Bremsstrahlung, could be quite troublesome.

Referred to here as beta particles. althouch not all electrons or positrons given off by a
Nubstanme can be strictly attributed to beta emission.

"t Half life- is an index for measuring the exponential decay and, simultaneously, the activity
of a radioisotope. Any substance, radioactive or otherwise, whose activity results in a death (or
birth) of one of the units of the substance, and which has a probability of such activity directly
proportional to the remaining unchanged units of the substance, will then have an activity expo-
nentially decreasing (or increasing) with time. Thus, if we let N.represent the number of unchanged
units (radioactive atoms called parent material) present at any given time. i. then the rate of
extinction of parent material is dN/1d. Where Ai is a constant depending on the substance and
measuring its activity, dN/di = -)AN. Solving for N yields: N=N exp(-Xi), where N. is the
number of particles present whei t=0. If we find the time, T%, at which N is 112 N., i.e., the parent
material is halved, we then obtain the half life of the substance. Since t = 0 when N = N, and
i=T,, when N=i/ 2N.. T% =log, 2/),=.693/X. Either Xk or T. is then an index of the activity

of the radioactive substance in question.
The relation of the half life of the nuclear heat source to the useful life of the satellite will

be discussed later.
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However, it is believed that temporary use of a tungsten shield during launching will
reduce the health hazard to a safe level, and, further, that a moderate amount of shield-
ing, coupled with proper design of the cell for the radioactive materials, can alleviate,
for the most part, the effect .of Bremsstrahlung upon the operation of the several elec-
tronic equipments, particularly the television tube.

5eta-producih:t Radioisotopes. There are several beta-producing radioisotopes to
be considered for use in the satellite's auxiliary powerplant. Table 3 lists the pertinent
characteristics of cerium 144, ruthenium 106, yttrium, 91, and strontium 89. The first
two, CCe4 and Ru'0 6, have half lives of the order of a year and are thus suitable for
the long-duration satellite. Although any of the four could be satisfactory for a 30- to
40-day period of operation, it may be necessary and desirable to use either of the former

two (CeC'1 or Ru'l"), because any appreciable delay between separation and application
of Yt0" or Sr', whose half lives are slightly less than 2 months, tends to degrade their
activity advantage.

Table 3

SOME PERTINENT CHARACTERISTICS OF Cel', Ru' 0 , YtP', AND Sr"'

Isotope Fission Energy of Radiation
Isotope Yield* Half Types of (Mev)t

Symbol Name (%) Life-f Radiationt Beta Rays Gamma Rays

Ce14' Cerium 5.3 275 days 9-, e- 0.348 none
Pr0' Praseodymium .... 17 mrin -, Y. e- 3.07 1 0.135
Nd"4' Neodymium .... Stable . ..............

Ru'°6 Ruthenium 0.48 1 year /- 0.03 none
Rh"" Rhodium .... 30 sec ,-. 3.55 (82%) 1.25 (17c)

2.30 (18%) 0.73 (17%)
0.51 (17%)

Pd'"6 Palladium .... Stable ....... .

Yt" Yttrium 5.9 57 days /- 1.53 none
Pa"l Protactinium . ... Stable .......
Srta Strontium 4.6 53 days A- 1.5 none
Yt"l Yttrium .... Stable ....... ......... ........

"See Ref. 20.
t See Ref. 21.

It is believed that any of these four isotopes can be separated, without exorbitant
cose, from existing nuclear pile wastes. Ce,' is preferred to Ru"', since it is more than
ten times as prevalent as a by-product in the manufacture of plutonium. In addition, it
has a lower gamma activity 'than has Ru'". On the other hand, military priority for
Cel' may necessitate use of Ru'"'; further, since more curies of Ce".' than of Ru' 0 '
are required, the beat -- I. for the former will be somewhat larger than that for the latter.

Since radioactive decay does f,.jt depend on the specific configuration of the radio-

isotopes but is directly proportional to the amount of parent material present at any time,
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a considerable degree of flexibility exists in the choice of the type of heat source. Most
of the isotopes can be alloyed with high-melting-point metals for their use in the solid
state; this form of heat source will be applied to the closed-cycle gas engine. With the
vapor engine, the liquid state is preferred.

Inasmuch as radioisotopes decay with time, it is necessary to provide a means for
dzposing of the surplus -heat energy during the initial period of their use. As an example,
the employment of Cel'" for a year (its half life being 275 days) requires dissipating
1.51* times the energy required by the engine. It is, of course, possible to allow the
engine to accept a variable amount of heat over its lifetime. However, this means a
larger engine and, consequently,' a much larger heat disposal problem (by the cooler
or the condenser) -on the low-temperature end of the cycle. The specific design of the
heat cell will be discussed next, where a description of a proposed means for providing
a constant supply of heat to the engine is included.

The Radioactive Heat-producing Cell

As an example, a radioactive heat-producing cell which employs the radioisotope CeC4
4

will be described. As was noted above, the cell should be designed to minimize the
effects of primary and secondary (Bremsstrahlung) gamma radiation. Further, such a
cell should be not only light in weight, but also capable of resisting the effects of high
temperature and nuclear radiation for periods of a year or longer.

Cerium 144 is mixed with cerium 140, a stable isotope, for use in the molten form.
This diluent was chosen in order to avoid possible chemical reactions with the radio-
isotope± under the high temperature and the nuclear radiation exposure. Also, cerium
has the proper melting point for use in the liquid state.

The cell is made in the form of a sphere (see Fig. 29) in order to minimize the
amount of shielding required. To reduce external Bremsstrahlung, the cell case is made
of beryllium, which produces very little secondary radiation. The thickness of the case,
about 8.5 mm, is always larger than the maximum range of the 3-Mev beta particles
in beryllium. The internal parts of the cell, such as the stirring paddle and the heat-

exchanger tubes, are also made of beryllium. The paddle turns in the cell to agitate the
molten cerium and prevent local hot spots.

The use of beryllium for the case material has advantages other than its absorption
properties previously mentioned. Beryllium has a high conductivity which prevents hot

spots on the covered portion of the Well. it also has a low density and can thereby provide
a large radiating surface for a relatively small amount of W'eight.

The outer cell wall temperature is assumed to be 1300 0 F. This temperature is 1162 0 F
below the melting point of the case and it is high enough so that, with thC calculated
drop in temperature through the case wall and with the stirring vane tending to equalize
temperatures in the cerium. all of the cerium will remain molten. Also, there is suffi.

g The dissipating rate required is determined by
-25 days __ ou. 2X.365 days log. 2X X exp[.693(365/275)]- I = 1.51.365 days -log, (x + ] )/X"

S.rious isotopes of a given element usually have very similar chemical properties.
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cierit temperature potential across the heat exchanger to maintain the mercury vapor In
the boller at 907-F.

To ibsorb the gamma rays due to the internal Bremsstrahlung. it is proposed that

aI portable tungsten shield surround the cell during the prelaunching checkouts for
protection of the ground crew. This shield would need to be about 13 cm thick, and
would weigh about 2SOO lb. The shield could be removed from the satellite vehicle just
prior to take-off by a remote control device: although the amount of gamma radiation
would be harmful to the crew. it would not be strong enougch to interfere with the
ele,7tronji, equipment in the vehicle.

To control the amount of heat transferred to the working fluid, the surplus of heat
generated in the cell is thermally radiated into Space from an exposed portion of the
beryllium c.ase. The amount of' entergy radiated to space is regulated by the opening and
(losing~ of overlapping hemispherical shells which have gold-plated surfaces to reflect
most ot the thermal radiation back into the cell (see Fig. 29). Gold plate is used
sinie It is about the only material which maintains a low emissivity at a high temperature.
One half-shell is fixed relative to the cell, while the other is rotated by a servo-driven

gc.ier. vhidi Is c.ontrolled by the voltaee output of the electrical generator of the
orbital pomerplant.

For cooling the radioactive cell during the satellite-boosting trajectoiry, a cap Of solid
Larbon dioxide is mounted adjacent to the oper- face of the radioactive cell. After stage
sepAration, the carbon dioxide- cap melt' 2Away and the cell is free to radiate into space.
sin~le the vehicle shell which surr_..~...... the motor compartment of the final stage, where
the orbital powerplant is located, separates with the initial stage (se Section VI).



The Engine System and Its Components

The remaining components of the vapor powerplant will be discussed in the order
of passage of heat from the heat cell.

The Hp,•t-transfer Vehicle. Tubes, through which is coursing a heat-transfer fluid
(sodium), are insertediin the heat cell. The sodium picks up heat energy at about 12001F
(the cell temperature being 1300 0 F) and is pumped through coils surrounding the
mecury boiler, thus maintaining a sufficient temperature gradient to heat the mercury
in the boiler to 907 0 F. Sodium appears to have desirable properties for this transfer
operation: it is light in weight, has a high conductivity, and, since it has light atoms,

reduces the Bremsstrahlung of the fluid.
The Boiler. As stated in the powerplant requirements and as indicated in Fig. 27,

it is believed necessary to simulate the effect of gravity by continuously rotating the
mercury boiler, thereby providing convection forces for separation of the liquids and
gaseous phases of the working fluid. The liquid is fed along the inside of the periphery
of the drum, The drum is rota'ted at a velocity such that the centrifugal force on the
liquid becomes equivalent to gravitational forces. By convection, gaseous mercury is thus
forced to the centerline of the drum where it is bled off in a pipe located at the axis

of the drum.
The Engine. Mercury vapor is then passed into the power converter, a compound

vapor-piston engine* similar to a conventional reciprocating two-stage expansion steam
engine. Difficulties to be anticipated in design of such an engine include developing

suitable reliability (from wear-and-fatigue failure standpoints) for a year's unattended
operation and coping with the 'wetness" of the mercury vapor at the low end of the
cycle. With regard to the latter, upon expansion of the mercury vapor through the engine,
about 13 per cent of the mercury (by weight) condenses out in the form of liquid. This
high moisture content would not be tolerable in a turbine, but unless slugs of liquid
tend to collect in the cylinders of the piston engine, it is thought that this problem can
be accommodated by the piston engine. The acquisition or development of a more suit-
able working fluid (one having the temperature-pressure characteristics of mercury, but
having either no moisture or only a small amount of superheat at the end of expansion)
would be indicated if moisture content is objectionable. Dowthermt has properties
similar to mercury" but cannot be used in an engine in an efficient fashion since it has a
high degree of superheat at the end of expansion.

One further difficulty that may be experienced in the engine is leakage of the working
fluid past the pistons into the engine crankcase. However, considerable latitude will
exist in the development of this component of the satellite's auxiliary powerplant, and
scavenging will undoubtedly be possible.

The Generator. The mechanical power developed by the heat engine drives 300-volt
d-c and a-c generators. It is believed desirable to employ a d-c generator (probably of
the universal variety) in addition to an a-c induction generator, since if either type

* The design of an ,efficient. lightweight turbine with a 50:1 pressure ratio and a mercury flow
weight of around lb/sec does not appear feasible.

"t A mixtur,, of diphenyl ad diphenyl oxide.
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were used separately, either rectification of part of the alternating current or a dynamotor
conversion of part of the direct current would be required, with attendant losses in
power. The d-c generator must have a commutator capable of withstanding constant
operation over long periods..,Arcing of the commutator will not be a problem in the
rarefied atmosphere of the satellite unless some phenomenon such as vaporization of
the generator lubricant occurs. If a semiperfect lubil-.Aat, such as lead sulfite or
graphite, is used, with appropriate seals to prevent diffusion of small particles into the
commutator section, then arcing will probably not be experienced.

Generator cooling-to the extent of 200 to 300 watts of heat developed because of
generator inefficiencies--can be accomplished by circulating a heat-transfer fluid through
capillary tubes located at appropriate points in the generator, which could be done easily
if a number of other such systems are in use in the vehicle- otherwise, direct radiation
from the generator to outer space can be utilized.

The Condenser and Cooler. To continue from the engine, the working fluid,
mostly in the vapor phase, is passed into the condenser where it is liquefied. The con-
denser is virtually identical with the boiler. Its essential differences are that it is larger.
that the heat-transfer fluid is NaK,* which has a lower solidifying temperature and is
therefore more appropriate than sodium for the low-temperature end of the cycle; and,
of course, that the heat-transfer coils exterior to the rotating drum conduct heat out of
rather than into the working fluid. The waste heat is taken out of the condenser at about
350cF, which allows more than ample gradient to transfer heat by means of capillar3y
tubes into the satellite's skin. The satellite's skin then radiates the heat into space at
a temperature of approximately 2000F. A more complete discussion of heat dissipation
from the satellite's skin is contained in Appendix V.

The positive displacement pump, possibly a hardened-steel-roller variety, boosts the
liquid mercury to 100 psia pressure and into the boiler, where the cycle is resumed.

Operation of the Vapor Powerplant

A considerable portion of the preceding description of the components of the vapor
engine powerplant has presented various aspects of the operation of such a system. The
following remarks are therefore supplementary to the foregoing.

Shortly before take-off of the vehicle, the removable tungsten shield is placed around
the heat cell; and the radioactive cerium solution is pumped into the cell from a ground
trailer equipped with the necessary shielding as well as a. cooling system for removal
of surplus heat from the tungsten shield prior to launching. At this time. the heat-cell
reflector is in the wide-open position. The several positive displacement pumps are
then started by mechanical power from a ground supply fed in through a power take-off
from the various motor shafts. As the temperature and pressure of the mercury approach
the design values, the compound, piston engine begins operation. Shortly, the generator
starts to supply the required power for operation of the satellite paylo:d. At the last
practical moment before flight, the tungsten shield and associatd equipment are rr-
moved from the vehicle.

NaK is a eutectic mixture of 56 per cent sodium and 44 per cent potassium by weight.



During the ascent to the orbital altitude, the auxiliary powerplant energizes the pay-
load continuously, as noted in Section II. As also previously stated, cooling during this
period is accomplished by means of the c-rbon dioxide (Dry Ice) cake.

When the power output of the generator goes above or below certain limits, the
generator output controller signals the servo.drive to open or close the reflector cover,
as required. In this manner, not only are the covers gradually closed to keep the boiler
temperature constant in the face of cerium 144 decay, but reasonable errors in predicting
heat transfers and radioactivity will be automatically corrected. If for some reason it is
found desirable to have varying generator power outputs, then the boiler temperature
can be increased or decreased by moving the half-shell faster or slower than the decay
rate, thereby changing the mercury vapor temperature. A thermocouple, installed in the
boiler, overrides the generator output controller whenever the boiler temperature ex-
ceeds a safe value.

Vapor-System Weight Estimate

A summary weight estimate of the satellite's vapor-type auxiliary powerplant system
is presented in Table 4.

Table 4

ESTIMATED WEIGHT OF 500-WATT VAPOR-CYCLE
SATELLITE AUXILIARY POWERPLANT

WeightComponent (lb)

Radioisotope and diluent ...................... 8.............. .0
Heat cell less radioisotope.................. ..................... 50
Boiler and heat-transfer system .................................. 30"Working fluid (mercury)........................................ 50
Condenser and heat-transfer system................................. 60
Mercury pump and motor drive. ............................ ....... 5
Piston engine .................................................. 30

Electric generator ............................................... 25
Miscellaneous fittings and brack............................ ..... 30
Coolant for satellite ascent (Dry Ice) .............................. 40

TOTAL ............................... ..................... 400

It is, of course, obvious that the total estimated system weight of 400 lb is in considerable
excess of the 250-lb requirement. This 150-lb overweight would require a satellite of
roughly 15 per cent higher over-all gross weight. Addition of a storage battery to the
system, discussed in Appendix V relative to the gas-cycle powerplant but applicable as
well to this one, is a possible approach tc '---. •nsidered in a weight-reduction program.
Moreover, it is possible that ingenious design ot each of the individual units rnav
accomplish marked weight reductions for this type of auxiliary powerplant.
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THE CLOSED-CYCLE GAS ENGINE SYSTEM

The general arrangement of the gas engine powerplant, although similar in man)

respects to that of the yapor engine, is sufficiently different to warrant separate discus-

sion of it as a system. The primary difference lies, of course, in the engine, which will

be described here in some detail. Another distinction is 0-z. use of the beta-emitting

radioisotope in solid rather than in liquid form. Such items as the generator, which is

virtually identical in either system, will not be discussed further.
A schematic diagram of a dosed-cycle gas engine system is presented in Fig. 30.

The essential elements of this powerplant are: the solid radioactive heat source and its

regulator, which provides heat for the working fluid in the hot zone of the engine; the

gas engine (to be described) and electric generator, which change the heat energy into

electricity; a heat sink in the form of a cooling jacket, which provides the necessary

cold zone of the engine; and the associated heat exchangers, for both the heat source

regulator and the heat sink, which carry the excess heat to the satellite's skin, where

it is radiated into space.
A discussion of the gas engine will precede that of the heat source in order to

establish the desirability of the solid-type fuel.

Esceas hoot rOdiated
o sam -conduCtion fluid

k"I I Io Ie a i t*.
Pod~o~soypC hate- me~u orfc sl~yehasig

Reditdn heato n

Cold s.ocooc5O ,oe

ToaR0,adiate Al~

Fig. 30-Schematic diagram of gas-cycle auxiliary powerplant for the satellite
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The Gas Engine

As previously stated, a powerplant employing a working fluid that remains gaseous
throughout the cycle is termed a gas engine. More commonly, this type of device is
known as an air engine; but this implies that air is always used for the working fluid,
whereas for satellite purposes an ine,. a. such as helium is proposed.

Gas engines are generally not as efficient as vapor engines because compression of

the working fluid in the gaseous state requires an appreciable portion of the over-all
engine output. Since it is desirable to use as efficient an operating cycle as possible, the
Stirling cycle was chosen; even so, the gas engine uses about 25 per cent more heat
input to produce the same amount of power as the vapor engine, and, furthermore,
the heat dissipation from the low end of the cycle is a greater problem.

The Stirling cycle was first envisaged by
, -a Scotch clergyman in the nineteenth century,

=-I., ,,OChol,,S . T nine Stirling cycl has but until the advent of recent development
,ooei.,e. Oobo,,c ls. C, by the Philips Company, little was done to

build an engine incorporating his principles."HO? z~n. 7 \GcdQ/-, The basic cycle consists of an isothermal

: compression, a constant volume heating, an
", -isothermal expansion, and a constant volume

c I _ ,TT-- . cooling (see Fig. 31 ). To approximate this
-Z "cycle in an actual engine, it is necessary to
SJM I-;1 "l r have a cold zone and a hot zone in the cylin.

p' der wherein these isothermal changes can
1Z IT. VT take place; further', it is very desirable to

Poig. on of pt l have a regenerative heat exchanger between
in hot and cold digrmof,,, Slitting- the zones to aid in accomplishing the con-

oyrl*e engin (ideal) stant volume heating and cooling. The heat
is,,,, ,ao exchanger is the factor contributing most

Son cycW diagram heavily toward the success of an engine of
Fig. 31-Stirling-cycle pressure-vol- the Stirling-cycle type. In the past, air en-
ume diagram (related to motion of gines have been built without this device but

pistons in hot and cold zonesi have been notably poor in efficiency.

The Philips air engine will be described to assist in visualizing the mechanism involved
with a Stirling cycle. Figure 32 is a schematic diagram of the engine, and it indicates
the operation of the pistons. The heat regenerator consists of metallic wool through
which the working fluid passes between hot and cold zones; as the air passes through,
it excites only the surface molecules. The air reversal is so rapid that hot and cold air
alternate through the exchanger every 1-w sec or less. Indeed, it is this intermittent flow
principle that allows such a small device for heat exchar:ge. If the same amount of heat
exchange were attempted on a steady flow basis the size of exchanger required would
be enormous.

References 22, 23, and 24 contain good descriptions of the Philips engine if further
details are desired. Stirling engines more appropriate to the satellite's powerplant will
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be considered at a later date; for the present, Ng

the analysis is based on the characteristics of i 4
the Philips engine because these data are -IL
readily available.

The over-all efficiency of the gas power-

plant is about 71/2 per cent when generator -W, "e=''"
(heat $10109)

losses are included and about 12 per cent

when they' are excluded. In order to attain

this degree of efficiency, it is necessary to ' P/isico A

operate the hot zone of the engine at around MM tm
Cc"Oiv ' ~ cooing

11401F and the cold zone at about 200 0 F.-

A 1200OF temperature is thus required of

the heat source; by proper design of the
engine's cooling system, a satellite's skin tem-
perature of 160OF is adequate for disposing 0

of waste heat from the low-temperature end ',,,,0

of the cycle.

The Coaling System Fig. 32-Schematic diagram of a

The heat disposal problem is more critical Philips' version of the

in the gas engine than in the vapor engine Stirling engine

because more heat, and at a lower temperature, must be carried away from the former.

Liquid NaK is pumped through a finned housing which surrounds the cold zone of the
engine, then through 400 ft of /i,-in.-ID capillary tubes which are laid alongside the

interior of the satellites skin. In order to increase the cross conduction of heat through
the skin. i.e.. transverse to the tubes, a 0.002-in. copper sheath is placed between the

skin and the tubes. Production of 500 watts by the proposed gas engine necessitates
radiation of about 20,000 Btu/hr, which, at a skin temperature of 160cF, requires

about 100 ft of the "earth side- of the satellite-actually 2½.. per cent more than the

entire bottom half of the presently envisaged 1000-lb payload vehicle. (See Appendix V

for a more detailed analysis of the heat disposal problem).

The Heat Source

In order to have a compact heat source for the gas engine, it is proposed that the
cerium 144 be alloyed with a suitable metalt whose melting point exceeds 12001F.

0 On the basis of the Carnot cycle, the ideal thermal efficiency of such a Stirling cycle is

IM(i( 1600°R - 660°R)/1600°R - 5R.7 per cent; on the same basis, the vapor-cycle thermal effi-

cienyv is only 29.4 per cent. Alowever. with estimated over.all efficiencies (excluding generator
losses) of-12 per cent and 15 per cent. respectively. for the gas and vapor, systems, it follows directly

that the efficiency of the gas engine itself is only 20.5 per cent. while that of the vapor engine is

axout S1 per cient.
+ To reduce Bremsstrahlung tendencies.
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Beryllium is one such possibility, although it does not alloy too readily with cerium; other

possibilities include magnesium, aluminum, and titanium. If a satisfactory alloy compo-

sition cannot be made, a sandwich constructed of a Ce'" center between layers of beryl-

lium can be substituted. In either event, it is desirable to have as pure Ce- as possible.

Satellite's skin

K i .. ,/

/7 /

V // conducting

S/ 0bat,

V I

V 2

L-eater head fins

Cyinder head
•Cylinder head cap containing radioactive fuel

Annular space initially filled ith inert gas of high pressure

Metal cap separatinq 'NoK" and inert gas

Fig. 33-Proposed heat-rejection scheme for solid-rodioactive-fuel source

Postulating that such a cap of solid metal containing the radioactive fuel can be fabri-

cated, the arrangement of the heat source around the hot zone of the engine is depicted

schematically in Fig. 33. In order to furnish a nearly constant rate of heat to the engine,
a heat-conductive path is provided directly from the fuel to the radiating surface of the

vehicle skin.* During the satellite's useful lifetime, the heat resistance of this path is

increased in such a manner as to compensate for the exponentially decreasing rate of

heat production by the radioisotope, thereby ensuring nearly constant fuel temperature.

Such a scheme is indicated in Fig. 33, where a gap is shown between the fuel cap and

the heat-transfer medium. This gap is originally filled with a high-pressure inert gas

such as helium; during the designed life of the satellite, 'the gas is leaked out of the

"The regulation system described here is more automatic than the one used i :- apor cycle.
There is no prime reason for associating either regulation scheme with a particular cycle si. ce the
best sources are similar, e.g., the variable radiation shell could be used on the gas cycle.
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gap through an orifice so that at the end of the period the heat flow across the gap is
negligible, owing to the low heat conductivity of the remaining low-pressure gas-
practically a vacuum. There are a number of possible variants to this scheme: using
a semipermeable membrane instead of an orifice, using a slowly changing chemical or
adsorption process, etc.

Operation of the Gas Engine System

With the primary exception of placing the solid-fuel cap over the hot end of the
cylinder head by a remote-controlled mechanism rather than pumping the liquid radio-

isotope into a heat cell, the ground-starting and the subsequent operation of the gas

powerplant are substantially similar to those of the vapor plant. Therefore, a detailed

description of the operating characteristics of the gas system does not appear to

be warranted.

Gas-System Weight Estimate

The estimated over-all weight of the gas-cycle powerplant is listed in Table 5.

Table 5

ESTIMATED WEIGHT OF 500-WATT GAS-CYCLE
SATELLITE AUXILIARY POWERPLANT

Weight
Component (ib)

Heat source, including radioisotope and transfer system for excess heat. 60
En•cinr .... ....... ... .. ....... ............... ..... io
C ooling system ................................ ................. 25
G enerator ..................................................... 25
Coolant while vehicle is in ascent .................................. 40

T O TA L ................. .... ..... ............ .. ... .... ..... 2 50

Philips engines built for nonaircraft application have exhibited bare engine weights of
0.3 lb/watt for approximately 175-watt output. For larger sizes, an improvement in
weight is indicated; for example, a 500-watt, nonaircraft engine could be built for about
125 lb weight. Furthermore, by removing such items as the auxiliary starter, the miin
starting pad, etc., and by using light metals, it is probable that the entire engine, exclusive
of heat source and cooler but including generator, could be built for this 125-lb figure.

SUMMARY

Two 500-watt powerplants, each using a beta-emitting radioisotope, have been con-
sidered; either of the vapor-cycle or gas-cycle systems presented appears to be feasible
for use as a satellite auxiliary powerplant. However, the vapor-cycle engine was found
to be the heavier--400 lb as compared with 250 lb-and may necessitate considerably
greater attention to engineering details than will the gas-cycle engine. On the other hand,
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the gas engine will require about 1 lb of radioactive fuel as compared with 0.8 lb for the
vapor engine; if the radioisotope separation processes are very expensive, this may be an
important consideration. Furthermore, waste heat disposal from the gas cycle requires a
much larger portion of the satellite's skin-a total of approximately 100 ft2--to be
used as a radiator 'than does the vapor cycle; the problems attendant on incorporation
of a reliable cooling system over so large an area will have to be investigated more fully.
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V. RELIABILITY OF THE SATELLITE

One of the most important and difficult problems in the development of a successful
satellite vehicle is the attainment of a high order of reliability in both the satellite com-
ponents and the ground equipment. To achieve this reliability will require a serious and
iohcentrated effort in research and development of reliable components as part of the
satellite engineering program.

Present experience indicates that while reliable operation of the airframe, propulsion,
auxiliary powerplant, optical systems, and associated mechanical parts requires serious
study, the major part of the entire satellite reliability problem lies in the difficult task of
developing reliable electronic components. Further, although the complex ground elec-
tronic equipment is an important aspect of the problem, the greatest challenge is in the
achievement of electronic reliability in the satellite itself. There are at least three reasons
for this. In the first place, the satellite equipment is unattended, so that ordinary main-
tenance to prevent failures, inspection to locate failures, and replacement to repair
failures are all impossible. In the second place, the satellite equipment is subjected to
the rigors of shock and vibration during the launching and flight of the vehicle. Finally,
complete duplication of equipment by means of one or more complete stand-by systems
is possible on the ground but not practical in the satellite. (Some duplication in the
vehicle components will be possible and will be considered later.)

Since the most serious problem is the achievement of reliable satellite electronic
equipment, the present section will emphasize this aspect of reliability. The requirements
will be formulated more explicitly, and after a discussion of present electronic reliability,
an attempt will be made to indicate the most promising directions of research. It is
realized that only a segment of the satellite reliability problem is being considered, and
this, in a preliminary and tentative fashion. However, it is the most important segment,
and many of the general conclusions indicate a research and development philosophy
which is applicable to the other phases not discussed.

ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT

The major electronic systems in the satellite are the television camera and related
circuiting, the transmitter, the tracking receiver system, the attitude control, and the
power supply controls. A total of 50 to 100 electronic tubes and a television tube

are included in this equipment.

OPERATING REQUIREMENTS

In order for the satellite to operate successfully, it is necessary for the unattended
equipment to function properly and continuously for the satellite's flight period. Both
the short period of 35 days (840 hr) and the long period of 1 yr (- 8800 hr) will
be considered.
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It is important to note that the task of the electronic equipment--to function prop-
erly-sets definite limits on the various performance parameters (currents, voltages, etc.)
of the circuits. Failure must be considered as occurring if any one of these performance
parameters falls outside its task limits. This means that failure of the satellite will
result not only from overt failure (e.g., outright breakage'or shorts), but also from sub-
marginal performance of the electronic equipment (e.g., moderate noise levels in the
tubes), which under usual circumstances would result in undesirable but acceptable

operation. This critical dependence on the submarginal performance of electronic com-

ponents is in a large measure due to the critical high-performance operation which is
demanded of the entire satellite-ground station electronic system. It is thus clear that

the reliability of the satellite electronic equipment is intimately dependent on both the
quality and stability of the components and also on the design governing their use in the

circuits. These factors determine what may be called the internal environment of the cir-
cuits, i.e., the conditions at one circuit element which are due to the other circuit elements.

EXTERNAL ENVIRONMENT OF THE ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT

In addition to the internal environment, the electronic reliability will also depend on
the conditions outside the electronic equipment, the external environment. The most
important external factors are the ambient temperature, humidity, and pressure conditions,
and the shock, acceleration, and vibration conditions, which give rise to inertial forces.

Temperature is probably the most critical of these factors in affecting the stability
and lifetime of the components, particularly tubes, resistors, and capacitors. In addition,

most of the power consumed by the electronic equipment appears as heat from the
heaters in the tubes, so that provision will have to be made to conduct away this heat,
perhaps by circulating a coolant around the tubes. Humidity affects the lifetime of capaci-

tors and resistors and is a factor in metallic corrosion. The effects of pressure are less

certain but appear to be important in arcing and relay wear.
In view of the serious effects of these ambient conditioAs on the performance and

lifetime of the electronic components, the following assumption will be made: The
electronic equipment in the satellite is housed in compartments in which the temperaiure,
humidity, and pressure are controlled and held at nearly constant values which ,re opti-
mum for electronic reliability. Since these optimum values will depend on the design
and character of future improved electronic components, it is not possible to state them
at present, and one aim of the reliability research program (discussed below) should

be to establish these optimum ambient conditions.
The dynamic factors of shock, acceleration, and vibration result in inertial forces

which stress and distort parts of the electronic components. These forces may cause out-
right breakage or permanent distortion, thus affecting both the performance and stability
of components as well as decreasing their lifetimes.

In the initial flight period (launching and preorbital flight), lasting about 2 min,
axial accelerations are expected to be less than log, including both launching and staging
separation. Transverse accelerations for control into the orbit will be less than 0.1g.

It is also expected that no important vibration will occur and that only gradual accelera-
tions will be applied so that no shocks are present.
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In the orbital flight period, only small transverse accelerations less than 0.1g will be
applied for attitude control purposes. Again, no vibrations or shocks are expecr.d,
except possibly for a very low frequency (50 cycle/sec) vibration from the powerplant.
Finally, an unimportant, but novel feature of the environment of the electronic equip-
mrent in the orbital period lies in the complete absence of gravity.

It is thus seen that the equipment is expected to be subjected (1) to accelerations
of the order of lOg in the initial period, (2) to occasional 0.1g accelerations in the
orbital period, and (3) to negligible additional shocks and vibrations throughout the
entire flight.

While (1) and (2) appear reasonable, condition (3) may be harder to realize, since
resonant vibrations in the airframe will tend to be excited in the preorbital flight through
the atmosphere. (Serious troubles of this nature are known to have been met in the
V.2 development.) Despite such possible difficulties, however, the above estimates will
be taken as realistic statements of the environmental conditions under which the satellite
electronic equipment must operate.

STATEMENT OF RELIABILITY REQUIREMENTS

Having discussed the operational requirements and the environmental conditions,
the reliability requirements for the electronic equipment can now be summarized. It will
be assumed thai a 90 per cent probability of successi is sxffiient for the rystem, so that:

The satellite electronic equipment must withstand accelerations of the order
of log initially, after which it must operate properly for a flight time of
either 840 or 8800 hr, with a cumulative probability of success of 90 pei cent.
During the entire flight time, the equipment will be subjected to small sup-
plementary accelerations (less than 0.1g) and will be housed under the
ambient temperature, pressure, and humidity conditions which are optimal
for the electronic reliability. Vibration and shocks will be negligible.

The requirement of 90 per cent success leads immediately to what is probably the
most stringent condition of all, the electron tube reliability. Ignoring everything except
the tubes, it is seen that if p is the probability that one tube will operate successfully for
the flight, then for 100 such tubes it is required that p"" = 0.9, or p = 0.999, so that
the "'allowable" failure probability of a single tube is q = 0.001, or 0.1 per cent. For
50 tubes, p = 0.998 and q = 0.2 per cent.* The same order of magnitude of reliability
is required for the resistors, capacitors, etc., which are roughly equally numerous. For
the two or three extremely critical elements (such as the television tube), reliabilities of
the order of 99 per cent are probably acceptable.

These requirements lead to the following questions:

How big is the gap between the reliability required of the satellite equip.
ment and the reliability now available in present electronic equipment?

What is the character and cost (in dollars, skilled personnel, research facili-

"The tubes are considered independent. This is an unproven but plausible assumption which
should give the order of magnitude of q.
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ties, and time) of the required research and development program for the
satellite electronic reliability?

Present knowledge of reliability and electronic technology is inadequate to answer
these questions in detail. A brief discussion of the problem is presented in the follow-
ing sections.

PRESENT VERSUS REQUIRED RELIABILITY

The heart of present-day electronic equipment is the electron tube. In general, tubes
are less reliable individually than most other electronics components, and the large
number of tubes used in most equipment makes the tubes collectively by far the most
unreliable component. Thus it is a fact that for many types of electronic equipment
under widely varying conditions and usage, about one-half to two-thirds of the equip-
ment failures are electron tube failures. There are notable exceptions to this statement,
particularly in cases where attention has been paid to reliability in the design and main-
tenance of the equipment. Nevertheless, it is clear that improved electron tube reliability
will be a major factor in achieving the satellite requirements. For this reason, and also
because most present data concern tubes, attention in this section will be concentrated
on the question of tube reliability: How reliable are tubes now and how can they be

made more reliable?
First, so far as the acceleration of log in the initial period is concerned, two effects

will occur: (1) There will be a fraction of outright tube failures, caused by breakage,
deformation, etc., which prevents the tube from functioning at all. (2) the acceleration
will change the tube characteristics and stability and thus will shorten the lifetime during
which it functions properly. In present tubes, most failures of type (1) are mechanical
failures caused by poor tube-quality control in manufacture. It appears to be a matter
of experience that these failures can be greatly reduced by good design and quality con-
trol. Present-day superior tubes must survive service tests including accelerations of
5OOg for 45 ms, as well as extensive vibration tests. A relatively high fraction (about
95 per cent) operate within their task limits after this brutal testing. For the rela-
tively mild satellite acceleration, it is believed that the failure rate would be less than
I per cent for present high-quality tubes, such as those developed by RCA (red tubes),
by Aeronautical Radio Incorporated, or by the Navy under its Tube Ruggedization Pro-
gram. If the satellite failure probability in the initial period is to be of the order of,
say, 1 per cent for the 100 tubes or 0.01 per cent for individual tubes, then it appears
that under Iog accelerations the best modern tubes have an individual failure probability

of the order of 100 times that required in the satellite.

The tubes which survive the initial period and begin to function properly will suffer
failures during the flight which depend on effect (2), i.e., the "-weakening" of the tube

by the initial log acceleration. In addition, the small O.lg control accelerations will
affect the tube life, though perhaps to a negligible extent. In this phase of the flight,
lasting 840 hr (or 8800 hr), the requirement is that the cumulative probability of failure
builds up to not more than about 10 per cent.

Neglecting the possible weakening effects and the small control accelerations, the long
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orbital flight period under the assumed well-controlled ambient conditions can be com-

pared with a favorable laboratory or industrial environment using the best design and

quaLity control. Two such examples are given below:
Bell Telephone Equipment Data. Bell Telephone Laboratories' 25 ' (26 have made ex-

tensive efforts to develop reliable tubes for use in communication and have achieved
mean lives of the order of 100,000 hr (10 years). for several tube types. A remarkably
low failure rate is recorded for some 6000 tubes in 230 bays of 12-channel carrier tele-
nhone eqipment, operating, 24 hr a day, 7 days a week. By careful tube testing once
,every.3 -months, incipienF *failures were detected and the defective tubes replaced, the
removal Fate being about 1.5 per cent. The results showed that over a period of at least
a year, not a single.failure occurred in the 6000 tubes during the 3-month periods of
unattended operation following the checks.

Electronic Computer Experience. Experience with the Whirlwind computer"',7 indi-
cates that for operating periods of 3000 and 13,000 hr, about 90 per cent of the tube
failures were caused by changing characteristics (60 per cent) and mechanical defects
(30 per cent), with the remaining 10 per cent attributed to heater burnout and gas

within the tubes. For a typical computer having about 5000 tubes with a 5000-hr mean
life, one failure per hour would be expected, and it is obviously necessary to lower this
failure rate. A system of periodic "marginal checking" at frequent periods was introduced
to remove incipient failures, and a preburning test was employed to remove tubes whose
characteristics were changing too fast. These checks to eliminate defective tubes, together
with good circuit design (large safety factors) and proper use of the tubes, have reduced

the failure rate to about 5 per cent of that to be expected on a purely statistical basis.

With such selected tubes, failure rates of about 1 per cent in the first 10o0 hr and
30 per cent in the first 10,000 hr resulted.

At the other environmental extreme from laboratory conditions, one may consider

electronic reliability in aircraft. Acceleration, shock, and vibration as well as temperature
and pressure effects all combine to produce a rigorous environment for electron tubes.

In military aircraft, the reliability is further lowered by inferior design and maintenance,
and at present the highest electronic reliability in aircraft is realized in commercial planes:

Aeronautical Radio Incorporated (Arinc) Experience.128 129) Arinc, a nonprofit

company formed by the commercial airlines to improve air-borne electronic equipment,

co-operates with both the airlines and the tube manufacturers to locate tube defects and

improve them. At present the tube failure rate, under standard maintenance procedures,
has been reduced to 2.5 per cent in the first 1000 hr. This is a significant improvement

in reliability, and it has been effected largely by reducing mechanical failures and faulty

assembly by means of minor design changes and improved quality control. Ten improved
tubes of various types have been developed and made available under the program.

CONCI 'JSIONS

From these ex;.mples, it is seen that the Bell Telephone tube reliability of less than

one failure per 6000 unattended tubes in 3 months far exceeds the reliability demanded

of the short-period satellite (one failure or less per 100 tubes in 1000 hr). No data are
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given on failure rates for periods longer than 3 months, so that no direct comparison can
be made with the long-period satellite. However, using the above data, it is shown in
Appendix VI that with a confidence of 95 per cent, the failure rate is less than I in 6000
for a 3-month operating period. From this fact and plausible physical assumptions
about the failure chaiacteristics of the tubes, a rough calculation (given in the 'same
appendix) leads to a figure of about 70 per cent for the probability of no failure in the
1-year satellite (with 100 tubes). If these assumptions are justified, this result would
appear to indicate (at least so far as the tube lifetimes are concerned) that even the
rigorous -long-term satellite requirements are near the forefront of the best modem
electronic technology.

This important conclusion is strengthened by the fact that the Bell Telephone Labora-
tories have developed at least- one other type of electronic equipment with extremely high
reliability requirements, namely, the electronic repeaters in submarine telephone cable.130 ,
No data are yet available on the reliability actually achieved in this equipment, but the
whole program has been geared to develop a system which will operate unattended for a
period of 10 to 20 years. A further feature of interest to the satellite problem lies in the
fact that the equipment suffers rather rough shocks when the cable is laid, after which
it lies quietly on the ocean floor. Thus the repeater equipment would appear to be
analogous to the satellite equipment insofar as both must survive a rigorous initial en-
vironment and then survive unattended in a very mild environment for a long period.

On the other hand, the electronic computer and Arinc results indicate a tube failure
rate considerably higher than that demanded of the satellite tubes. Considering all the
factors, it seems fair to say that the Bell Telephone experience indicates that the reli-
ability for the 1-month satellite can be achieved, while the electronic computer and Arinc
data show that the best present rubes fall far short of this high reliability. The reliability
in the 1-year satellite is certainly a more difficult problem; little can be said except that it,
too, can probably be achieved with greater effort, using techniques of the type employed
In developing the submarine cable equipment.

In general, similar conclusions seem reasonable regarding the electronic components
other than tubes. Paralleling the tube programs mentioned above, a variety of research
efforts are at present directed toward improved electronic components with longer life
and more stable operating characteristics. These efforts include studies of printed cir-
cults, of miniaturized components, and of the packaging of electronic equipment.

RELIABILITY RESEARCH PROGRAM

Since it appears reasonable that the required satellite reliability can be achieved, the
next question is, Hou, can electronic reliability be improved to the required degree? The
obvious answers are (1) by improved components, (2) by improved circuit design, and
(3) by inspection, selection, and pre-use testing to eliminate defective components.
Present component-improvement programs provide a wealth of technical data on these
matters. It is clear, however, that while considerations (2) and (3) are important,
(1) is really the crux of the matter. The problem of achieving long life in electronic
components is more formidable than that of ruggedization against the relatively mild
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lOg accelerations expected. It is generally conceded that adequate knowledge on the
subject of long life is lacking and has to be increased before really substantial progress
can be made; on the other hand, components which are designed specifically for long
life can show great improvements over standard production items.

In addition to improved components, it is necessary, as has been pointed out, that
improved electronic design studies be carried through. These may include unconventional
techniques, such as providing parallel or duplicate systems as stand-bys in case of failure.
The use of several components to carry the load may increase the life of the system many
times (e.g., by use of several tubes in place of one to cut down cathode depletion). And,
finally, a unijorm advance of electronic methods and components is necessary to ensure
a balance of reliability throughout the system, so that as far as possible there will be no
relatively very weak links which jeopardize the entire operation. This is particularly
vital for the satellite, which requires a high reliability for the television tube and similar
major components, which are few in number, as well as for the numerous minor com-
ponents, such as tubes, resistors, and capacitors.

SUMMARY

The reliable operation of a satellite vehicle poses difficult bitt by no means unsolvable
technical problems. The most difficult part of the reliability problem resides in the
development of superior quality electronic equipment which must withstand initial
accelerations and then operate properly for the remainder of the flight period. Although
the reliability of most standard electronic equipment is at present far below the satellite
requirements, it appears that the best modern electronic telephone equipment has a
reliability at least as high as the 35-day satellite requires. To achieve a high reliability
throughout the 1.year satellite, a research and development program on electronic com-
ponents will be required, together with a careful study of designs and techniques for
using these improved components.
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VI. THE VEHICLE

The preceding sections have discussed the problems of utility of an orbiting satellite,
particularly as a reconnaissance device. The purpose of this section is to present a
description of the vehicle and to re-examine the problems artendam on establishing the
satellite on an orbit. This analysis •ill be brief, because the results of the study reported
in' Refs. 3 through 14 are generally applicable and, further, because the principal em-"
phasis of RAND's work since those reports has been concerned with the utility of the
vehicle in the orbit rather than with the vehicle itself.

The vehicle characteristics are considered in the following order: flight mechanics,
aerodynamics, heat transfer, propulsion, and structural design. The techniques employed
were developed as a result of the earlier satellite studies, referenced above, as well as
during the recently reported long-range surface-to-surface rocket and ramjet missiles
study. (31-35)

55 As a result of RAND's continuing work

50 concerning rocket vehicles generally and,
45 more specifically, the improved state of the

40 arts regarding component and over-all mis-
0 o sile design, the current configuration of the

3,5 satellite vehicle differs somewhat from that
30 previously reported. It is, of course, reason-
25 able to expect that as the state of the art
20 improves, such advances will be applied to
• satellite as well as missile designs.
0 The satellite vehicle as presently envisaged

5 •consists of a two-stage, hydrazine-liquid-
0 oxygen-propelled rocket vehicle, whose

Scoe n. foet RAND 2-stoge Ga.... v-2 launching size is moderately larger than the
V-2 (see Fig. 34). This configuration is

Fig. 34-Size comparison of based on (1) present-day construction ma-
satellite vs V-2 terials and manufacturing techniques, (2)

component weights as they will likely exist in 1954, (3) a payload weight of 1000 lb, and
(4) an orbital altitude of 350 mi. Variations in payload weights from 300 to 2000 lb
and in orbital altitudes from 350 to 600 mi are also considered.

PREORBITAL-FLIGHT-MECHANICS CONSIDERATIONS

A general procedure for analyses of the satellite vehicle consists, first, in consider-
ation of the flight mechanics governing the preorbital, or ascent, phase of flight and
secondly, in determination of v, (mass ratio) values required to place .* ,;*. n payload
weight at a specified orbital altitude.
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For equatorial orbits, which will be of continuing interest for experimental satellite
vehicles, the equations of motion for the ascending rocket are essentially the same as
those described in Ref. 3. As will be discussed below, however, oblique orbits of interest
for reconnaissance require modification of the equations.

The difference . in vehicle performance between equatorial and oblique trajectories
is considered to be negligible during the relatively short (4% main) burning period,
during which time the vehicle's reference system is associated with the moving earth.
However, when the motion is considered to be transferred to an inertial (space) frame
of reference, as it must be at some time during the trajectory (arbitrarily selected here,
for convenience, at the end of burning), there is a significant difference between the
oblique and equatorial cases,

The change in vehicle velocity as measured in the inertial (space) system rather than
in the moving (earth) system is approximately equal to the. projection on the orbital
plane of the earth's velocity component, .rr, due to its rotation, where -Ar is the angular
velocity of the earth and r is the distance from the satellite to the center of the earth.
This velocity shift can be either positive or negative, depending on the direction of
launching: if the satellite is launched eastward, the increment is positive and thus adds
to the satellite's speed. For the equatorial case, the magnitude of the velocity change is
A-1 =:uqr, as stated; for the ollique case, however. AV = Wtr cosL, where L is the
angle of obliquity between the orbital plane and the earth's equator.

Using the equations and techniques of Ref. 3, modified as indicated above, together
with the aerodynamic, heat transfer, powerplant, and weight data presented in the
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Fig. 35-Initial propellant weight to initial gross weight ratio, r, as a function
of orbital altitude for varying payload weights
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following portions of this section, it is then possible to determine v, the ratio of initial
propellant weight to'initial gross weight, as a function of various payload weights and
orbital altitudes as shown in Fig. 35. The cases illustrated by Fig. 35 are for a 560
oblique orbit; the propellant is hydrazine-liquid oxygen.

As stated previously, the complete preorbital trajectory for a 1000-lb payload,
350-mi-altitude satellite consists of about 2 miin of booster.powered ascent and of
approximately 212 miin or'-second-'stage powered ascent, followed by a 20-min coasting
period to the orbital altitude where power is apolied momentarily to provide the final
boost into the proper orbit. Altitude and velocity as functions of time are shown in
Fig. 36 for the principal power-on portion of flight for the stated case.
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Fig. 36-Fight trajectory for the principal power-on (precoasting)
portion of a 1000-lb-paylood, 350-mi-orbital-altitude satellite

AERODYNAMICS

The aerodynamic characteristics of the present satellite rocket are determined by
using the methods put forth in Ref. 36, with a few notable modifications. First, the
temperatures of the boundary layer used in determining skin friction are lower because
they are based on the more recent data of Ref. 37, rather than those of Ref. 38; the
lower temperatures result in higher values of skin friction coefficient. Secondly, in
the prior work,498 the pressure forces on the nose were determined by substituting an
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equivalent cone for the actual ogive; this substitution remains unchanged in the present

analysis for the low and moderate Mach number regimes. At hypersonic velocities

(M = 10 or above), however, the pressures on the ogive are determined for the actual

ogive shape according to Case 5 of Ref. 39. Thirdly, a change concerns the assumption

of the drag due to boartailing. The present case is calculated on the basis of the data

presented in Fig. 37; these curves are a modification of Fig. 5 of Ref. 36 but are based

on more recent test data.
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Fig. 37--Base and boattil drag coefficients

HEAT TRANSFER

As mentioned above, the temperatures influencing aerodynamic variables are based

on the methods developed in Ref. 37. These temperatures, of course, prevail only where

atmosphere exists and are dependent on the rate of acceleration of the vehicle as well as

on the magnitude of velocity. Thus there is a compromise between allowable load factor

of the vehicle and the temperatures experienced by the vehicle's skin, which is discussed

briefly under "Structural Design," page 75.

In the orbit, temperatures are dependent only on the net influx of radiational heat.

Once the vehicle passes out of the significant atmosphere, it begins to cool to those

temperatures consistent with the orbiting conditions. Figure 38 illustrates the over.all

temperature variation of the satellite; the derivation of a similar curve for the previous
satellite work is discussed in Ref. 40.

PROPULSION

None of the satellite propulsion components differ materially from those presently

being tested for guided missiles. In fact, the thrust of the individual motors is consider-
ably less than that of the V-2. The first (booster) stage has four gimbal-mounted,
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Fig. 38-Skin temperatures during powered flight for a 1000-lb-paylood,
350-mi-orbital-altitude satellite

equal-thrust rocket motors which are used for both propulsion and control; in the
1000-lb-payload, 350-mi-orbital-altirude case, their combined thrust is 117,750 lb. (An
individual rocket motor of 75,000-lb thrust has been fired recently.) In the second
stage, a single 15,500-lb thrust motor is used for propulsion only; four small rocket
motors, each having about 1 per cent of the total thrust, provide the necessary trajector,
control during and at the end of the coasting period.

The proposed design uses hydrazine-liquid oxygen as the propellant. Since emphasis
throughout this study has been centered on currently available materials, components.
and techniques, the use of hydrazine may be questioned by the reader. It is true that
hydrazine is available now in small amounts only, and at relatively high cost. However,
a recent study-, by The Ralph M. Parsons Company indicates that larger pilot plants,
capable of producing sufficient hydrazine for several satellite vehicles, could be built in
the near future to market the fuel for less than 50 cents/lb.

In addition to hydrazine-oxygen, there are of course a number of propellants which
could be used in a satellite rocket vehicle, for example, the readily available, inexpensive
gasoline-oxygen combination could be used for comparable payloads and altitudes at no
more than approximately twice the hydrazine-oxygen gross weight and structural cost.
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STRUCTURAL DESIGN

The over-all vehicle configuration (see Fig. 39) is an ogive-cylinder-boaltail com-
bination, with aitachment of the two stages at the aft end of the second-stage propellant
tanks. The covering of the second-stage powerplant compartment serves to transmit the
axial acceleration loads during boost, is integral with the booster, and is carried away at
the staging separation. The orbiting satellite configuration is also shown in the figure.
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Fig. 39-Schematic diagram of a WOOG-lb-payload, 350-mi-orbital-altitude,
hydrazine-oxygen satellite vehicle

Loading experienced by the vehicle results principally from the axial accelerations
during boost. Further, the structure is designed to resist the compressive loading at the
tel..peratures shown in Fig. 38, which dictates that a heat-resistant alloy is required for
some portion of the satellite's nose, where a material such as Hastelloy C sheet should
be u ed; the remainder of the vehicle can be made of suitable steel, such as stainless
steel. The indicated booster temperature and load requirements probably can be met by
using titanium alloys; however, stainless steel is presently preferred because of the
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advanced state of knowledge concerning its fabrication and because of its availability.

Conventional semimonocoque construction is employed throughout both satellite

and booster. The fuel tanks and structure, except the previously mentioned Hastelloy C

nose tip, consist of columbium-stabilized, IA-hard, 18-8 stainless-steel sheets, hat-section
stringers, and frames. The booster stage has integral, pressurized tanks; the second-stage
tanks are also pressurized but are nonintegral. The-material for the motor mounts and

related fittings is chrome-moly steel.

The optimum structural combinerionri 1 ot sheet and stiffening elements is deter-
mined by considering the combined effects of allowable panel compressive stress,

buckling instability, and distribution of structural material. The average thickness of

the structural element thus derived depends on the magnitude of the load applied to

the structure, the environmental condition under which the structure operates, and the

load-carrying ability of the material. Weight of structure may be found by integrating

the thickness as a function of the surface area of the vehicle and then multiplying

this volume of the structural material by its specific weight.
The satellite surface has an ogive shape whose total surface area may be expressed

as an integral of the rate of change of the radius of the ogive. The value of the surface
area is computed by integrating over the length of the ogive. The total length is deter-
mined by the volume and the body diameter required for the satellite payload, -the
quantity of propellant required by the vehicle, and the length of the powerplant section.
Volumes for the 350-, 1000-, and 2000-lb satellite payloads are 35, 60, and 80 ft',
respectively. The body diameter of the payload compartment is believed more than
ample to house the television camera-transmitter and attitude-control equipments. Pro-
pellant quantity required is determined from the ratio of initial propellant weight to

initial gross weight, v, given by the flight trajectory (see Fig. 35), the propellant
density, and the ullage, outage, and evaporation losses."33' The equations for the length

of the powerplant compartment are developed in Ref. 33.
The motor-mount structure, powerplant, plumbing, and auxiliary equipment weights

also are determined in a manner similar to that of Ref. 33. As previously stated, com-

ponent performance and weights are those which may be expected in 1954.
The control-system weight, U,', however, is empirically determined from existing and

proposed missiles and, for the vehicle-gross-weight regime considered in this study, may

be expressed as ir", = 48 + 0.008063U', where IV is the initial stage weight.
The procedure noted above for determining the vehicle's structural weight provides

the optimum, or -ideal,- load-carrying sheet-stiffener combination. To furnish the addi-
tional structural weight necessitated by access doors, nonoptimum-sheet-thickness gauges,
as well as handling and fabrication requirements, a miscellaneous structure allowance of
20 per cent based on total vehicle structure is included.

As a check on the validity of the above type of analysis for evaluating structural
weight, it is of interest to compare the structural weight to gross weight ratio thus deter-

mined with that of an existing missile. The Glenn L. Martin Company's Viking, a
high-altitude sounding rocket, has a gross weight comparable to that of the 1000-lb
payload, 350-mi-altitude orbital (two-stage) satellite. The satellite's fuselage, tanks,
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anid motor mount total 590 lb as compared with 673 lb for the similar items of the Viking
missile.(421 This results in a structural weight to gross weight ratio of 0.061 for the
satellite and of 0.068 for the Viking. It should be noted that the satellite's rocket-motor-
compartment covering is an integral part of the booster and is carried away at booster
separation, hence its weight is not included in the above satellite ratio.

"Ilhe integral pregsurized-type structure employed in the satellite booster is similar to
the tank section of North American Aviation's Navaho missile. Extensive physical testing
2t the N.A.A. Aerophysics Laboratory of pressurized, full-scale, 70-in.-diameter, 0.020-
gauge, welded 18-8 stainless steel (/ hard), tank-type structure in both the stiffened
and unstiffened condition has been conducted, and the structure possessed adequate
margins of safety at all the design conditions.1'')"4' New techniques were developed
to overcome the structural and manufacturing problems encountered. As an example,
joints made by seam welding and mash welding result in uniform characteristics ap-
proaching the strength allowables of the parent metal, even in the %-hard condition.'")
The satellite's booster-tank structure, in order to resist the compressive loading resulting
from the vehicle axial acceleration, is designed of plates of varying thickness with 0.020
established as the minimum sheet gauge. Internal stiffeners are provided to accommodate
handling, transportation, and erection loads.

The satellite's booster-rocket-motor weight is that expected by 1954. North American
Aviation's current effort on their 75,000-lb-thrust motor for the XLR43NA-1 propulsion
system is being devoted to the development and production of a light-weight tubular
motor. Preliminary estimatesI"W indicate the expected, thrust/motor weight ratio to be
approximately 200. The booster motor weights calculated for the satellite missiles
exhibit thrust/motor weight ratios of approximately 180.
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Total vehicle gross weight and dry weight

and satellite dry weight are shown in Figs.

2 40, 41, and 42, respectively, as functions of
payload weight for various orbital altitudes.
It is of interest to note that, in the regime

I ~ Of payload weights and orbital altitudes con-
sidered, the variation of gross weight is

I 4. virtually linear with respect to these varn-

-0/ ables. For a 350-mi orbital altitude, an
0/Z increase in payload weight from 1000 to

- 00 2000 lb results in a gross-weight increase
/ -350 from 73,600 to 125,000 lb. Figure 40 also300 IwJO . •oO

",*Y "' shows that if the 1000-lb payload is placed

Fig. 42-Satellite dry weight as a on a 500-mi-high orbit, a vehicle of 79,S0o-
function of payload weight for vary- lb gross weight is required.

ing orbital altitudes

SUMMARY

Table 6 is a weight summary for a 1000-lb-payload, 350-mi-orbital-altitude satellite
vehicle, which is boosted to altitude by hydrazine-liquid-oxygen-propelled rocket motors.

As stated above, this vehicle's take-off weight is approximately 73,600 lb and, as shown
in Fig. 39, its length is 53"• ft. The initial gross weight of the second stage is 9700 lb,
and the vehicle is 211w ft long. The orbital weight of the satellite is approximately
2200 lb.
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Table 6

WEIGHT BREAKDOWN FOR A 1000-LB-PAYLOAD, 350-MI-ORBITAL-

ALTITUDE, HYDRAZINE-OXYGEN SATELLITE VEHICLE

Weight Weight
(11) (Ib)

Satellite Stage (Finai)
Payload

Attitude control ............ 280

Television equipment ........ 300

Auxiliary powerplant ........ 270

Miscellaneous .............. 150

Structure
Shell ..................... 175

Stiffeners and frames ......... 5.........

Propellant tanks ............ 280

C ontrols .............................................. 1 5

M otors .................... ......... .......... 145

M otor m ount .......................................... 50

Turbopump and accessories ............................... 180

Plumbing ............................................. 40

Propellants ............................................ 7.615

T otal ............................................... 9.69 5

Booster Stage (initial)

Payload (Satellite stage) ................................. 9.695

Structure

Booster-satellite fairing ...... 200 1
Propellant tanks ............ 925 ..................... 1.435

Boattail .................. 310

C ontrols ................................. ............. 640

M otors ............................................... 665

Motor mounts .......................................... 390

Turbopump and accessories ............................... 775

Plum bing ............................................. 4 10

Miscellaneous (includes staging separation) ................. 1.765

Propellants ............................................ 57,785

Total Launching W eight ............................... 73,560

Total Dry Weight... ............................. 8,160
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VII. CONCLUSIONS

The various components constituting a satellite vehicle to be utilized for reconnais-

sance have " shown to be individually feasible to various degrees. To combine these
parts into a reliable operating whole will require considerable basic scientific and engi-

nee'ring effort. No radically new developments are indicated, however; rather, a recon-
stirution of known theory and art in rocketry, electronics, engines, and nudear physics.

More specifically it has been found that a two-stage rocket vehicle weighing about
74,000 lb and carrying a 1000-lb payload of television, powerplant, and control equip-
ment will be capable, at the least, of conducting weather and pioneer terrestrial recon-
naissance, i.e., with a resolvable surface dimension of about 200 ft. The reliability with
which this operation is carried out will depend mainly on the state of refinement of the
electronic equipment. The reliability will determine, to a major extent, the time duration
of the useful activity of satellite reconnaissance. Beyond a period of a few days, the
over-all size and payload requirements of the satellite vary only by a small amount; a
satellite designed for a year's operation will be little different from one designed for

two weeks' useful life.
To increase the utility of the reconnaissance satellite will require improvement of

television equipment to a state already attained under laboratory conditions. Should
such be the case, it is believed that minimum resolvable surface dimensions of the order
of 100 ft can be provided with continuous coverage over most of the USSR every day
(over the entire target system every other day); also that these dimensions can be further

- reduced (at the expense of daily coverage) to values as low as 40 ft, complete cover-
age being attained after no more than a month's operation. With resolvable dimensions

of this magnitude, a large portion of useful military reconnaissance can be accommodated
by the satellite vehicle during periods in which weather permits ground observations.
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APPENDIX I

EFFECT OF SCANNING ANGLE AND ORBITAL INCLINATION

UPON MINIMUM RESOLVABLE SURFACE DIMENSION

The purpose of this appendix is to extend the discussions in Sections I and II, which
are concerned with the general constraints imposed by orbital and television consider-
ations, respectively, upon the utility of the satellite as a reconnaissance device.

For example, it is intuitively clear that for a given viewing angle, the width of the
visible strip on the earth increases with altitude. However, the resulting effects upon
focal length, frame frequency, pass bandwidth, signal-to-noise ratio, etc. (see also
Appendix 11), are not so readily apparent.

To continue with a summation of several of the more interesting effects of increasing
the orbital altitude, the maximum number of possible views per day of a point target
also increases, as does the average inclination of the line of sight between the satellite
and the target (straight down being zero inclination). However, it is probable that the
width of scanned strip on the ground will be determined by considerations of frame
frequency, tube resolution, etc., and thus the width will be virtually fixed regardless of
altitude. In this case, the average inclination will decrease, rather than increase, with
increasing altitude.

ASSUMPTIONS AND LIMITATIONS

Although it will eventually be necessary to determine the optimum value of the
several parameters in order to obtain the maximum information per day,. no study has
been made to determine the sensitivity of the "resolving power" of the over-all system
to these various factors. A complete analysis would include a study similar to this one,
wherein scanning angle is the principal variable, not only for a variety of orbital heights,
but also for a variety of orbital inclinations to the equator, as a function of target latitude.
In the work discussed thus far, both of the latter items were held fixed.

The optical system considered here is an Image Orthicon camera lens of 2-in. aper-
ture and 20-in. focal length; these values are selected (from data in Appendix 11) so
that at contrasts of about 20 per cent and in sunlight,* the minimum resolvable surface
dimensions will be small enough to yield useful information. A graded filter will be
included as an iris to control the photocathode illumination.

The following are assumed values for the parameters held constant:

The orbital altitude iS'350 mi;

The optical system is an f/1O, 2-in. aperature, 20-in. focal length camera;

* Attention is confined to scenes viewed durine ,t, day for the reasons given in Appendix 11
(e.g., see Table 14. page 105).
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The target latitude circle is held tangent to the southern edge of the most

northerly portion of the scanning area (see Fig. 43).
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result in an observed region that would be a strip 17.5 mi wide. This seems to be a very

narrow band, and the temptation to introduce the complication of an optical-scanning

mechanism is great enough to warrant consideration of what gain could result from the.
use of such a mechanism. It is conceivable that the inclusion of a scanning mechanism

could increase tenfold or twentyfold the number of times the target would be seen. If

such should be the case, ,the decrease in reliability and the increase in weight, within

limits of course, would be more than worth while; by careful design, the power con-
sumnption increment could be kept nesligibly small.

If the target were a point and the observed strip were a line, and if the satellite

passed over the target o-'-" would never do so again unless the period of revolution

of the satellite were integral witL the period of rotation of the earth relative to the
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satellite's orbital plane. If the target is on the equator and the satellite pursues an
equatorial orbit, then the target would be observed at each pass. This would also be
the case if the target is one of the poles and the orbital plane is perpendicular to the
equator. However, if the target is at some intermediate latitude, say 550 45' 20" N.,*
then the percentage of the total number of passes during which the tr'rget is visible
will be a function of, among other things, the width of the observed strip. The nature
of this dependence, if expressed in an analytical form that would tell exactly the number
of revolutions during which the target would be visible for any finite number of succes-
sive revolutions, is rather complicated. However, the percentage of successful "passes," is
the numler of revolutions increases indefinitely, will approach a constant that can be
evaluated largely by the geometrical considerations, which will be amply accurate at this
stage of the invespgation.

SCANNING ANGLE AND TARGET OBSERVATIONS PER DAY

For the present purpose, the plane of the orbit can be considered as being invariable,
i.e., as having no motion other than translation; also, the motion of the earth around
the sun can be disregarded. In Figs. 43a and 43b, this plane is seen edge on; Fig. 43c
is seen perpendicular to the orbital plane--a standard orthographic projection. The
scanning mechanism is assumed to operate so that successive pictures will be ordered
(in the longitudinal direction) by a constant increment of distance. This is done for
two reasons: first, the mechanism will be simpler, since scanning in one coordinate is
accomplished generally by the satellite's motion; secondly, everything that comes into the
field of view is seen when it is at its minimum distance from the vehicle (see Fig. 44).
Obviously, the more of the target's latirude atIoe,,,,'s path
circle that lies within the area scanned by I
the satellite, the more frequently the target .
will be seen, and it is with this in mind that --
Fig. 43 has been drawn with the locus of the
target's position tangent to the far edge
(in the diagram, the southern edge) of the
scanned area. The target "enters" the scanned Constant ,ncr.e..nt L

region at B and leaves at A. When the satel- Fig. 44-Motion of optical scanning
lite is in a position to see the target at B, relative to satellite's path

its position is B'; similarly, the satellite's position is at A' when viewing the target at A.
In Fig. 43b, point S is the position (to scale) the satellite would have on a 350-mi-
altitude orbit. The fraction of a total revolution that the target spends within the strip
is 0,/27r, where 4 , is the angle subtended by the arc ACB as seen from the center of the
target's latitude circle. This fraction is the probability, at any time picked at random, that
the target will be within the scanned region. If j6r/ 2 7r = 0.25, then the target will be
in the scanned region for a quarter of a day at a time, during which time the satellite
will make a little over 4,,revolutions. During the subsequent 18 hr, about 12 revolu.
tions of the satellite, the target will be invisible, and then the cycle will be repeated.

Latitude of Moscow.
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The expression given for the average number of observations per day has been plotted
in Fig. 45 as a function of maximum scanning angle (measured from the vehicle's
vertical) for an orbital altitude of 350 mi and a target latitude of 550 45'. It is of
course assumed that. the period is one during which the target is seen during the
daylight hours.

If this relationship were the only criterion, th- iw,.l'ce of scanning angle and inclina-
tion of-the orbit to the equator would be a scanning angle of 66.750 (out to the satellite's
horizon) and an orbital inclination of 790, which give the maximum average number of
observations (8.77) per day. A little reflection will show, however, that at this orienta-
tion the average inclination of the target surface to the line of sight (or,. what is the
same thing, the zenith distance of the satellite as seen from the target) and the average
slant range might be undesirably large. Finding the true mean values of these quantities
as a function of scanning angle requires a rather involved computation and graphical
integration and adds very little to the following more elementary considerations.

SCANNING ANGLE AND MINIMUM RESOLVABLE
SURFACE DIMENSION

In this discussion, what is meant by minimum resolvable surface dimension, 3. is
the linear separation of two objects at the target when it is just possible to see that they
are distinct and not a single object. When the scanning angle is large (hence large slant
range), S will be different for two points at the same range if the line joining one
pair of points is parallel to the satellite's motion and the line joining the second pair is
perpendicular to the satellite's motion. For the latter, S will be the smaller, which of
course is the result of foreshortening due to the inclination of the target plane to the
line of sight. The manner in which S (actually plotted it is 3o3-'), in the parallel and
perpendicular directions to the satellite's motion, varies with the scanning angle is
shown by Fig. 46, curves I and 2, respectively. Curve 1 assumes simply that 3 varies
in proportion to the slant range. curve 2 is obtained by multiplying the values of curve
1 by the secant of the associated zenith distance of the satellite as seen from the target.

Referring again to Fig. 43a, when the satellite is observing the target at small
scanning angles, the target is in the neighborhood of the intersection points E of the
target's locus and the great circle joining points A' and B'. Large scanning angles, of
course, occur when the target is seen near the edge of the scanned region, as at A, B,
and C. Since the target's locus is tangent to the edge of the scanned region, the target
will be seen at large angles of scan more frequently than at small ones. Hence the mean
value of the scanning angle at which the target is seen will be larger than half the
maximum, probably about 0.6 of the maximum value. By using this rather qualitative
information, it is possible'to do some guided guessing. It does not seem wise to go to
scanning angles so large that 3 increases to twice the value it has when the target is
vertically below the satellite. In Fig. 46, the arithmetic mean of curves 2 and 3 has a
value of about 0.5 at a 500 scanning angle. Since the he-;r-,, tomes into view at 66.750,
and 60 per cent of this is only 400, this criterion alone would indicate that scanning
should be carried to at least 400. Referring to Fig. 45, the number of observations per
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day increases so rapidly in this region that the temptation to carry the scanning to
the limit is strong.

SCANNING ANGLE, ATMOSPHERIC HAZE, AND
PICTURE FREQUENCY

However, there are two more factors to be considered: the atmospheric haze and

the number of pictures to be transmitted each second.
Atmospheric haze affects the resolving power by reducing the contrast in the scene;

contrast is independent of range except insofar as the atmosphere scatters light into the

optical system. The haze layer of the atmosphere, which produces most of the scattered
white light, varies in thickness from 3000 to 5000 ft. The existence of this layer seems

to be due to turbulence in the surface air carrying suspended matter, moisture and dust,

up from the ground. This layer is densest at the ground level, naturally, and the meteoro-
logical service furnishes many year-round observations of the visibility at the surface at
points well scattered over the United States. From these observations it is found that the
visibility is between 7 and 12 mi about 80 per cent of the time. Hence, when the scanni-g

angle is large, and if the optical system's line of sight passes through 5 mi V,..,ore

of this haze layer, the scene contrast will be considerably reduced, but with a consequent
increase in size of the minimum resolvable detail. Curve 3 in Fig. 46 was computed
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on the assumption that the haze layer was 4000 ft thick and of uniform transparency;

it shows that no appreciable loss of detail is to be expected out to scanning angles of

about 650. This conclusion is borne out by an examination of the pictures taken from

the A-4 at an altitude of 100 mi. The disappearance of all surface detail near the horizon

is so sudden that i'hen scanning across the picture, the borizua seems to have been

reached 10 or 20 before it actually has. However, if the subject being observed is the

cloud formations (in the vicinity of the target), which uw-=,"; occur above the 5000-ft

level, the haze layer will present no-observation difficulties. Conseuently, if the satellite

-is to be a meteorological observatory, scanning should be carried to the horizon, and the

orbit oriented so that the target's latitude circle is tangent to the southern edge of the

observable .region.
Curve 4 of Fig. 46 is a plot of the width of the observed strip as a function of the

scanning angle for the 350-mi-orbital-altitude case.
Fortunately, the resolving power of the TV camera is not too sensitive to variations

in picture frequency, at least not in the range of values from 10 to 30 frames/sec which
will be required according to the analysis in Appendix II.

- Single sweeps 
Sa l lit Sc ariftng rays

o M Overlap b4tween
"" successive sweeps

E

Cý Spread of fromil area (exaggidratod)
as scanntng angle is increased

I75n e 00 m5id

Opt icOl-sconning pOttern

Fig. 47-Viewed pattern resulting from proposed optical-scanning system

Figure 47 shows to scale the pattern on the ground that the proposed method of
scanning would produce. In this figure, three successive half-scans are shown, from

directly below the satellite out to a scanning angle of about 460. The line on the left
of the diagram is the locus of the point that is vertically below the satellite. The vertical
lines parallel to this are each 2.870 apart (the angular field of the television camera)

as seen from the satellite, and therefore the space between Ot-r! :. the extent of one
picture. The scanning is so timed that there is complete coverage with r-o overiap below
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the vehicle; consequently, the scanned strips overlap (see blackened portions) in the
direction of the satellite's motion at the large scanning angles. It is thus clear how the
required number of pictures per second is determined. The total angular scan divided
by the angle subtended by one picture gives the number of pictures in each strip, which
must be taken in the time required for the satellite to move the width of one strip at
it narrowest place, i.e., 17.5 mi, or 4.39 sec. Scanning to the horizon, therefore, would
require about 11.5 pictures per second; for the 20-in. focal length, this is the maximum
required under any circumstances.

It is highly desirable to find some kind of "information index" by which means the
proper choice of the parameters of this problem could be made and thus eliminate the
need for any engineering judgment. Since any pickup device has an ultimate resolving
power as a property of the surface on which the image is formed, the area of this "'ulti-
mate spot" divided into the total area of the image surface gives the number of separate
pieces of information that can be contained in one picture. Or, the area covered by the
image of the target divided by the area of the ultimate spot is a measure of the number
of separate bits of information received from the target. The area of the image divided
by the square of the focal length of the camera optical system is the solid angle sub-
tended by the target; at present writing, this seems to be one of the quantities whose
mean value is to be optimized. Certainly another equally important item is the average
number of views of the target per day. The product of these two quantities could be
the sought-for information index. The detailed optimization then would consist of com-
puting these two numbers as a function of maximum scanning angle, orbital height,

camera lens focal length, and a v-ariety of other parameters such as orbital inclination
and target latitude.
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APPENDIX II

TELEVISION CAMERA AND COMMUNICATION DESIGN
CONSIDERATIONS

This appendix presents more detailed analyses of the design considerations pertinent
to the television camera-transmitter-receiver system .necessary for satisfactory reconnais-
sance from the satellite.

TELEVISION CAMERA

Smallest Resolvable Surface Object

Although the possibility of telephoto reconnaissance from a satellite in an orbit 200
to 500 mi above the surface of the earth is attractive for several reasons, the limitations
imposed by the height and speed of this vehicle upon the quality of the television pictures
obtained from it should be appreciated at the outset. Given adequate optical, transmitting,
receiving and recording equipment, the effective resolution of the television system will
approach that of the television camera or pickup tube. The size of the smallest resolvable
surface object is then determined by a simple geometrical relation:

1.056 X iO'h 1.056 X io'h
nF F (3)

U,

where 8 = smallest resolvable surface dimension, ft
h = height of the satellite, statute mi
F = focal length of the television camera, in.
u, = width of the pickup tube phototarget, in.

n = resolution of the pickup tube, TV line/in.

n' = resolution of the pickup tube, TV lines/frame.

The maximum resolution attainable under favorable operating conditions with the
best available pickup tubes is of the order of 500 to 1500 TV lines/in. (or 500 to 2000
TV lines/frame); the maximum usable value of the ratio F/u, is of the order 20 to 100,
depending on the time constant of the pickup tube and the surface coverage per revo-
lution required; the mean orbital height under consideration is.350 mi. It follows that
the size of the smallest surface object resolvable by satellite television will lie in the
range of about 25 to 370 ft, with 125 ft a probable representative minimum value.

The foregoing estimate of the order of magnitude of the minimum surface dimension
resolvable in a picture obtained by satellite television may be taken as the present abso-
lute minimum. It will be approached only under operating conditions such that the
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over-all resolution of the system approximates that of the camera tube, and then only
under conditions of scene brightness, contrast, and exposure time such that the effective
resolution of the pickup tube approximates its maximum or "limiting" value. It can be
significantly reduced only by substantial sacrifice in surface coverage or by major im-
provement in the design of television pickup tubes.

Equation (3) applies strictly to surface objects lying directly below the satellite orbit
only; for objects so located as to subtend an angle 0 with the downward vertical at the
satellite at the instant of exposure, 8 will be increased by a factor roughly equal to
secant 0 (neglecting the earth's curvature). But since the maximum angle of obliquity
at which useful pictures may be obtained is probably less than one radian, this correction
involves a less thaa twofold increase in the minimum resolvable dimension.

Limiting Resolution of Pickup Tubes

The limiting or maximum resolution of a pickup tube, discussed more fully in the
body of the report and noted here in the interest of continuity, is the upper limit imposed
by the finite size of the scanning beam or of the individual elements composing the
photosensitive target. The best present pickup tubes (Image Orthicons and Vidicons)
have limiting resolutions of the order of 1500 TV lines/in. of photosensitive target
surface under favorable and well-controlled operating conditions. It is probable that the
limiting resolution of such a camera tube in unattended operation in the satellite will be
substantially less, of the order of 500 to 1000 TV lines/in.

Effective Resolution of Pickup Tubes

The effective resolution of the camera tube may be less than its limiting resolution
and will approach the latter as an upper limit only under favorable conditions of scene
contrast, photocathode illumination, and exposure time. Dr. A. Rose of the RCA Lab-
oratories has shown1"T1 that the high-light performance of any visual device, whether a
television pickup tube, a photographic film, or the human eye, may be described in terms
of a general equation:

BC06 2 = 5 X 10 (4)

in which B = high-light scene brightness, ft-L
C = scene contrast, percent
6i = angle subtended by the smallest resolvable picture element at the optical

center of the camera lens, min of arc
I = threshold signal-to-noise ratio
a = diameter Of the effective aperture of the camera, in.
I = exposure or storage time, sec
6 = quantum efficiency of the pickup tube photoprocess, i.e., the fraction of

the incident quanta usefully absorbed in the device.

The threshold signal-to~noise ratio has been found to have a minimum value of about
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5 at a maximum scene contrast of 100 per cent and to vary inversely with the contrast

according to the approximate relation

__500

k =-L"1(5)
C

The angle 8 may be expressed in terms of resolution in TV lines/in, by the relation

57.3 X 60n = (6)

where / denotes the ratio (F/a), or focal length divided by effective aperture. In pickup

tubes of the full-storage type, such as Image Orthicons and Vidicons, in which light

quanta arriving throughout the scanning period are usefully employed in the photo-

process, the exposure time is simply the frame time or the reciprocal of the number of

frames per second. With the indicated substitutions, Eq. (4) reduces to

n 10:C: 1(B/12 )(7- \ - ' (7)

in which n = effective resolution (high-light portions of picture),
"TV lines/in.

N = frame frequency/sec
B/I: = incident illumination on the pickup tube photocathode (neglecting lens

losses), lumens/ft.
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Fig. 48-Performance characteristics of Image Orthicon pickup tube

The quantum efficiency 8 is a measure of the sensitivity of the pickup device and is
a function of scene brightness and therefore of the photocathode illumination. In the

case of the Image Orthicon type of pickup tube (see Fig. 48), 8 increases from a value
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of about 10i- at an incident illumination of 10-4 lumens/ft2 to a maximum of about 10-2

at an illumination of about 1 lumen/ft2 and then decreases with further increase in
illumination in such manner that the product 6(B/f 2 ) remains constant and equal in
magnitude to about 8 X 1O-3 for illumination levels higher than I lumen/ft2. This
circumstance simplifies Eq. (5), with the result that the effective resolution in the high-
light portions of a picture obtained with an Image Orthicon pickup tube at threshold
operation under conditions of high-level illumination (values of B/lf greater than unity)
is given approximately by

9C2,n = (r)

As for the Vidicon-type pickup tubes, there is little quantitative information available
in the literature pertaining to the functional dependence of its quantum efficiency upon
incident illumination and frame frequency. General statements made in the one pub-
lished article dealing with modern photoconductive camera tubes"'" would indicate
that this type inherently possesses substantially higher sensitivity than photoemissive types
under scene brightness conditions, resulting in photocathode illuminations greater than
a few lumens per square foot. But time lag in the photoconductive target has been one
of the greatest difficulties in the development of Vidicon pickup tubes, and it is doubt-
ful whether this higher sensitivity would necessarily imply higher effective resolution at
the relatively high frame frequencies which will be required in satellite television. The
time constant of the target will also limit the performance of Image Orthicons, but to
a less serious extent. While the effective resolution of the Vidicon probably varies with
contrast as indicated in Eqs. (7) and (8), all following quantitative estimates of resolu-
tion as a function of contrast are confined to Image Orthicon camera tubes.

Over-all Resolution

The resolution of the television picture recorded by a movie camera at the ground
station will be poorer than that of the pickup tube. The complete TV reconnaissance
system may be regarded as a series of imperfect aperture processes, each possessing a
finite resolving power which may be expressed in terms of resolution in TV lines per
frame. The over-all or final resolution of the system has been shown 1"4 to be given by

1
(9)

where the ni's are the resolutions of the individual processes. In the case of the proposed
.svstem these are

n , the effective resolution of the TV camera optics
n:, the effective resolution of the TV pickup tube
n3 , the effective resolution of the transmission link
n., the, effective resolution of the kinescope

n,, the' effective resolution of the movie camera optics
nh, the effective resolution of the movie camera film.
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The resolutions n1 and n, are determined by diffraction effects at the effective aper-
ture of the respective lens systems and are given by

n 8.4 X 10W TV lines/frame, (10)

where f is the ratio of'focal length to effective aperture and w is the width of the pickup
tube phototarget or film frame, in inches, assuming circular apertures, white light, and
focal fields at least equal in size to the phototarget or film frame. By using camera
optics of suitably small f numbers, n, and n, can be made arbitrarily large compared
with n, and hence made to have a negligible adverse effect on n,.

The resolution n, is determined by the bandwidth of the transmission link, and with
perfectly flat' receiver and transmitter response characteristics, is simply equal to the
number of scanning lines per frame. In general, n, will be of the same order of magni-
tude as n, and therefore will have a significant effect on n,.

The resolution n, is determined by the ratio of the effective width of the kinescope
screen to the size of the scanning beam spot and, by using large-diameter kinescopes
with well-designed electron optical systems, can be made large compared with n,.

The resolution n, is determined by the grain size of the photographic film; it is of
the order of 140 TV lines/mm for slow, high-definition movie film, or about 2240 TV
lines/frame for 35 mm film (16 mm frame height); by using sufficiently large film,
n, can also be made large compared with n,.

For example, the over-all resolution of a system using a pickup tube having an effec-
tive resolution of 1000 TV lines/frame and an optic-kinescope-film-combined resolution
of 3000 TV lines, will be about 950 TV lines/frame.

Scene Brightness in Satellite Television

The brightness of a diffusely reflect'ing surface is given by

B = pE, (11)

where B = brightness, ft-L
E = incident illumination, ft-c
p = albedo, or coefficient of diffuse reflection, of the surface.

The upper surfaces of stratocumulus clouds approximate perfectly diffuse reflectors

of albýedo, given as a function of the thickness of the cloud stratum in Fig. 49. Since
the clouds of principal interest will normally exceed a thickness of 200 meters, it is
reasonable to use the generally accepted value of 0.8 for the albedo of average

cloud formations.
The albedos of various terrestrial surfaces are given in Table 7.

The brightness of clouds of average albedo 0.8 illuminated by various extra-terrestrial
sources is approximately as indicated in Table 8.

The daytime illumination provided by direct and scattered sunlight at the surface of
the earth is a function of altitude, latitude, season of year, time of day, state of the
atmosphe-re, and of the presence or absence of cloud cover between the sun and the
surface area in question; it varies in value, at middle latitudes, from 100 to 200 ft-c
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Fig. 49-Albedo of clouds as a function of cloud-layer thickness

near sunset or sunrise to more than 10,000 ft-c when the sun is near the zenith on a
clear day. The brightness of the brighter surface objects, in daytime, will therefore range
from about 100 to about 10,000 ft-L.

Scene Contrast

Contrast is defined in current television practice as

( 10%= 100%, (12)

where B, and B, are the brightness of adjacent brighter and darker areas in the scene
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Table 7

ALBEDOS OF TERRESTRIAL SURFACE

Ground Strface Albedo Rdefe ce

Fresh snow .80-.93 51, 53, 54
Old sw, sea ice .40-.60 53, 54
Brown soil .32 52
Grass .10-.33 54

Green leaves .25 52
Sandy loam .24 53
Sand .13-.18 54
Asphalt paving .15 53

Dryearth .14 54
Rock .12-15 54
Moist earth .08-.09 52, 54
Cultivated soil, vegetable .07-.09 53

Smooth sea surface
Solar elev 5 deg .40
Solar elev 10 deg .25
Solar elev 20 deg .12
Solar clev 30 deg .06
Solar elev 40 deg .04
Solar elev 50-90 deg .03

Table 8

THE BRIGHTNESS OF STRATOCUMULUS CLOUDS*

Stellar Magnitude Illumination Cloud Brightness
Source of Source (ft-c) (ft- L)

Sun -26.7 m 10.000 8,000
Full moon -12.7 m 0.025 0.02
Half moon - 10.2 m 0.0025 0.002
Night sky - 8.5 m 0.0005 0.0004

*The data in this table are based on the unweighted averages of
widely different values found in astronomy, optics, and illumination en-
gineering textbooks and in various handbooks. The light of the average
moonless night sky, in north temperate latitudes, is taken as the equiva-
lent of that emitted by 6000 first-magnitude stars.
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viewed, respectively, and p, and p, are the corresponding surface albedos. The contrast

of clouds of average albedo 0.8 viewed against various surface backgrounds is readily

detei,.;ined from thb. foregoing tables; typical ranges of values are as given in Table 9.

Table 9

CONTRAST OF CLOUDS AGAINST VARIOUS
TERRESTRIAL BACKGROUNDS

Contrast
Background . (¾)

Fresh snow ....................................... 0-I 5
Old snow, sea i' ................................. 25-50
Ground (all kinds) ................................. 60-90
Smooth sea ........... ........................... 5o-95

Minimum Scene Contrast

It is evident from Eq. (8) that there will be a minimum scene contrast below which
the effective resolution in the high-light portions of a picture obtained with an Image
Orthicon camera tube may be expected to become rapidly less than the tube's limiting

resolution. This minimum contrast is tabulated in Table 10 for typical values of frame

frequency and limiting resolution.

Table 10

MINIMUM SCENE CONTRAST FOR LIMITING RESOLUTION

(IMAGE ORTHICONS)

Minimum Contrast
(%)

Frame
Frequency X,= 500 TV X = 1000 TV x= 1500TV
(per sec) Lines/In. Lines/In. Lines/In.

10 13 19 23

30 17 25 30

60 21 30 36

Depending on frame, frequency and the limiting resolution of the pickup tube, there
is a minimum scene contrast, averaging about 20 per cent, above which the effective
resolution apprzximates the limiting resolution and below which effective resolution
drops of" so rapidly with contrast that the pictures are soon useless. For example, the
efieca.,e resolutio a of an Image Orthicon pickup tube having a limiting resolution of
1000 TV lines/in, and operating under high-scene-brightness conditions at 30 frames/sec,
will vary with scene contrast approximately as indicated in Table 11.
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Table 11

EFFECTIVE RESOLUTION AS A FUNCTION
OF SCENE CONTRAST

Contrast Effective Resolution
"(%-) (TV lines/in.)

100 .............................. 1000
50 .............................. 1000

25 .. .............................. I000
20 .............................. 6 50
15 .............................. 370
10 .............................. 16 5

5 . . . .. . .. .. . . .. . .. .. . .. . . .. . .. . 40
1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 6 .5

I .......................... .... 1.6

Surface Coverage and Focal Length

The angle of view of the satellite's television camera is given by

u' D
a - - T radians, (13)

where D is the width of the surface area viewed, in miles. From the point of view of

resolving power. it is desirable (see Eq. 3) that the ratio F/u" be large. The angle of
view will therefore be small, and the width D of the "square" of surface viewed in
a given frame will be small compared with the height of the satellite. But if the satellite

is to be useful in surface reconnaissance, it should provide a coverage, on each orbital
revolution, of a belt of surface having a width comparable with, and preferably larger

than, the height of the orbit. It is therefore necessary that the camera incorporate an

optical-scannIng mechanism by which the small angle of view may be swept through
the much larger angle over which coverage is desired.

The simplest means of scanning a wide-surface belt as the satellite sweeps by in its
orbit would be to have a series of approximately transverse strips, each having a length
s equal to the width of the belt and having a width D in the direction of motion. Each

strip would be scanned by lateral deflection of the optical axis of the camera by means
of an inclined mirror actuated by a Swiss-gear escapement, or similar intermittent or

optical equivalent mechanism (see Fig. 14, page 19). The time f available for scanning
each strip is equal to that required for the radius vector to the satellite to move through
the distance D on the surface, that is,

D h,- = h (14)
VV F

U,

where V is the linear velocity of the satellite referred to the surface. The minimum num-

ber of individual pictures, or "'looks," in each transverse strip is given by the ratio of
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the coverage angle 2y (the total angle subtended by the belt width, or strip length, s)
to the angle of view, that is,

Number of looks = 2*_ 2 F (2 5)
a U'

and, th-ý-"fre, the minimum number of looks, or frames, per second is given by

2yV ('F'•',
NSia = - (-) (16)

where 2-y is the coverage angle in radians* and V is the surface velocity in miles per

second. This relation determines a maximum usable value of F/w consistent with com-
plete coverage of a belt of given width at a given frame frequency. For example, in the
case of a 350-mi-altirude satellite used for reconnaissance over a belt of surface 800
mi wide, 2-y is approximately 900 (1.57 radians) and V is about 4.7 mi/sec (neglecting
the rotation of the earth), and the maximum value of F/w for various frame frequencies
is as tabulated below:

Frame F
Frequency

10 .................... 22
30 .................... 38
60 .................... 53

Presently available pickup tubes employ square phototargets of widths ranging from
about % in. in a small Vidicon to about IV. in. in the large commercial Image Orthicon;
focal lengths ranging from 14 to 40 in., depending on the type and size of the pickup
tube used, are therefore the largest, consistent with the specified coverage at ordinary
frame frequencies (about 30/sec). Time lag in the target (picture "sticking") may
cause deterioration of effective resolution, at higher frame frequencies, particularly with

" The coverage angle 2T is given in terms of the belt width s, the orbital height h, and earth's
radius R. by the relation

R, R, h \2R.)/

and the values of 2Y corresponding to various values of j are tabulated below for the case of a
350-mi orbital altitude:

s 2'y
(miles) (radians)

350 ................ 0.90
700 ................ 1.40

1400 ................ 2.04
2800 ................ 2.32

The widest ;..: --,dth given .s that at the edges of which rays from the satellite are incident at a
grazing angle of 5, ti.e minimum below which atmospheric absorption and distortion will rapidly
deteriorate the quality of observations (see also Fig. 46, page 85).
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present Vidicons, under circumstances requiring that each successive frame constitute
a look at an entirely different scene. (It is well to point out again that these considera-
tions are conservative in view of the Columbia Broadcasting Company's sequential color
system where 144 different frames/sec are used.)

Camera Aperture

The minimum aperture required for daytime-only operation of a satellite television
camera is determined by two considerations:

Pickup-Tube Illumination. The sensitivity of present pickup tubes, both Image
Orthicons and "Vidicons. is such as to require photocathode illumination in excess of
about I lumen/ft" for optimum performance, i.e.. for effective resolution approximating
the limiting resolution of the tube. Neglecting lens losses, this illumination is given by
the scene brightness in foot-Lamberts divided by the square of the camera f number.
The brightness of clouds illuminated by sunlight will be of the order of 2000 to 9000
ft-L. depending on cloud thickness: the daytime brightness of large surface objects will
lie in the range 100 to 10,000 ft-L. depending on the elevation of the sun, the presence
of clouds between the sun and the object in question, and its reflection coefficient.
Taking 100 ft-L as the minimum brightness which need be considered in daytime
reconnaissaMe, it follows that the maximum camera f number is about 10 and, there-
fore, that the minimum usable camera aperture will be about one-tenth the focal length.

Aperture Diffraction. Diffraction effects at the camera aperture reduce the over-all
resolution ,i,, of a television camera to a value less than that of the pickup tube n.
It is easily shown that the fractional reduction in resolution caused by diffraction of
white light at a circular aperture is given approximately by

, - 8.4 X 10'(17)

where n is the resolution of the pickup tube in TV lines per inch and f is the f number
of the optIal system. Since it is much easier to increase the size of the aperture, thus
reducing the adverse effects of diffraction, than to increase pickup tube resolution, this
relation determines a maximum value of j for a given tolerable reduction in resolution.
Takint S per cent as the largest allowable decrement in resolution and 1500 TV lines/in.
as the, lartest tube resolution which need be considered, the maximum usable f
number will be about 18.

It is apparent that the optical design of the camera will present no problems, since
for daytime operation any f number less than about 10 will be satisfactory.

Contrast and Signal-to-Noise Ratio

The minimum signal-to-noise ratio. S/N, required for transmission of a picture of
contrast C per cent is given approximately by the relation

SIN = "5" (18)

C
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Given this signal-to.noise ratio, the effective resolution of the pickup tube for low scene
contrasts drops off from its maximum or limiting value as the contrast squared. The
transmitter power output required varies directiy with the signal-to-noise ratio and hence
inversely with the contrast. While the sensitivity of present pickup tubes is great enough
to provide output signal-to-noise raticr rt. 42cess of 100:1* at high scene brightness, it
is evident that it will be impractical to attempt to push operations to correspondingly
low contrast levels. The optimum minimum working contrast is probably that at which
effective resolution starts to drop off from the limiting resolution of which the tube is
capable: this value is determined by the type (i.e., its quantum efficiency and limiting
resolution) and the frame frequency discussed above. For example, in the case of ah
Image Orthicon of 1000 TV lines/in, resolution operated at 30 frames/sec, this minimum
contrast is about 25 per cent, corresponding to a required signal-to-noise ratio of 20:1.
Operation of this tube under the same conditions on a scene contrast of 10 per cent
would require a signal-to-noise ratio of 50:1, or 2.5 times as much output power (assum-
ing 100 per cent modulation), and would result in an effective resolution of about only
165 TV lines/in.. At extremely low contrasts, enormous powers will be required to
transmit a picture containing practically no information, assuming, of course, that suffi-
cient bandwidth to transmit a high-contrast picture is provided.

Bandwidth

A television picture of resolution Yi' TV lines/frame contains approximately (n')2
discrete elements, the signal for each of which may vary in magnitude through m half-
tone steps. The maximum information content, 1, of such a picture is therefore given by

1 = rn'" 2 . (19)

The device generating these pictures must be matched by a transmission channel of
equal capacity, given in standard information theory by the relation

I = (SIN)" (20)

in which AI is the channel bandwidth in cycles per second, I is the transmission time per
picture frame (the reciprocal of N, the frame frequency), and

S/N 500/C _ 100
- - = r, (21)

the number of half-tone, steps. It follows that the bandwidth required for transmission,
in megacycles per second,' is given by

A -1 (n,) 2N '. 10-8, (22)
2

and, when tabulated for the various resolutions, is as follows:

Practical values are about 80:1.
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Bandwidth
(Mc/sec)

Frame
Frequency =500TV W,'=IOO0TV e'=,1500rTV
(per seC) Lines/In. Lines/In. Lines/In.

10 1.25 5.0 11.25
30 3.75 15.0 33.75
60 7.5 30.0 67.5

The ground receiver bandwidth in a satellite television system will have to be some-
what greater than the above figures to allow for a Doppler shift of the carrier frequency
due to the high radial velocity of the satellite with respect to the ground station; for
example, in the case of a 350-mi-altitude satellite, a 10,000 Mc television carrier fre-
quency may be shifted by ±-0.13 Mc.

The required transmitter output power is directly proportional to the bandwidth.
Other things being equal, the combined drain of the transmitter, the modulator, and
their power supply from the primary source of power will also be proportional
to bandwidth.

Resolution by Day

Table 12 gives the approximate values of 8, the size in feet of the smallest surface
object resolvable in daytime television reconnaissance from a satellite in a 350,mi
orbital altitude, as a function of scene contrast and pickup tube resolution for several
typical operating conditions. The "object" may be a detail of cloud structure or any
terrestrial surface not obscured by clouds. Its dimension is computed from Eqs. (3)
and (8) subject to the following assumptions:

1. That the television camera incorporates an Image-Orthicon-type pickup tube hav-
ing a photocathode I in. square.

2. That the television camera incorporates an f/10 optical system of negligible trans-
mission loss:

3. That the high-light scene brightness is greater than about 100 ft-L, so that the
photocathode illumination will be greater than about I lumen/ft2;

4. That the capabilities of the transmitting, receiving, and recording facilities are such
that the over-all resolution of the system approaches that of the camera;

5. That coverage of a strip of surface of specified width is required per orbital revo-
lution and is accomplished by means of an optical-scanning mechanism so arranged that
each frame constitutes a look at a different piece of terrain;

6. That the frame frequency and camera focal length are so chosen as to be consistent
with the surface coverage required and with the attainment of the limitin- resolution
on scenes of contrast greater than about 20 to 25 per cent.

Data are given in the table for systems covering surface belts 800 and 80 statute mi
wide, respectively, using both low and medium picture transmission rates (10 and 30
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Table 12

SMALLEST RESOLVABLE SURFACE DIMENSIONS BY DAY

WIDE COVERAGE (Surface Belt 800 Mi Wide p- Orbital Revolution)

10/Sec Frame Frequency. 20--n. Focal Length, 2-In. Camera Aperture

Resolution

500 TV Lines/In. 1000 TV Lines/In. 1500 TV Lines/In.

Gnntrast 8/

(() " ft) P. (ft) Ps (fI) P

>25 370 0.25 185" 1.0t 125 2.3

20 370 0.31 135 1.3 165 2.8

1 5 370 0.42 295 1.6 295 3.8

10 660 0.63 660 2.5 660 5.6

5 2700 1.25 2700 5.0 2700 11.0

30/Sec Frame Frequency, 35-In. Focal Length, 3.5-1n. Camera Aperture

>50 210 0.75 105 3.0 70 6.8

25 210 0.75 105 3.0 105 6.8

20 210 0.94 160 3.8 160 8.4

15 285 1.3 285 5.0 285 11.0

10 640 1.9 640 7.5 640 17.0

5 2600 3.8 2600 15.0 2600 34.0

NA•.ROW COVERAGE (Surface Belt 80 Mi Wide per Orbital Revolution)

10/Sec Frame Frequency, 55-In. Focal Length, 5.5-In. Camera Aperture

z 5 135 0.25 70 1.0 45 2.3
20 135 0.31 70 1.3 60 2.8

15 135 0.42 105 1.6 105 3.8

10 240 0.63 240 2.5 240 5.6

5 950 1.3 950 5.0 950 11.0

30/Sec Frame Frequency, 95-In. Focal Length. 9.5-1n. Camera Aperture

> 50 80 0.75 40 3.0 24 6.8

25 80 0.75 40 3.0 40 6.8

20 so 0.94 60 3.8 60 8.4

15 105 1.3 105 5.0 105 11.0

10 240 , 1.9 240 7.5 240 17.0

5 950 3.8 950 15.0 950 34.0

Ratio of power required for information transmission ,. Lhat necessar, for datum case.

t Datum case.
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frames/sec, respectively). The camera focal length specified in each instance is close

to the maximum consistent with the indicated coverage and frame frequency.

Data are also given for three values of n', the limiting resolution of the television

camera:

500 TV lines/frame--typical of commercial practice and probably attain-

able in the satellite at the cost of relatively minor

effort;

1000 TV lines/frame---typical of the best present production equipment,
possibly realizable in satellite operation after major

development effort;

1500 TV lines/frame-realized in present experimental cameras under lab-

oratory conditions, possibly realizable in the satellite

after intensive research and development effort.

Table 12 also includes the corresponding values of the relative power P required
for picture transmission, on the basis of unity for a system having a 20:1 maximum
signal-to-noise ratio and a 5-Mc bandwidth (equivalent to 1000 scanning lines/frame at
10 frames/sec). It should be noted that unless the number of scanning lines per frame is

considerably greater than the camera resolution, the over-all resolution of the system
will be less than that of the camera, and the value of 8 will be greater than indicated in
the table (see "Over-all Resolution," page 92). One important feature of the tele-

vision system is that the number of "bits" of information that make up the picture
are determined by the product of the frame frequency and the square of the number of
lines of resolution of the system (almost that of the camera tube itself if the rest of
the system components have sufficiently high resolutions). The power to transmit the
picture is directly proportional to the number of "bits" being sent at a given time. Thus,
if a high frame frequency can be used, the tube resolution need not be as high as that
with a low frame frequency. For example, a 150/sec frame frequency with a tube
resolution of 250 TV lines is equivalent to a 10/sec frame frequency and 1000 TV

lines. Since completely different frames at the rate of 144/sec are used in the Columbia
Broadcasting System's sequential color system, and if such a system can be shown to
be directly analogous to the satellite's system, it may be well to consider a frame fre-
quency of this magnitude. A frame frequency of 180/sec has also been used with some
success by CBS. Assuming an 800-mi scanning width and a 1000-TV-line tube resolu-
tion, it may be found that the 185-ft minimum resolvable surface dimension correspond-
ing to 10/sec frame frequency can be reduced to 60 ft at 150/sec frequency. To retain

the 10/sec frequency but increase the tube resolution would require, for 60-ft minimum
resolvable surface dimensions, a tube resolution of 3000 lines. Thus it appears logical
to increase the frame frequency to as high a value as possible, which seems to be'easier

from a development standpoint than increasing the tube resolution.

Resolution by Night

Television reconnaissance from a satellite is possible by moonlight and even by the

light of a moonless night sky, but it will require a camera of very large aperture. The
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results will, in general, be far inferior to those attainable by day.

The Image Orthicon type of pickup tube is the only one presently available which

is sufficiently sensitive'to permit operation under the low scene-brightness levels obtained

at night, and even this tube will require an optical system of maximum light-gathering

power. It is assumed that a Schmidt camera of effective f number 0.7 will be about the

fastest practical in this application. Such a camera will have a physical aperture approxi-

mately 50 per cent greater than its focal length and will therefore be a rather cumbersome

piece of equipment. "

Assuming a pickup tube photocathode width u, of I in., the ratio F/u' for the largest

practical nighttime camera will be about 20. For continuous coverage of a belt of surface

800 mi wide from a satellite in a 350-mi-altitude orbit, a minimum frame frequency N

of about 10/sec is required (see Eq. 14).

The brightness of clouds, or other high reflection surfaces, of albedo about 0.8

will average approximately 10-2 ft-L during the second and third quarters of the moon
and about 4 X 10-4 ft-L by the light of the night sky. With an f/0.7 optical system, these

brightnesses correspond to photocathode illuminations of 2 X 10-2 and 8 X 10-1
lumens/ft-, respectively. At these levels of illumination, the quantum efficiency of an

Image Orthicon pickup tube is, respectively, about 5 X i0-3 and 4 X 10-' (see Fig. 48).

The size in feet of the smallest surface dimension resolvable at night by a system

possessing the above parameters is readily calculated by means of Eqs. (3) and (7).

Approximate values of this quantity, 5, are tabulated in Table 13 as a function of scene

contrast for various values of the limiting resolution of the system:

It is evident that except for operation against scenes of high contrast illuminated by

bright moonlight, the performance of the large nighttime camera is markedly inferior

to that of the much smaller daytime system and essentially independent of the limiting

resolution of the camera. This is due to the fact that under the low photocathode

illumination levels attainable at night and the correspondingly low quantum efficiencies
of the pickup tube, the effective resolution is generally much less than limiting. Resolv-

ing power is therefore determined largely by scene contrast, frame frequency, and focal

length. Witi the maximum focal length of a large-aperture camera dictated by space

considerations and with the minimum usable frame frequency determined by surface

coverage requirements, nothing much can be done to improve performance other than.

to increase the tube sensitivity at given light levels. As mentioned in Appendix I, it is

probable that an iris of the graded filter variety will be needed to control the photo-

cathode illumination, since even in the daytime considerable range of light levels exists.

Progress attained during recent years in increasing the quantum efficiency of television
pickup tubes at low photocathode illumination levels is indicated in Table 14, based on
data given in the previously referenced paper by Rose.)

It is concluded that, pending the development of pickup tubes considerably more
sensitive than Image Orthicons at low scene-brightness levels, nighttime reconnaissance
will be relatively impractical.
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Table 13

SMALLEST RESOLVABLE SURFACE DIMENSIONS BY NIGHT

COVERAGE--Surface Belt 800 Mi Wide per Orbital Revolution

(10/Sec Frame Frequency, 20-In. Focal Length, 30-In. Camera Aperture)

By Moonlight (Second and Third Quarters)

Resolution

500 TV Lines/In. 1000 TV Lines/In. 1500 TV Lanes/In.

Contrast 8 8
( / ) (ft) (ft) (ft)

100 370 185 125

50 370 235 235
25 925 925 925
10 5,800 5,800 5,800
5 23,000 23,000 23,000

By Light of the Moonless Night Sky

100 1,000 1.000 1,000

50 4,000 4,000 4,000
25 16,000 16,000 16,Ooo
10 100,000 100,000 100,000

5 400,000 400,000 400,000

Table 14

QUANTUM EFFICIENCY OF VARIOUS PICTURE PICKUP DEVICES

Photocathode Image Image
Illumination, Dissector, Iconoscope. Orthicom. Orthicon,

B/IP (lumens/ft') 1934 1937 1939 1946

10- 10"' ........ ........ 5 X 10t

10" t0" ........ ........ 5 X Io0
10"t - " ........ ........ 2 X 10-'

1o-' 1o" a X 0o-, 4 X lo 2 9 X 1O-'
I 10g 8X 10 4 X 10- 8 X 10-'

Space, Weight, Tube Complexity, and Power Requirements of Camera

The design and development of a long-lifetime, completely unattended (rather than
merely remotely controlled), space-borne television camera has never been attempted,
and consequently there is no background of really pertinent experience upon which to

base an estimate of the space, weight, and power requirements of a television camera
for satellite reconnaissance. The order-of-magnitude estimates of these quantities, shown
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in the tabulation below, are essentially extrapolations from past experience with air-
borne television cameras and with commercial remote-controlled pickup equipment,
modified by allowances for possible improvements via subminiaturization and other new
techniques. It is presumed that the camera will incorporate an Image-Orthicon-type
pickup tube having a photocathode approximately 1 in. square; a four-stage video ampli-
fier; horizontal and vertical deflection oscillators and their associated circuitry; orthicon-
and-kinescope-blanking pulse generators; synchronizing oscillator; and stabilized high-
voltage supplies. It is resu&4. thaiche...pari will have an f/10 opticku.systeA
with a 2- to 6-in. effective aperture, ificluding an optical-:scanning mechanism s/nhhro-
nized with the camera frame frequency.

Approximate
Quactities

Volume ................................... 0.75 ft
3

W eight ................................... 145 lb
Number of vacuum tubes ..................... 25
Power input (28 v and 150-350 v d-c) ......... 230 watts

It is possible that a small reduction in power required and a moderate reduction in the
number of vacuum tubes can be effected by use of a Vidicon tvype of pickup tube. This
tube is simpler in construction than the Image Orthicon, with fewer high-voltage
electrodes to be supplied and controlled.

SATELLITE-TO-SURFACE COMMUNICATION-OBLIOUE ORBIT

Transmission Circuit Parameters

Information gathered by the satellite television camera may be transmitted via radio
to a succession of strategically located ground stations. The required television trans-
minter output power is readily determined from the standard one-way propagation
equation

P, = (S'/N')N'FATAj = EPGA (23)
41rR '(

where P, = received power, watts
S'/N' = high-light signal-to-noise ratio, power [= (S/N in voltage) 2]

NF = receiver-noise figure
k = Boltzmann constant, joules/OK
T = absolute receiver temperature, OK

Af = receiver bandwidth, cycles/sec
E = over-all efficiency
P = transmitter power, watts
G = gain of the transmitting antenna

A = effective area of the receiving antenna, m2
R = transmission range, m.

Assuming circular pencil-beam antennas having a gain factor of about 0.6 for both
transmission and reception and expressing the quantities G and A in terms of the
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diameters of the respective antennas, the propagation equation reduces to

Pd2D2 
_ 0.052R2 (S'/N')ýNFkT-1j (24)

A,2  E (

where d = diameter of the satellite's antenna (transmitting), ft
D = diameter of the ground station's antenna (receiving), ft
X = transmission wavelength, cm.

For the case of a 350-mivaltitude satellite, the maximum transmission range, corre-
sponding to a minimum satellite elevation of 50 with respect to a ground station, is
about 1400 statute mi, or 2.25 X 10r m. The minimum acceptable high-light signal-to-
noise ratio S'/N' (in power) is taken as 400:1 (equivalent to 20:1 S/N in vgltage).

-A receiver noise figure of 20 is typical of good design in the centimeter wavelength
band. The numerical value of kT is approximately 4 X 10--2 joules at standard tem-

perature. A receiver bandwidth of 5 X 106 cps is sufficient to permit transmission of

information at a rate equivalent to that used in current commercial television practice
with an ample allowance for Doppler shift of the carrier frequency due to the radial

component of the orbital velocity of the satellite. An over-all efficiency of 0.25 allows
for 2.5 db losses in both the transmitting and receiving systems plus a maximum of
I db in atmospheric attenuation. Substitution of these values into the preceding ex-
pressi6n leads to

Pd2 D2.
___ -" = 125. 

(1)
A

2

Practical diameters of the satellite's transmitting and the ground station's receiving
antennas are about 1 ft and 16 ft, respectively. The minimum wavelength consistent
with about 1 db atmospheric attenuation under moderately adverse weather conditions

may be shown to be about 3 cm. It follows that the required transmitter output power
(peak carrier power for 100 per cent modulation) is about 4.4 watts.

The assumed and derived parameters of the television transmission circuit are tabu-

lated below:

Frequency ......................... 10,000 Mc (wavelength, 3 cm)
Transmitter power ................. 4.4 watts
Receiver noise figure ................ 20
Receiver bandwidth ................. 5 Mc
Signal-to-noise ratio (power) ......... 400:1
Total losses ....................... 6 db
Satellite's transmitting antenna:

D iam eter ....................... 1 ft
Power gain ..................... 210
Bez'nwidth .................. ... 13" (half-power)

Ground station's receiving antenna:

D iam eter ....................... 16 ft
Power gain ..................... 33,600
Beamnwidth ..................... o.8"

The reader is referred to Section II, pages 31 through 34, for a description of the
antenna-tracking system.
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Weight, Space, and Power Requirements of Transmission System

Rough estimates of the space, weight, and power requirements of the satellite's elec.
tronic equipment, exclusive -of the television camera, assuming intensive design and
development effort, are given' in Table 15.

Table 15

ESTIMATED WEIGHT, SPACE, AND POWER REQUIREMENTS
OF TRANSMISSION SYSTEM

Number of
Weight Power Input Volume Vacuum

Equipment (Ib) (watts) (ft3 ) Tubes

Transmitter-modulator 20 50 0.25 8
Tracking receiver and

associated circuitry 10 30 0.25 10
Antenna and associated

motors, servos, etc. 10 20 0.75
(1 ft diam)

Atmospheric Absorption and Maximum Usable Frequency

The latest available data on microwave propagation losses due to oxygen and water-
vapor absorption and to Rayleigh scattering by condensed water droplets'-" lead to the
following figures for total atmospheric attenuation, in db per kilometer, for various
wavelengths under various meteorological conditions (see Table 16).

Table 16

TOTAL ATMOSPHERIC ATTENUATION AS FUNCTION
OF WAVELENGTH

Total Attenuation in Db per Kilometer
Wavelength(CM) De' Air n: 1 mm/hr Rain; 15 mm/hr Cloudburst

1L3 0.010 0.35 0.48 2.0 12.0
2.0 0.008 0.038 0.088 0.90 6.5
-3.0 0.0076 0.015 0.034 0.31 3.35
4.0 0.0072 0.011 0.021 0.16 1.6
6.o 0.0071 0.0084 0.011 0.048 0.38

10.0 0.00"70 0.0073 0.0077 0.011 0.040
14.0 0.0069 '0.0069 0.0070 0.008 0.016

Cloudbursts and tropical downpours (intensity of the order of 100 mm/hr) are local
phenomena of short duration and infrequent occurrence. Rainfall is also, of course,
localized in depth through the atmosphere. It is assumed therefore that total atmos-
pheric attenuation figures corresponding to conditions of light rainfall (1 mm/hr) are
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the least favorable which need be considered here.
Molecular absorption and small-particle scattering result in purely additive losses.

It can be shown that the attenuation of the actual atmosphere is reasonably well approxi-

mated by that of a uniform atmosphere at standard temperature and pressure and about

4.0 kmn thick. The total attenuation in db, ground station to satellite, is given by

L. = K(V Ri: sin 2a + 8RE - R, sina) db, (25)

where Rr is the radius of the earth in kilometers, a is the angular elevation of the satellite

in degrees, and K is the function of wavelength defined by the numbers in the first

and fourth columns of Table 16; this relation is plotted in Fig. 50.
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It will be recalled that the choice of transmission frequency and the vulnerability of
the satellite to enemy detection, tracking, monitoring, and interference were discussed
in Section II.

SATELLITE-TO-SURFACE COMMUNICATION-EQUATORIAL ORBIT

In the case of a satellite in an oblique orbit, the direction of transmission from the
satellite to a given ground receiving station is continuously varying in both angular
coordinates. It was shown that it is necessary to use a steerable pencil-beam antenna
with the satellite's television transmitter. While this antenna can be made to have rela-
tively high gain; thus minimizing the required transmitter output power and the size of
the ground station's receiving antenna, the system has the disadvantage of requiring the
additional complication of a tracking receiver, operating upon the signal from a beacon
at the ground station, to maintain the axis of the antenna in the direction of the re-
ceiving station.

In the preliminary stages of development of the satellite as a reconnaissance vehicle,
it will probably be convenient to employ an equatorial orbit in which the satellite will
pass repeatedly over a string of ground stations spaced along the earth's equator. In
this case, the direction of transmission from satellite to a given ground station will vary
substantially only in elevation, and it will be possible to use a fixed fan-beam transmit-
ting antenna having a pattern shaped to fit the orbit. This will permit dispensing with
the tracking receiver, the ground beacon, and other complications incident to the use of a
steerable transmitting antenna. Problems involved in the design of a fixed antenna
system for a satellite in a 400-mi-high, circular, equatorial orbit are discussed in Ref. 56.
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APPENDIX III

INFRARED ENERGY AVAILABLE FOR GUIDING ON THE
HORIZON AND YAW ERROR DETECTION

If two parallel infinite planes are separated by any distance whatever and one of them
is radiating uniformly an energy E, per square centimeter, then this same amount of
energy will be falling everywhere on the other plane. If the portion of the radiating
plane that can be seen from a particular point on the absorbing plane is reduced from
the solid angle 27r steradians to fl steradians, then the energy received at this point will
be E0!2/2,-. Figure 51 shows a lens of area, A, forming an image of area, a, of a portion
of a plane surface subtending a solid angle, 02. This surface is radiating energy at the
rate of E, warts per square centimeter. By the above reasoning, the amount being
transmitted by the lens to the area, a, is
AE,(012/,). Except for absorption, all this -A--
energy is spread uniformly over the area, a,
in the focal plane (for small angular fields).
Therefore, .the energy density in the focal
plane is (A/a)E,,(£2/2r). If D is the diame- f
ter of the lens and d is the diameter of the
image (assuming it is circular), then the Fig. 51--Relation between object
energy density in the image is: and image brightness

Ei -. EI-- (26)

If 6 is the angular field of the lens, then for small values of 0 (100 or less), within
10 per cent,

2d =f tan6 0- f9, (27)

and for small angles,

"£2 86. (28)

By substituting (27) and (28) into (26),

8(f/number)2 (29)

YAW ERROR DETECTION

Since the horizcn is symmetrical with respect to the vehicle's yaw axis, guiding on
the horizon cannot be used for yaw error detection. In an earlier RAND report,""' a
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2'device was proposed that would use the.- "• l w•-2ra tchiqesof molecular beam detection to
SW- - incident snoleculior

beam measure the angle of attack in yaw. Some

-L -recent theoretical and experimental investi-

, ionizaton gouge. chombe, gations'
57 •'31 1 have produced a simple and

reliable device that is applicable to this
problem. The sensitive element is a short tube which is open at one end and has a bulb

-or reservoir at the other (as shown in the sketch). This bulb or reservoir can be the
envelope of an ionization gauge. The molecular beam is produced by an openingin the

skin of the vehicle on the forward part. Since the incident bean'is roughly collimated

by the high forward velocity of the vehicle, the molecules suffer fewer reflections from

the side of the tube on the way into tfe reservoir than they do as they emerge. Hence

there is an increase in pressure produced in the reservoir owing to the presence of the

tube. It has been shown'357 that for values of L/r of 100 (see sketch), the pressure in

the reservoir is increased over the dynamic pressure produced by a factor of 350 when

the air stream impinges on the open end of the tube. Subsequent experimental work'"s'

has confirmed the theoretical results of the earlier investigation')' and has yielded the

additional information that for values of L/r of 100, the system has a time constant of

about 15 sec. If the tube were set with its axis parallel to the longitudinal axis of the

vehicle, the pressure would be maximum, but the sensitivity to error in yaw would be

vanishingly small. If the tube is perpendicular to the direction of motion, the sensitivity

is maximum, but the pressure is zero. In general, if 0 is the angle between the direction

of motion and the axis of the tube, then the component of the dynamic pressure that

enters the tube is

P = KPD cos 0,

where P, is the total dynamic pressure and K is the pressure amplification caused by the

tube. If the vehicle yaws slightly, the change in this component (the quantity to be

measured) is

dP= -KP sin 8 d8.

In Ref. 58, dP, the minimum detectable increment in pressure in a laboratory setup,

is stated to be 8 X 10-lu umn of mercury. To ensure an adequate signal-to-noise ratio and

to make allowance for the fact that fine adjustments are not possible after the vehicle is

launched, a value 100 times larger than this will be used, i.e., 8 X 10-8 mm. By using

the least favorable atmospheric model, the dynamic pressure on a 350-mi-altitude orbit

will be 1.4 X 10-- mm, and on a 500-mi-altitude orbit, 6 x 10-9 mm. The least detect-

abl-. change in yaw is then
--dP

'=KP, sin 0
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Setting the tube at 450,

sinG = 0.7
dP = 8 X 10-s

PD = 1.4 X 10`1
K = 350,

which gives do = 0.130 for the 350-mi orbit. For the 500-mi orbit and its least favor-
able atmospheric model, do = 30.

Because of time lags in a servo system, it is never possible to position the controlled
member as accurately as its error can be measured. Since the half-power bearmwidth of
the antenna will be of the order of 20, this error is too large, and some complications in
the molecular beam detector must be introduced to increase its sensitivity to angular

deviations. For instance, if the entrance to the tube is set back far enough inside the
vehicle behind a hole in the skin, the simple cos 6 law no longer applies, and increased

sensitivity to yaw errors could be obtained.
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APPENDIX IV

EQUATtONS OF MOTION FOR THE SATELLITE'S
ATTITUDE-CONTROL FLYWHEELS

Two systems for effecting satellite attitude control, one using the principle of the
precession of gyroscopes and the other that of the angular momentum of flywheels,
were discussed in Section 111. Analysis of the equations of motion pertaining to the
gyro system were presented in detail in Ref. 17. To our knowledge, however, no prior
investigation has been made for the flywheel system, which is therefore presented here.

The coordinate system used is fixed in the vehicle: positive x direction, forward;
positive y, to the starboard; positive z, downward. The following notation will be used:

P = angular momentum of vehicle with respect to an inertial reference system,

M = the control momentum applied to the vehicle,
.= the angular velocity of the vehicle with respect to an inertial reference

system.

The equation relating P and M can be resolved into components in the vehicle's axis
system if allowance is made for the variation of the direction of the axes with time:

dP dM - dt - di (Pk ,i + P_ + Pk)

dP,7 -P " dP dl dt _ dk

dP, dP,, dP k
=7- -7- dl-k X(Pzi+Pv +Pk)-

Let

cp = roll angle
6 = pitch angle

= yaw angle;

then

= q'i + 0ý + ,'k
.Q X i = Okj -0k
O2 XJ = c'k - 'i

Z Xk=6,i 91 . (31)

Substituting (31) into (30) and equating components:

= d-" - P1 f' + P_-6'
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d,

dP.
M = -- Pe'8 + PAI.(32)

Assuming that the principal axes of inertia are parallel to the chosen coordinate axes:

dP,

dP = l1d2"P, = lxm'O" , = I...0"

Pd = (33)

Substituting (33) into (32), the expressions for the moments applied to the vehicle
become:

M. = l1,9)" - (I.2 - lA)''

my = 1a,28" - (Im - lv)q!•

M- = 1,4" - (I, - IA,),'6'. (34)

The equations of motion of the flywheels will be set up in the same coordinate system.
The flywheel whose axis is parallel to the roll axis of the vehicle will be called the

roll flywheel. Its angular velocity with respect to the vehicle will be designated .,; the
constraint of its bearings will force it to have the same angular velocity as the vehicle
in pitch and yaw equal respectively to 0' and ý'. Similar considerations apply to what
may be called the pitch and yaw flywheels. The angular velocity of the pitch flywheel
with respect to the vehicle is III; that of the yaw flywheel, .,. In tabular form:

Angular Velocity
with Respect to Moment Applied to

Fly'wheel Inertial Space in Moment of Inertia in Flywheels

Roll Pitch Yaw Roll Pitch Yaw Roll Pitch Yaw

Roll + I II MI, , A l ,

Pitch 9' , ' + "l 1l, I I, M,. M,, M,:

Yaw ' ' 6V'+, I+ W. I M.. M, Al,.

By an exactly similar analysis as that gone through for the vehicle, the equations for
the roll flywheel are:

M: ='13(9" + ") - (: -

M,= 1.2" - (-. - 1)0'(,V + -)
M =I, -3V 2 12)'" + ,D1 '; (35x)
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for the pitch flywheel,

,A..o = 1,,•" - (122 - '23) (6' + 0.2)€'

M2, = 1::(8" + W4) - (2,• -

.M..: = -- .- ' - (/2, - 20)9,'(0' + 0-2); (35y)

and for the yaw flywheel,

M,1 = 1. 19" - (432 - WO3 )W(€/ + -0)
M,11 = 1.6o" - (1.3 - 41) (V + ,,))V'
Al:. = ,�-(V," + -') - (13, - 32),;'. (35:)

If the flywheels were free in space and the moments on the left-hand side of these
equations were applied, the resulting change in motion of the flywheels would be given
by the other side of these equations. On the other hand, if the motions are assigned, as
is the case with the flywheels since they are constrained to have the same motion as the
vehicle about two axes, the moments resulting from these motions can be computed.
These computed moments, of course, will be the negative of the moments imposed on
the vehicle by the flywheels, i.e.,

M (- = -(M,, + M., + M.A")
Mr = -(M,, + M.lV + M3:1)
MX = -- (M,: + M.: + M::). (36)

Substituting (35x), (3 5y), (35z), and (34) into (36) and rearranging terms,

1, =-1,," ± (
1 , - ,,.),0'V" +- (122 - 12,)1€W-2 + (1. - l3)e'W:i

.. ,,"= - , + (I," - b,,)VT'q' + (I, 13l.),W', + (1,: -11,)V'1

131W3 --1,4." + (IMI - l,2 )q"e' + (I,, -- 11,.)0, + (12, -- 
1 l.)W 2 . (37)

In writing Eq. (37), it is assumed that the moments of inertia of the vehicle include
the moments of inertia of the flywheels. For instance,

IA;, 'lu:, + I11. + 4::1 + 13.

A slight simplification occurs if the vehicle's yaw and pitch moments of inertia are
assumed to be equal in the first equation of (37). The terms on the left-hand side
of (37) are the moments applied to the flywheels to change their spin with respect to
the vehicle, and these may be called the control moments.

These equations are exact, holding true for large angular velocities. The difficulty
with them is that their application would require, in addition to nine sums, nine products
to be taken in a computer in the vehicle. This would require much circuitry and thus
power consumed in heating filaments of electron tubes. Furthermore, the results so
obtained probably would be more accurate than is necessary.

Linearization of these equations is therefore indicated. The only quantity which is
assumed to have nonzero steady-state values is the angular velocity* of the vehicle, 6.

0 The angular velocity of the pitch flywheel, I,, is assumed t^" I'-" a zero steady-state value
because the angular velocity of the vehicle, 0., will be imparted to the satellite 4y the control rockets
during the initial phase of the orbiting path.
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The linearized equations are:

= -INq"' + (I.. - 1.0)03

7= .I-N.' + (IN , - 1M.) 0' + (1, - I,,)9-,. (38)

The number of additions has been rednced to four, and there remain no multiplica-
tions of variables except by constants.

In order-that the vehicle may have a suitable response to a correction in altitude, some

control proportional to the error and the time rate of change of error must be included

in the computer. A control function accomplishing this could have the following form:

I., l + + +s,

M.. &.,,,3, + , + - 22 0`0 . (39)

If each equation of (38) is divided by the moment of inertia of the vehicle used in
that equation and (39) is substituted into (38), the motion of the vehicle is seen to be
described by a second order system in each degree of freedom:

•" + 2Cr,' + -2 = 0

4" - 2Cw0,,' + gO = 0

IV' + 2C*,,V + ..4 = 0.

In each equation, 1/1Cw, is the response time, wj is the radian frequency with
which the system would oscillate if there were no damping, and Ci is the damping ratio.

The damping ratio chosen is 0.8, and for the lack of any suitable criterion, a response

time of 1 min was chosen as being an easily realizable quantity requiring little power,
since it is probable that no sharp disturbances will be felt by the satellite. Hence,

1

i-0.8 X60 0.021 rad/sec.

The moments of inertia of the 1000-lb-payload satellite vehicle are:

= 111 slug ft2

IMN If = 1075 slug ft2 .

The ratio of the moments of inertia of the roll and pitch flywheels about their spin
axes is taken -in the same manner as the ratio of the vehicle's moment of inertia in roll

to its moment pf inertia in pitch or yaw, i.e.,

10.
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The absolute values arbitrarily adopted are:

1" = 1 slug ft2

12, = l" = 10 slug ft2.

The moments applied to the flywheels, then, are:

AM1 = 3.73(p' + 4.90 X 10-2ip + 6.31 X 10-'w,

M, = 36.20' + 0.4750
M, = 36.2,' + 0.4750 + 6.31 X 10-'4. (40).

For the same damping ratio, the coefficients of 9', 6', and 0" will vary inversely as

the required response time. That is, if the response were 'io min, the coefficients

would be ten times larger. Moreover, the coefficients of i, 6, and 0 will vary inversely

as the square root of the response time.
The moments of inertia of the control flywheels about axes perpendicular to their

axes of symmetry have been taken as half their moments of inertia about their axis of
symmetry. This is fairly accurate for something built to the proportions of a hoop, which

is the most desirable shape for the flywheels because it gives the maximum moment of

inertia for a given mass.
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APPENDIX V

AUXILIARY POWERPLANT ANALYSIS AND VARIATIONS

The purpose of this appendix is to examine in greater detail certain aspects of the
two powerplants discussed in the body of the report, to evaluate several interesting
variations thereof, and to consider other possible types of powerplants as well as other
fuel sources.

In addition to the various famniliar ways of obtaining electrical energy from con%-en-
tional devices, there are also a number of other means, of unconventional nature, for
producing electricity. Figu~re 52 illustrates many of these power-producing processes.

Final
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Fig. 52-Possible processes for obtaining satellite electrical supply

Since one of the most severe constraints on the satellite's generating plant is that it
must produce the required power-5OQO kw-hr for the 1-year period-within an over-all
weight limitation for both fuel and machinery of 250 lb, it can readily be shown that on
the basis of fuel weight alone, most stored forms of energy will be unsuitable for this
application. Even where the most economical conversion device is considered, all forms
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of energy, except nuclear energy and solar heat, require fuel weights far in excess of
acceptable values for the satellite.

Review of Fig. 52"shows that solar radiation, radioactive emission, and nuclear 'ission

can be used to produce heat energy for subsequent conversion to electrical energy. Also,
any of the three could operate a photovoltaic generator. The two nuclear f' produce
ions,* which could conceivably be employed with some form of a collector, such as a

cloud chamber, to produce electricity directly. Another means for producing electrical
energy from nuclear fission is a thermomagnetic generator.

The ion collector and photovoltaic generator will be dropped from further consider-
ation because of a complete lack of knowledge regarding their capabilities of producing
power in appreciable quantities.* All the remaining syuems--electromechanical, electro-
static, thermoelectric, and thermomagnetic generators--employ heat energy and thus can

be classified as heat engines.

THE HEAT ENGINE

The term heat engine as used here is defined as any system employing heat as an energy

source and producing useful work in the form of either mechanical energy or electricity.
A heat engine thus incorporates a heat source and a device for extracting useful work

from the heat energy. In addition, there must always be a heat sink, or cooler, in the

system; although this is a well-known postulate of thermodynamics, it is desirable to

restate it here because of its especial pertinence to the satellite.

Thermodynamics also furnishes the knowledge of the maximum efficiency of any

heat engine, namely, that of the ideal Carnot cycle. This can be stated in the follow-

ing form:

Q,-Q
- - (41a)

where 7,, is the maximum efficiency of the heat engine, Q, is the heat supplied by the

heat source, and Q, is the heat removed by the heat sink. A direct result of this theorem

is an alternate form:

T,--T-/•= T (41b)

where T, and T, are the respective temperatures in OR of the heat source and sink.

An actual heat engine has a lower efficiency than the ideal one because losses occur
in the work-extraction device. Very few heat engines used for producing electricity,
particularly in small sizes, operate at an over-all efficiency of more than 10 per cent.

It is thus apparent that ,the problem of supplying 5000 kw-hr of electrical energy has
devolved not only to that of supplying ten or more times this amount of heat energy, but
also to that of dissipating nearly as much heat as is supplied. Consequently, some further

remarks about the energy source and the heat sink are in order.

*For -example, alpha particles are quite heavy, are positively charged, and lose energy by the
formation of ion pairs as they pass through a material. The ion pairs are formed by excitation of
bound electrons in the material, which are stripped off the atoms and thereby form ions.
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THE ENERGY SOURCE

Major consideration must be given to the nuclear source of energy. This could be
either a fast reactor .of uranium 235 or a radioisotope having the appropriate half life.

The nuclear reactor has the advantage of a long lifetime and thus could motivate the
satellite equipment as long as the vehicle remained aloft in a useful capacity. Further, the
reactor can be tested on the ground and then "shut down" by means of controls until
time for use in the vehicle, thereby reducing handling problems. Two main deterrents
are seen in the use of the reactor. The first is, of course, the strategic nature of U'-'-.
The second is the inherent difficulty of controlling the reactor at high temperatures.
Reactor-energized powerplants have been operated at temperatures low enough so that
water can be used as a moderator. Unfortunately, such i low-temperature regime is of
little value in the satellite because temperatures required will be of the order of 1000 0 F
or higher; it could well be that it would be impossible to control a reactor at such tem-
peratures. The use of a radioisotope at these temperatures, however, is believed to be a
straightforward problem, since they can be used in a molten form or alloyed with metals
of the appropriate (higher) melting points.

As stated in the body of the report, the radioactive fuels would probably be ruthenium
106 or cerium 144, both beta emitters, which have half lives of 1 year and 275 days,
respectively. A short-period satellite might conceivably use strontium 89, which has a
half life of 55 days. The radioactive fuels have the advantage of being by-products of
nuclear piles and thus have a lower military priority than U23-. There appears to be an
ample supply on hand in pile wastes, although a complexity exists in the handling and
separation of these fuels from the waste products. Further, the exponential decay cannot
be halted; every day lost between separation of the fuels and their use in the satellite
causes an additional depletion of the separated supply.

Because of the collection and utilization problems, solar energy* will be discussed
later as a specific energy converter, rather than as a separate, packageable energy source.

THE HEAT SINK

It has been noted that the over-all efficiency and even feasibility of the satellite's
auxiliary powerplant depend on the temperature at which excess heat must be dissipated,
that the normal difficulties encountered in disposing of waste heat from the engine are
accentuated in the satellite, and that radiation from the skin of the vehicle must be used
since there is no appreciable atmosphere and there are no convection currents to carry
away this waste energy.

0 In addition to solar heat, a further supply of energy exists in the upper atmosphere-a
by-product of the sun's radiation in the form of dissociated atoms of oxygen and nitrogen, which
are present at altitudes greater than 60 mi above the earth. Collecting a number of these nascent
atoms, such that their concentration in a given volume is increased (by compressing the ambient air),
enhances the probability of a three-body collision and thus the release of potential energy of asso-
ciation, which is of the order of 4 to 7 kcal/mole. However, at the altitudes where the satellite has
a useful duration, it is probable that not enough atoms can be collected per unit time to produce a
useful amount of energy.
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Fig. 53-Total heat that can be dissipated by radiation from skin of
1000-lb-payload satellite vs temperature of skin for two cases

Thus a limit is set on the total amount of heat that can be dissipated at any given
temperature. Further, the lower the skin temperature, the less the over-all amount of

waste heat that can be accommodated, as shown in Fig. 53 where the total amount of

heat that can be dissipated by radiation from the 1000-lb-payload satellite is given as a

function of skin temperature for both darkness and full sunlight cases* when (1) the
entire satellite skin is used and (2) when the lower half only (toward the earth) is
employed. Those sections of the satellite skin having negative heat rejection-i.e., receiv-

* The 350-mi-orbital-altitude satellite alternates between 45-rnin periods of darkness and sunlight.
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ing more heat from the sun than is being reradiated-are assumed to be cut out of the
system. Study of the figure reveals that for the daylight case and skin temperatures of
about 200OF or lower, virtually no benefit accrues in using the upper half of the satellite
skin. Rather, if the powerplant operates continuously at constant output, it is advan-
tageous to utilize only the bottom portion of the satellite surface where the conditions for
heat rejection are nearly constant.

For a given amount of power required, there is a unique value of the skin tem-
-perature which allows production of this power at greatest efficiency. If the energy
converter part.of the heat engine is too inefficient or if the power production require-
ments are too high, then no solution exists and the powerplant cannot feasibly produce
the power required of it.

As an illustration, consider the 500-watt gas engine, described in Section IV (page
59), where 20,000 Btu/hr are dissipated at a skin temperature of 160 0F by using the
earth-side half of the satellite skin under full sunlight. If a 1 SOO-watt output power-plant
of a similar type is demanded, 60,000 Btu/hr would have to be disposed of if the fame
efficien-y could be mainiained. It can be seen from Fig. 53 that 340 0 F, corresponding
to a bottom cycle temperature of 3800 F, is now the minimum allowable skin temperature.
The thermal efficiency of the cycle with this assumed bottom temperature is reduced
from 58.8 per cent to 47.5 per cent, which means that 23.6 per cent more heat input
(and thus heat disposal) is necessary. Corresponding to 3800 F skin temperature and
420OF bottom cycle temperature, 74,000 Btu/hr now have to be dissipated. Carrying this
iterative process to a solution yields a skin temperature of 400OF (a bottom cycle tem-
perature of 440 0 F), and 80,500 Btu/hr have to be dissipated--one-third more than
would be indicated on an equivalent efficiency basis.

It is readily seen that a minor change in the engine-cycle efficiency, or an increase to.
say, 2500-watt power-plant, would result in a low cycle temperature requirement incom-
patible with the heat to be dissipated. The examples of increased power are presented
for illustrative purposes only and to indicate the rather sensitive relationships involved.

The mechanisms by which the waste heat is transferred from the 500-watt gas engine
to the lower skin of the satellite have been described briefly in the text. The capillary
tubes, through which the NaK solution is force-fed from the cold zone of the engine to
the skin, are fabricated from 2S aluminum: a tube wall thickness of 0.001 in. is adequate
for the 800 psi pressure. The 400 ft of tubing weighs 8 lb, and the NaK solution, 2 lb.
The 0.002-in. copper flashing, installed between the tubes and the heat-radiating part of
the inner skin to facilitate heat conduction normal to the tubes, weighs about 10 lb and
causes an average temperature rise of 50 F from the skin to the tubes.

Circulating the NaK through the tubes at 10 ft/sec velocity requires a 10.3-watt pump
weighing about 2 lb. At this flow rate, the temperature rise through the tubes is 20CF.
A further temperature gradient of about 15OF is necessary between the NaK and the
cold portion of the engine ýylinder. Thus the over-all temperature rise between the skin
and the engine cylinder is 40 0 F, giving the low-end cycle temperature of 200>F. This
temperature rise is accomplished with a 25-lb cooling system, including, in addition to
the aforementioned items, 2 lb of valves and fittings and 1 lb of heat-conducting glue
for cementing the tubes to the copper sheath.
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During darkness, the heat-rejection system is more efficient, being about 100 colder
than the full sunlight value. This means about a 13 0 F drop in temperature because the
cycle efficiency is simultaneously improved, yielding a skin temperature of 147 0 F and a
minimum temperature of 152 0 F in the tubes; these are well above the 65°F melting
point of the NaK.

THE GAS ENGINE WITH A BATTERY

At this point it is desirable to digress to determine if any improvement can be gained
by adding a battery in the cycle. During periods of darkness, the electrical system remains
on, but no pictures are being transmitted. Hence the nighttime electrical power require-
ments are about 40 per cent (200 watts) of those during the daytime. By assuming that
346 watts and 354 watts, respectively, are produced during alternate 45-min day and
night periods, it can be shown that the system requires a 24-volt, 4.75-amp-hr battery
which, by present aircraft standards, would weigh 10.7 lb. The appropriate engine would
then be about 70 per cent as large as that for the system without such a battery, and the
corresponding heat input would be roughly two-thirds; the corresponding skin tem-
peratures would be 100CF during the -day" and 90OF at "night."

Thus the expedient of adding a small storage battery to the system has interesting
possibilities, not only for the gas-cycle engine, but also for the vapor-cycle engine. Tend-
ing to counterbalance the potential gains are the 'attendant difficulties in developing a
battery for operation in the satellite's environment for a year: however, there are some
new types of batteries-nickel-cadmium and silver-alkaline-which might suffice. This
problem certainly warrants further investigation.

THE SOLAR POWERPLANT

The possibility of utilizing solar energy and thus obviating the employment of a
nuclear fuel is intriguing. The solar powerplant system, per se, is visualized as being
comprised of one of the previously described heat engine-generator-cooling systems in
combination with appropriate means both for collecting the sun's heat and for storing a
portion thereof for nighttime operation.

The principal difficulty in harnessing the sun's energy lies in focusing its rays on a
receiver, for the collection device is more complex than would appear by casual obser-
vation. Reference to Fig. 54 reveals that collection of the sun's heat directly from the
satellite skin is unsuitable. For example, if the collection temperature were 240°F (only
40OF above the bottom cycle temperature and therefore obviously impractical), 14,000
Btu/hr would be available to the 1000-lb-payload satellite in full sunlight; this is the
maximum amount of energy which could be collected directly, yet it is still less than half
of that which would be needed if the collection temperature were 1300OF (1000 above
the appropriate top cycle temperature). Consider now the reduction of the skin's col-
lection area to just that directly under the sun's rays. At 540 0 F, still too low to be
commensurate with a reasonable top temperature, the heat received is even now only
2500 Btu/hr, or one-tenth of the required energy.
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If a lens could be built into the satellite's hull such that the sun's rays could be focused
on a receiver of appropriate dimensions, then a more reasonable collection temperature
could be realized. By focusing the rays through 80 ft- of projected area of lens material,
virtually the entire projected area* of the satellite, upon !3 ft" of black plate, 28,000
Btu/hr could be collected at a temperature of 12200F. If 20,000 Btu/hr are used directly
for the sunlit operation and 8000 Btu/hr are stored for operation during the 45-min dark
periods, the engine should run continuously. Accumulation of S000 Btu/hr X 45 min =
6000 Btu to be stored; this can be accomplished by use of 36 lb of aluminum, whose
melting point is 1220OF and heat of fusion is 167.5 Btu/lb.

Under nighttime conditions, the engine would be operating under lowered top and
bottom cycle temperatures, and its efficiency would therefore be higher than in daytime.
The changing requirements would have little effect on the engine and could be handled
without difficulty by an engine governor.

However, the arrangement whereby all available solar energy is converted into power
as it is received, but part of the power is stored in a battery, means not only that the heat

The projected area of the portion of the final satellite vehicle having a skin is 60 ft:. By
incurporating the lens material in part of the afterend of this final stage (projected area = 30 ftF),
the total of 80 ft2 can be obtained.
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engine has to be shut down on alternate 45 min, but also that the engine itself would
have to be 40 per cent larger. This arrangement is unsuitable from the standpoint of
reliability if riot of weight.

As stated, the predominant difficulty in a solar powerplant is that of devising a
transparent lens which will focus on the receiver and still be able to withstand the
environment during the satellite-boosting period. Development of a satisfactory lens
structure is the only real impediment to the use of solar energy. A serrated-type lens
would be desirable since it could be formed around any arbitrary shape and thus could
be built into the satellite skin. Further, a fixed focus arrangement could be employed

because the vehicle itself could always be orientated toward the sun by using a simple

sun-seeker to operate the pitch and roll controls; in this case, the television scanning
system would have to be moved in relation to the vehicle so that it would point in proper
fashion toward the earth.

If any significant portion of the satellite skin is a transparent substance, it must be
able to withstand the temperatures and the temperature stresses experienced during the
satellite's ascent. Glass might be made to conform to such requirements but would be
quite heavy in relation to the 0.20-in. stainless steel presently intended for the satellite
skin. Use of a Vycor" lens, ',ie-in. thick, would require an over-all powerplant weight
increase of 1000 lb. Another problem is that of rearranging the fuel tanks, etc., within
the vehicle so that these components will not interfere with the directed rays of the sun.

For these reasons, as well as because of the more promising possibilities of the
nuclear fuels, further study of the use of solar energy is not contemplated at this time.

THE THERMOELECTRIC GENERATOR

The thermoelectric generator is a thermocouple with the hot junction at the heat
source and the cold junction at the heat sink. The efficiency of energy conversion is
about 4 per cent at best. By using the cycle temperatures corresponding to those of the
gas engine, a 2.4 per cent over-all efficiency results; in this case, 20 kw of energy must
be dissipated, requiring a skin temperature of over 4000 F. Thus an output of approxi-
mately 100 waits is all that can be expected from this converter. Actually, a 4 per cent
conversion efficiency is based on a combination of metals having a tendency to diffuse
into one another, resulting in a shortened lifetime. If a more durable combination is
used, the efficiencies are even less, and the foregoing remarks indicate that not much
useful power can be anticipated.

THE THERMOMAGNETIC GENERATOR

The thermomagnetic generator consists of a closed magnetic circuit having a definite
polarity (fixed magnetomotive force such as that supplied by a permanent magnet) and a
means for varying the magnetic flux in the circuit. An example of such a device is a
material having a large magnetic permeability change with temperature variation (e.g.,

* Vycor, a relatively new product of the Dow-Corning Glass Co., similar in characteristics to
quartz, is used, for eiample, to view engine combustion processes.
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soft iron shifting from a face-centered to a body-centered crystal structure) which is
alternately heated and cooled. A solenoidal coil is placed about the magnetic circuit so
that the changing flux produces an electrical current.

One proposal for a thermomagnetic generator makes use of a fission -jump" process.
The soft iron core of the magnetic circuit and the rotating block are impregnated with

fissionable material: When the block is rotated into proximity with the iron core, the
incrcase in neutrons causes a sudden input of heat into the iron core and a change in its
permeability. For the remainder of the rotating cycle, cooling is~effected by a circu-

lating heat-transfer fluid. 0 , . , "-

The input of heat causes surges of electrical energy similar to the outpu.(6f a. half-'.'ave
rectifier. The only moving parts of the proposed thermomagnetic generator are the
wheel containing the fission block, the wheel's motor drive, and the electrically operated

circulating pump for the heat-transfer fluid.
To increase the sharpness of the heat pulses and thus the efficiency of the cycle, it

may be possible to introduce a quenching device, such as an adiabatic demagnetization
process; this device would produce an alternating current.

The thermomagnetic generator will have to be analyzed further, not only to deter-
mine its weight, size, and power characteristics, but also to study the possible structural
deterioration which might be caused b)y neutron bombardment.
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APPENDIX VI

A SIMPLE FAILURE MODEL FOR LONG-LIFE TUBES

INTRODUCTORY REMARKS

it'is desired to estimate the approximate level of electronic reliability to be expected
in the satellite vehicle if performance equivalent to that of the besi present-day electronic
equipment manufacture and use were realized. To do this requires data for the un-
attended operation of very reliable equipment over a period of time comparable with
that required of the satellite.

The data most nearly meeting both this requirement and that of providing a statistically
large sample are presented in the text under "Bell Telephone Equipment Data" on
page 67. These data, which represent tubes in continuous use in telephone bay equip-
ment, indicate a tube reliability several orders of magnitude higher than any achieved
elsewhere. Since the tubes were inspected at 3-month intervals and the marginal tubes
replaced, the data cannot be applied directly to the reliability prediction for a year's
operation of the satellite; however, a model based on the data, and reasonably descriptive
of the underlying phenomena, may be used for this purpose. Such a model is described
subsequently.

The model is based on the idea that tubes, on inspection, are rejected or accepted on
the basis of certain measured physical characteristics (plate current, grid voltage, trans-
conductance, etc.) lying within predetermined limits. These limits are ascertained from
long experience with the tube and from familiarity with its required functions. Thus, to
be realistic, a model should consider several tube characteristics, each of which has im-
posed on it a set of inspection selection limits. This is not possible with the present
data, however, since the rejections are not separated by type. Therefore, a single variable
is used. Although the resulting model is an oversimplification, it provides an estimate
which is probably correct in order of magnitude.

FAILURE MODEL

1. Consider a characteristic x of tubes which is measured quarterly. A tube is rejected
if its x > x", or x < -x,; i.e., x is used as an acceptance criterion, and the acceptance
interval* is (-x,, x,,). Assume x is normally distributed and is represented in units such
that the mean is zero and the standard deviation is a = 1. Tube failure during operation
is determined by x's lying outside the interval (-x,,xl). Of course, x, < x1.

2. Six thousand'tubes are inspected quarter1 , over a period of a year. At each in-
spection, an average of 90 tubes (1.5 per cent) is rejected as being outside the acceptance

"a The concepts "acceptance interval" and "failure interval" are part of the model and are not
to be considered as included in the data.
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interval. These are replaced by good tubes. During each period, no tubes are found to
lie outside the failure interval ( -xp,x,), i.e., no tubes have failed.

3. From (2) it is seen that, concerning .elected tubes operating over a 3-month
period, four samples of six thousand observations each have been taken in which no
failures have occurred. SiA.e n is large, the variable (x - nq)/1' nzp(1 -- q) has a
distribution which approximates the normal distribution with mean zero and standard
deviation one; here x -' ,-.z observed number of tube failures, )I is the number of trials,
and q is the probability of tube failure during the 3 months of operation. Further, since
95 per cent of the values of a normal variate lie within ±2c' of the mean, and since
x = 0 and ; = 24,000,

2.4 000q

V 24000q(1 - q) - 2'

or q < 1 /6000, with 95 per cent confidence.
4. Consider the group of tubes after selection which are just starting operation during

the first 3-month period. From the assumption of a normal distribution of the char-
acteristic x for unselected tubes, the tubes after selection will exhibit a distribution similar
to the normal, but truncated in that the tails containing the x's lying outside the interval

-x.,,x,,) have been folded back into the body (bad tubes are replaced by good ones)

f(x)

-X 1  _X0  0 xo X0

The figure is somewhat exaggerated, as the tails which have been folded back represent
only 1.5 per cent of the total. During the 3 months of operation, the x's diffuse in some
manner (i.e., the tube characteristics deteriorate) such that at the end of that time,
1.5 per cent of the tubes have an x lying outside the interval ( -x,,x,,) but none has an x
lying outside ( -x,,x,). If it is assumed that the distribution of the x's at the end of
the 3-month period is approximately normal with a mean of zero and aT = 1-this is
reasonable since the fraction of x's lying outside (-x,,x,,) is the same as that in the
oricinal unselected group, which was already assumed normal in (1)-then the limits
x,, and x, must be such that

f -fi (x) dx = o.ol 5

1 - j(x) dx < -- = 0.000167. (42)

This follows from (2) and (•). From these expressions, it is found that x,, = 2.43
and that x, Ž 3.76; the lower limit 3.76 leads to the most failures and will be used in
the following argument.

5. Actually, the tubes lying outside tht acceptance criterion were replaced at the end
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of the first 3 months* operation (and, indeed, at the end of each subsequent 3-month
period). The question now is what might have happened to the group of tubes if no
replacements had been made for a year. Evidently the tube characteristics would continue
to diffuse in some unknown manner, but in such a way that no more than 1.5 per cent
of the x's would pass outside the fixed intnri'al (-x,,x0 ) during any 3-month period.

The vital question is, of course, what fraction of those xs passing outside (-x,,x,) also
pass outside the interval (-x,,xl) before the year is up. The upper limit for this
fraction is %i and would obtain if each tube having an x outside (--x0 , x,) at the end of
one quarter would fail during the next quarter; this would result in 4.5 per cent failures
at the end of the year. The x-distribution for this situation would have an extraordinarily
high ratio of x's beyond the range (-x,,x,) as compared with those in the intervals
(-x 1 , -xi,) and (x0,,xf) and is not representative of the smooth spreading of the
characteristic x which would appear to take place in slowly changing long-lived tubes.
A more reasonable assumption is that the end distribution can again be represented by a
smooth normal curve with mean zero and standard deviation such that the proportion of
x's lying outside (-x,,x 0 ) is 6 per cent of the total. The a so determined is a = 1.29.
From this, the expected fraction of rubes lying outside (-xf,x,) at the end of a year
is 0.36 per cent.

6. Applying this to a group of 100 tubes (e.g., satellite equipment), the expected
number of failures is 0.36, and the probability of no failure is e-0.31, or 70 per cent for
1 year's operation.*

1 From the Poisson approximation to the binomial distribution: When the expected number of
occurrences, e, is small compared with the number of trials, the probability of no occurrence is e-1.
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